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ZOOLOGY OF THE UPPER COLORADO RIVER BASIN
Tho Biotic Communities
by
Lynn Hayward, D Elden Beck and Wilmer
I.

C.

W. Tanner

EXTENT AND GENERAL DESCRIPTION
OF THE UPPER COLORADO RIVER BASIN

erty and even the lives of those wlio are not

The Colorado River Basin includes a vast
area which gathers its waters from most of
the intermountain areas west of the Conti-

in this

I.

nental Divide. Portions of the states of California, Nevada, Utah. Wyoming, Colorado, and
New Mexico, and nearly all of Arizona are involved. Extending from west central Wyoming
to slightly beyond the Mexican border at the
Gulf of California, the basin is over 800 miles
in length and has a width at one point of about
500 miles. In elevation it ranges from over
14,000 feet at its rim in some of the lofty
mountain ranges of Colorado and Wyoming
to 348 feet below sea level at the Salton Sea
of

Southern California.
The northern portion of

which

is

this extensive area,
the subject of this report, is known

the Upper Colorado River Basin and occupies that part of the entire basin which lies
mostly north of the Utah-Arizona and New
Mexico-Colorado borders (Fig. 1). In recent
years this portion of the Colorado River Basin
has attracted widespread attention owing to
the proposals to build a number of flood conirrigation and power dams along the
trol,
Colorado River and its tributaries, and to the
discovery of extensive deposits of uranium oi-e,
natural gas, oil, and gilsonite in certain sections. Furthermore, many portions of the Upper Basin, as it shall lienceforth be called,
possess areas of magnificent scenery which are
becoming increasingly attractive to a large
number of visitors. That portion of the Upper
Basin which is located in the southwestern
as

corner of Utah in Washington County, namely
the Virgin River drainage basin, is not a part
of this presentation, but will be considered as
a separate study at a later date.
The increasing interest in the natural resources of this area has resulted in the construction of more and better roads, and while
many sections can still be reached only on foot
or horseback, much of it is available by jeep
01 truck and can now be studied by naturalists
with much less expense and discomfort than
was possible a few years ago. However, the
excessive dryness of the area makes it difficult
at times to obtain suitable drinking water,
and in mid-summer maximum temperatures
above 100 F. are not unconnnon. Cold storms
are frequent in early spring and may extend
into June, while in late summer and early
autumn, sudden thunder showers may result
in flash floods that sweep without warning
down the barren washes endangering the prop-

prepared for them.

Accumulation of the data to be presented
and subset] uent reports has taken place

over a period of nearly thirty years with many
individuals taking part either as staff members or students of the Department of Zoology
at Brigham Young University. The work has
been discontinuous and at first was done in
the main to add to the general natural history
knowledge of Utah. During the last two decades,
however, there has been a determined effort
to bring together faunistic information pertaining to the Upper Basin area in particular.
Detailed descriptions of the field expeditions
conducted in the Upper Basin over the years
will be given in another section of this report,
but it may be said at this time that the writers
have at one time or another traversed almost
all of the territory here considered. Furthermore, manv workers from other institutions
have done field work in this area and have
published reports on various phases of the
fauna and flora of the Upper Basin. One of
the most recent is the "Preliminary Report on
Biological Resources of the Glen Canyon Reservoir" by Woodbury, et. al. (1958). This gives
an extensive listing of the biota for the (ilen
Canyon region. 1 lowever, to our knowledge,
ours is the first attempt to accumulate and
publish information pertaining to the vertebrate fauna of the Upper Basin as a unit. It
is
planned in a series of papers to include
eventually most of the living animals that are
native to the area.

As field work by us continued in this complex area it became increasingly evident that
many years' effort would be necessary before
a complete picture of the fauna could be attained. Work in new areas invariably aroused
fresh problems. Nevertheless the writers now
feel that the time is appropriate to print the
data that are now at hand and that enough of
these are available to present a fairly reliable
accoimt of some of the faunal aspects of the
area as they now exist.
While the writers have traveled in almost
every section of the Upper Basin and in the
states adjoining Utah, the most intensive field
work has been done in the latter state. Ihe
major part of the discussion to follow- deals,
therefore, with the Utah section of the LTpper
Basin, extending from the Manila-Daggett region on the north to and including the Glen
Canyon damsite on the south at the UtahArizona border. References made herein to
the Upper Basin in adjacent states, are, therefore, of a more general nature.
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II.

PROCEDURES

In preparing this report the authors have
divided the responsibihties somewhat as follov^'s:
Hayward has been responsible for most of the
general descriptions and has collaborated with
Beck and Tanner in the preparation of the section pertaining to the biotic communities. The
lists of mammals and birds were prepared by
Hayward and Beck, with Tanner preparing the
lists of amphibians and reptiles. However, each
of the authors has read the entire manuscript
critically and has offered suggestions throughout the preparation of the entire study. The

maps and diagrams were prepared by Wayne
Killpack under the direction of Hayward, and
photographs

the

files of

D

are,

the main,

in

from the

E. Beck.

In referring to the

names

of

plants and

animals the practice has been to use both scientific and common names. In the body of the
text the scientific name is given only once
when the plant or animal is first mentioned.
Subsequently only common names are used.
Technical names of mammals are taken from
Miller and Kellog:

List

of

North American

Recent Mammals, U.S. Nat. Mus., Bull. 205,
1955; their common names are derived from
Hall, et. al.; Vernacular Names of North American Mammals North of Mexico, University of
Kansas Museum of Natural History, Misc. Publications. No. 14, 1957. Both scientific and
common names of birds are taken from the
American Ornithologists' Union: Check-list of
North .Imerican Birds, 1957. In naming the
amphibians and reptiles the scientific names
are from Schmidt: Check-list of North Amercan Amphibians and Reptiles, University of
Chicago Press, 1953. Common names were
taken from American Society of Ichthyologists

and Herpetologists: Common Names for North
American Amphibians and Reptiles, Copeia.
1956.
Ill

EXPLORATIONS AND REPORTS ON
ri IE UPPER COLORADO BASIN

In several major works published on the
LIpper Basin, excellent accounts of the early
explorations of the area are ah-eady in print,
and it is not the intention of the writers to
recount them in detail. Graham (1937) in his
paper on the Botany of the Uinta Basin gives
a thorough account of early visits to that part
of the area. Woodbury (1945) has given a
brief statement of some of the early surveys
in the Navajo country of southern litah and
northern Arizona.
The earlier explorations into the Upper
Basin by white men were those of the Spanish
padres who visited some parts of the area as
early as 1761 (Freeman, 1923:31). Escalante,
the best known of these, crossed the Green
River near the present townsite of Jensen.

September 13. 1776, and explored parts of the
Uinta Basin on his way to the Great Basin.
Between 1825 and 1835, a number of white
trappers and fur traders were active especially
in the Green River Valley of Wyoming and
the Uinta Basin. Jedediah S. Smith, William H.
Ashley, Etienne Provost, Jim Bridger, and Antoine Bobidoux were among the better known
these early travelers (Dale, 1918). From
the journals of some of these men we have
certain information on the fur-bearing and
larger game animals particularly.

of

Several early expeditions were carried out
Upper Basin and numerous papers have
been published relative to the biota of the area.
Most of these will be dealt with later in the
course of this paper, but some of the major
and especially the earlier studies will be briefly considered at this time. Aside from the
early exploration surveys of various governmental agencies including such prominent figures as Fremont (Abert, 1945, Fremont 1846,
Warren 1859) and Powell 1875, who recorded
some data on plants and animals, there have
in the

been a number of sui-veys that have dealt more
specifically with the biota. In 1853 a party
led by Captain J. W. Gunnison crossed the
Grand River Valley of the Upper Basin in
LItah and continued on westward to the Great
Basin. Baird (1857, 1959) later published on
the birds and mammals of this expedition. J.
A.' Allen, as a representative of the Museum
of Comparative Zoology at Harvard University, visited a portion of the Upper Basin in
1871 and published an account of the birds

There were at least two early expeof the American Museum of Natural
History into the Upper Basin. Charles P. Rowley collected in the San Juan River area in
1892 and Allen (1893) published on the mammals of this expedition. Walter W. Granger
worked in the eastern part of the LHnta Basin
and at Brown's Park in 1895-96. Allen (1896)
(1872).

ditions

published on the manunals collected by this
expedition. Cary (1911) worked in parts of
the Upper Basin from 1905 to 1907. In 1905
he descended the Bear River (now known as
the Yampa in Colorado) as far as Axial Basin
and then traveled southward over the White
River Plateau to Grand River (Colorado River)
Valley. In 1907 he covered much of the same
territory including a trip down the Little Snake
River (tributary to the Yampa), with visits
to Brown's Park on the Green River. During
the same year he was in southwestern Colorado
and included a trip to the LaSal Mountains
in LTtah. In a later paper (1917) Cary published an account of his studies in Wyoming
which included work in the Green River Basin
of southwestern

Wyoming.

Bailey (1913) in his paper on the life
zones and crop zones of New Mexico describ-
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Zone

of the

San Juan

Valley and other valleys of northwestern NewMexico.

Gregory (1917. 1948, 1950j. Gregory and

Moore (1931), Gregory and Thorpe (1938).
Gregory and Anderson (1939) wrote a number of papers on the geology of the U]iper
Colorado River Basin. In addition to discussions
of a strictly geological nature, there are also
included descriptions of the biotic features,
climate, agricultiue and socio-historic data. In
some of these monographic studies the biotic
features are discussed in some detail. 1 lunt.
Averitt, and Miller (1953) have described the
overall vegetation of the Henry Mountains area
in their geologic and geographic study of that
region.

From 1931 to 1937 the Carnegie Institute of
Pittsburg. Pennsylvania, sponsored a series of
expeditions into the Uinta Basin. Graham of
that institution published (1937) an extensive
report on the botany of that area, and Twomey
collection of
(1942) published on the birds.
the mammals was made by Kenneth Doutt,
but an account of these has not been published

A

by him. DuiTant (1952), however, worked over
Doutt's material and included it in his "Mammals of Utah."
From 1933

to 1938 the National Park Service sponsored a series of expeditions into the
Rainbow Bridge-Monument Valley part of the
Upper Basin under the direction of .\nsel F.

Hall and Charles D. Winning. A general report was published by Hall (1934) and an account of the birds by Woodbury and Russell
(1945).
In 1941 the Secretary of the Interior approved a survey of the Colorado River Basin
with a view to ascertaining its recreational and

water resources. The work was done by the
National Park Service under the direction of
Conrad L. Wirth. Several other agencies of the
government assisted with the work, and a comprehensive report was published in 195(1
In recent years staff members and students
of the educational institutions in Utah and Arizona have conducted field studies in several

Upper Basin. The University of
Utah has made extensive studies of the mammals, birds, and reptiles under the leadership
of Stephen D. Dun-ant, William H. Behle and
Angus M. Woodbury.
Since 1926 the Department of Zoology,
Brigham Young University, has actively engaged in field work throughout much of the
Upper Basin, and it is upon this work that the
present study is largely based. Staff members
parts of the

who have

participated

these

in

studies

are

layward. D Elden
Beck, Wilmer W. Taniier, Dorald M. Allred,
and Clarence Cottam. Many former students
have also assisted in the surveys. These include

Vasco M. Tanner,

C.

Lynn

I

Claudeous Brown. Anson

Call, James Kartchner, Selar lutchings, Irvin Rasmussen, Harold
lutchings, James Bee, Harry Chandler, (ieorge
1

i

Cannon and Merlin

A

L. Killpack.

account of the Brigham
Ilniversity expeditions into the LIpper
Basin follows:
chronologic

Young

June and July 1926. A party of four worked
at Fossil and Fort Bridger, Wyoming, and then
entered the LTinta Basin by way of the .ManilaVernal load. Studies were made at several stations in the Uinta Basin where birds, reptiles,
amphibians, and invertebrates were collected.
June and July, 1927,
A party of seven entered the Upper Basin by way of Price. Collections were made at Wellington, Woodside,
Green River, Moab, La Sal and other areas in
the La Sal Mountains in Utah. Stops were
made at Dove Creek, Mesa Verde, and Lite
Moimtains in Colorado and Shiprock, New
Mexico, Elk Ridge, and the Natural Bridges
area, Blanding, Bluff, Monument Valley, Lee's
Ferry, House Rock Valley, Kanab, Bryce Canyon in LTtah and Grand Canyon in Arizona.

Collections

invertebrates,

plants,

of

reptiles,

amphibians and birds were made during

this

expedition.

July and August, 1934. .\ jxnty of four workin the Upper Basin during the month of
July and part of August in 1934. Overnight
ed

stops were made at Woodside and Moab. but
the major part of the time was spent at high
elevations in the La Sal Mountains. An account of part of the work done in the La Sal
-Mountains was jniblished by V. M. Tanner
and C. L. Hay ward (1934).

June,

1936.

A

survey

trip

into

Carbon and

Emery Counties was made by a party of six
staff members and stvidents. From Spring Canyon the following collecting areas were visited:
Price, Wellington, Huntington, and Castle Dale.
Insects, amphibians, and reptiles were collected

Summers

During these
of 1938, 1939. 1940.
years several parties conducted extensive field
studies in Wayne. Garfield and Kane Comities.
LTtah. During that period many stations were
established and collections of mannnals, birds,
reptiles, amphibians, and invertebrates were
made. Some papers residting from these studies

have been published (Tanner, 1940; Chandler,
1941; Beck, 1954).

Summer,

1946.

As

a

continuation

of

the

above surveys another expedition was organized
to revisit established stations and locate new
ones in Wayne, Garfield and Kane Counties.
Extensive collections of ants, spiders, centipedes,
aquatic insects, reptiles, and amphibia were
made. Occurrence of kinds and numbers of
birds was also noted. All previously established
stations in Wayne, ( iarfield, and Kane Counties

were

revisited. Six

days were spent in survey-
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ing

newly established

the

stations

in

Kane

County.
April 25-27. 1947.
A general survey party was
organized to make a preliminary study of the
Arches National Monument in Grand County.
In this survey a few specimens of mammals,
birds, reptiles and other animals were collected.
September 8-15, 1948. A party visited the
Wayne and San Juan County regions in order
to establish additional stations. Visits to the old

stations

at

Price,

Woodside,

LaSal

Junction

and Monticello were made. Some work was
done at Dead Horse Point in Garfield Comity,
Blanding, Bluff, Mexican llat, Monument Valley and the Natural Bridges National Monument in San Juan County. New stations in
Wayne County were located at Hanksville
and Cainville. Stations at Fruita and Torrey
were revisited. Collections of reptiles, amphibians and spiders were made.
May 8-14, 1949. Field work was done at
Arches National Monument. Grand County,
Utah. An overnight visit was also made to Dead
Horse Point. Birds, mammals, reptiles and invertebrates were studied and collected.

May

7-13, 1950.
Arches National Monument,
Grand County, Utah, was revisited. A one day's
side trip was taken to Castle Valley and the
area known as the Fisher Towers east of the

Colorado River.

May 20-23. 1950. A trip was made to Uintah
County, north and east of Vernal. Collections
of amphibians, reptiles and insects were made
near Dinosaur National Moniunent, Jensen,
and the mouth

of Split Mountain gorge.
1951.
Several areas in San Juan
County were visited. Principal study areas were
Bluff and a camp near the highway, twentytwo miles south of Moab.

May

3-9,

August 9-12, 1951. Studies were made in an
area seven miles northwest of Roosevelt, Duchesne County, Utah. Particular attention was
given to the mammals and birds of the station.
Brief studies were made
3, 1952.
LaSal Mountains and Castle Valley.
Grand County, Utah. Special attention was
given to the mammals and birds.

June iO-July
in

the

Summers. 1950-1953. During this period. D.
Elden Beck was in charge of a National Institute of Health Project (U. S. Public Health
Service), dealing with the distribution of parasitic arthropods that may be vectors of Rocky
Mountain spotted fever and plague. In the
course of this study, visits were made to a
number of localities in the Upper Basin. Extensive mammal collections were made and
many specimens were preserved. In addition,
reptiles, amphibians and selected groups of
arthropods other than parasites were collected.
report of this study was published (Beck,
1955). Localities visited within the Upper Basin are indicated on maps found on pages 33

A

and 34 of that report. These localities include
Pink Dunes, Three Lakes, Kanab Canyon, and
Adairville in Kane County; Dead Horse Point,
San Juan; Manila, Brown's Park, Bridgeport,
and other localities in Daggett County; Fruita
and Torrey as well as other places in Wayne
County; the entire Escalante Basin included in
Kane and Garfield Counties; and Roosevelt in
Duchesne County.
August 26-28, 1953. A visit was made to FourCorners, Red Mesa, and Monument Valley
south of the San Juan River. A new station was
established at the eastern end of Monument
Valley.

June 6-15, 1954. Field work was done in LTintah
County east of Green River with concentrated
work at Rainbow and Bonanza.
July 6-15, 1954. Additional field work was
done in Uintah and Daggett Counties with stations at the South Base of Blue Mountains Plateau, Bridgeport

(Brown's Park), Clay Basin,

and Manila.
April iO-May 5, 1955.
A trip was made to the
Navajo Mountain area in Utah, and northern
Arizona. Collections were made fourteen miles
north of Tonolea, Arizona; and at Tuba City in
Arizona; Navajo Mountain Trading Post, San
Juan County; Kanab and Pink Dunes in Kane
County, Utah. Mammals, reptiles and invertebrates were collected.
June 3-13, 1955. An expedition was conducted
into Grand. Garfield and San Juan Counties

with study stations at Castle Valley, Grand
County; ten miles south of Cisco, Grand County; Montezuma Trading Post, San Juan County; and twenty miles northwest of Hite. Garfield County.
/\ short trip to Cumberland, Lincoln County. Wyoming, was made for
the purpose of collecting mammals in that area.
May 19-23, 1956.
trip was made to the Glen

August 22-24, 1955.

A

Canyon Area, Kane County, with

Wahweap

stations at

Creek and Catstairs Canyon. Special

attention was given to the collection of mammals, birds and reptiles.
September 4-8. 1956. White Canyon and Cot-

tonwood Wash, San Juan County; Dead Horse
Point and Grand View area. San Juan County
were revisited and studies were made of reptiles, birds, and mammals.
June 3-5, 1957. A station was established at
the junction of the San Rafael and Green
Rivers.

Emery County.

1957.
Studies and collections of
birds and mammals were made on Strawberry
River, Dvichesne County.

June

19-20,

December 29-31. 1957. Glen Canyon Area,
Kane Coimty, LItah. and Coconino County,
Arizona, were revisited and collections of wintering birds were made.

In addition to the above-mentioned expediwere conducted independent-

tions, several trips
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ly under the direction of Wilnier W. Tanner,
principally for the purpose of collecting and

studying reptiles and amphibians.

They were

as follows:

May
was

7-10, 1952.

visited

where

Kane County east of Kanab
was done at Nava-

collecting

Paria (a ghost town), north end of
Rock Valley, Catstairs Canyon and
Adairville. Although the major attention was
placed on amphibians and reptiles, a few mammals were taken at Catstairs Canyon and Navajo Wells,

House

jo

Wells.

May

21-25, 1953.

Another

trip east of

Kanab.

Kane County, included

the following collecting
stations: Johnson Creek at the base of the escarpment of the Vermillion Cliffs, Navajo
Wells, House Rock Valley, Wahweap Spring
and Lone Rock. (The latter locality is only a
of Glen Canyon).
survey trip
14-18, 1954.

few miles west

was conductA
Garfield and San Juan Counties
for the purpose of establishing new stations and

May

ed into

collecting

Table

1.

Utah.

Adairville

Monument

Big Bend
Big Indian
Blanding
Bluff

Bonanza

Kane, Utah
Grand. Utah
Kane. Utah
San Juan, LTtah
San Juan, Utah
San Juan. Utah
Uintah, Utah

Utah

Boulder

Garfield.

Daggett, Utah
San Juan. Utah
Uintah, Utah

Monument

Castle Valley
Catstairs Canyon
Circle Cliffs

Clay Basin

Wash

Cottonwood Creek
Cottonwood Wash (upper)
Cottonwood Wash (lower)
Coyote Gulch, Head
Coyote Gulch, Mouth

tion in these places. (Table 1.)

State

Bridgeport
Bridges National

Brush Creek
Bryce Canyon
Buckhorn Reservoir
Calf Creek Crossing
Castle Dale

16-18. 1958. observations and colwere made from the head of House
Rock Valley east to Glen Canyon. During June
22-26 a general survey was conducted in Uinta
and Daggett Counties, -\nother siu-vey was conducted from July 10-15, to Dead Horse Point
and Monument Valley in San Juan County and
the Pink Dunes in Kane County. Birds and
mammals were the main interests of investiga-

lections

Brigham Young University

Upper Colorado River Basin

County and

Locality

Arches National

From June

Principal Field Stations,
Studies in the

Collett

18-21, 1955.
North Wash, Junction of
North Wash and Colorado River and Trachite
Creek were visited on these dates and again on
June 10.
June 21-27. 1955. Two days were spent on
Elk Ridge, southwestern Colorado from Cortez
east to Pagosa Springs and south into the San
Juan Basin of northwestern New Me.xico.
May 17-18, 1956. Studies were again made in
eastern Garfield County including North Wash,
Trachite Creek, and Star Spring. On this trip
emphasis was placed on the collection of
Sceloporus niagister and Xantusia.
May 12-14. 1956. Another visit was made to
Star Spring. Garfield County, Utah. Reptiles,
mammals and birds were collected.
In June, 1957 observations and some reptile
collections were made a few miles north of
Duchesne at Blue Bench. Duchesne Countv.

Wayne,

amphibians and reptiles. The
basin was entered by way of Loa and included
studies at Fruita, Notom. King's Ranch, Water
Pocket Canyon. Rullfrog Creek, Star Spring.
Trachite Creek. Hite, White Canyon. Natural
Rridges, Maverick Spring, and Cottonwood
Wash near Rlanding.
June 8-10, 1954. Several localities were studied
along North Wash, Garfield County, Utah.
for

May

Garfield. Utah
Emery, Utah
Garfield, Utah
Emery. Utah
Grand, Utah
Kane. Utah
Garfield. Utah
Daggett. Utah
Garfield, Utah
Kane, Utah
San Juan, Utah
San Juan. Utah
Kane, Utah
Kane. Utah
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Locality

Cumberland
Dead Horse Point

Dewey

Bridge

Dinosaur National Monument
Dove Creek
Dunn's Trading Post
Dutton Bridge

Rim Mounment Valley
Emery
East

Escalante
Escalante

Canyon

Fifteen Mile Point
Fifty Mile Point

Fisher Towers

Flaming Gorge
Fort Bridger

Fourcorners
Fruita

Grand View Point
Glen Canyon
Green River
Green River Desert

Hanging Arch
Ilanksville

Henrieville
Hite

Head

of

Wahweap

Hole-in-the-Rock
Hole-in-the-Rock (upper)
House Rock Valley

Huntington
Indian Gulch, Mouth
Jensen
Johnson Creek
Junct. N. Wash and Colo. River
Junct. San Rafael and Green R.
Junct. Strawberry R. and

Timber Canyon
Kanab
Kanab Canyon
Kemmerer, 39 mile
Linwood

East

La Sal Junction
La Sal
Lone Rock (Wahweap Creek)
Manila
Mesa Verde National Park
Mexican Hat
Mexican Water

Moab
Moab. 20 miles South

Montezuma Creek
Monticello

Monument Valley (Gouldings)
Myton
Natural Bridges Nat. Monument
Navajo Mountain (Dunn's)
Navajo Wells
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Wyoming Ranges, passes approximately down
the center of the province. Its principal tributaries include La Barge Creek, Sandy Creek,
Bitter Creek, Black's Fork, the Yampa River
and its chief tributary, the Little Snake River.
The general direction of flow of the Creen
River is directly southward until it reaches the
Uinta Mountains. It then turns abruptly eastward into Colorado, cuts across the east end of
the mountains through deep gorges and then
enters the Uinta Basin through Split Mountain

which brought the plateau to an elevation
where precipitation was increased and the
forces of stream erosion became immensely intensified.

the great

Thus during the past 20.000,000 years
maze of precipitous canyons, cliffs,

mesas, and terraces, as well as the many wierd
formations which characterize this province,

was sculptured.
As stated above, the uplifting of this immense plateau area generally left the rocks in

Canyon.

their original horizontal position of deposition.
However, several forces acting in local areas

The Uinta Mountain Province includes the
Uinta Range itself and the Uinta Basin which
lies directly southward of it. This basin, which

One of these
downwarping

the chief area of the province considered in
this report, covers a relatively small area of
about 14.000 square miles in Utah and Colorado. It is bounded on the north by the Uinta
Mountains, on the east by the Roan and White
River Plateaus, on the west by the Wasatch
Movmtains, and is terminated by the escarpment of the Tavaputs Plateau on the south.
is

In structure it represents a long syncline.
lowest elevation along the Green River is
4700 feet, from whence it ascends northward
toward the base of the Uinta Mountains to
7.000 feet. Southward it slopes gradually upward to the rim of the Tavaputs Plateau to an
elevation of 8,000 to 9,000 feet. The latter then
breaks off abruptly along the Roan and Book
Cliffs, to the Price and Grand River Valleys.
Rocks which form the floor of the basin and
are exposed in many places are of Tertiary
age. The Green River takes a diagonal course
across the basin, bisecting the Tavaputs Plateau, and then enters the Colorado River Plateau near the town of Green River, Utah. Two
main tributaries join Green River in the Uinta
Basin; namely, White River coming from the
east and Duchesne River from the west. The
latter stream receives the Uintah River from
the Uinta Mountains and the Strawberry River
from the Wasatch Mountains besides several
smaller streams.
Its

The Colorado Plateau Province

is

by

all

odds

the greatest in size and the most spectacular
part of the Upper Basin (Figs. 1, 2, 21). The
geological history of this vast area of approximately 130,000 square miles includes two long
periods of deposition, two periods of great uplift, and two periods of erosion. During Paleozoic and Mesozoic times, sandstone, limestone
and shale were deposited to great depths in
water and on land. This mass of sedimentary
rock was uplifted near the close of the Cretaceous Period in a nearly horizontal position
but with much folding and warping in certain
period of erosion then followed during
areas.
which a general leveling took place. This was
followed by a second period of deposition during Tertiary times and another period of uplift

A

have broken the even continuity of the strata.
forces was an upwarping and
of the strata in large areas

which

brought about such conspicuous structures as
the Kaibab Plateau, the

Uncompagre, and Kia-

parowits Plateaus, the Water Pocket Fold, the
San Rafael Swell and the TavapiUs Plateau.
A second force was the intrusion of igneous
material which tilted and broke the overlying
sedimentary strata and produced high isolated
mountain ranges such as the Navajo. Henry,
Abajo, La Sal and Ute Mountains. (Fig. 3). In

most cases the sedimentary rocks have been
eroded away from these laccolithic mountains,
leaving the igneous cores exposed. A final important force in the dynamic geology of the
area has been the formation of extensive faults
such as the Hurricane. Paunsaugunt, Sevier,

and Grand Wash.

The northern

part of the Colorado Plateau
found immediately south of the Book
and Roan Cliffs consists of the broad valleys
of Price River, which arises from the Wasatch
Mountains, and the Grand River, which flows
southwestward from the Colorado Rockies and
as

it

is

joined by its large tributary, the Gunnison
River, which also has its origin high in tlie
Rockies.
is

Soon after entering the canyon country to
the south of the Grand River Valley, the Green
and Colorado Rivers join, thus bringing together the waters from the water sheds of Utah,
Wyoming and Colorado. Before joining the
Green River the Colorado receives the Dolores
River from the east, and farther in its course,
near the Utah-Arizona border, the San Juan
River also enters the Colorado from the east.
From the westward high plateaus of Central
LTtah come a number of lesser streams including the San Rafael, Fremont. Escalante. and
Paria Rivers and Kanab Creek. (Fig. 21)
V.

GENERAL CLIMATIC CONDITIONS
OF TI IE LTPPER COLORADO
RIVER BASIN
Most

of the desert lands of the

Upper

Colo-

between 4.000 and 7,000
feet in elevation. The winters, though comparatively dry, are cold and windy, and the summers are characterized by hot days and cool
rado River Basin

lie
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Most of the moisture in the form of
snow usually falls between January 1 and May
1. June and early July are usually dry periods
but in late July, August and early September
nights.

may

be frequent thunder showers in
Often the precipitation from these
summer storms falls over the mountains and
high plateaus rather than the desert, collects
in the canyons and washes and forms raging

there

local areas.

torrents for a few hours. The desert itself actually benefits vei-y little from most of these
storms since there is a high rate of runoff,
even of that precipitation which actually falls
on the desert lands In fact, such storms may
do considerable harm through sheet erosion.
Precipitation coming in the form of snow or
gentle rain in late winter and spring is of greatest importance to the desert lands since more of
it can be absorbed and utilized by the vegetation Desert areas close to mountains or high
plateaus usually receive slightly more moisture
than do those far removed.

A

climatic summary of Eastern
1930 may be found in a publication
of the United States Weather Bureau (Climatic
Summary of the United States, Section 21). A
summary of information pertaining to several
detailed

Utah up

to

Table

2. Weather

localities

in

Table

within the Upper Basin

is

presented

2.

E.xcluding the conditions at Hite. fourteen
stations taken at random over the Utah portion
of the Upper Basin and ranging between 4,000

and 7,000

feet in elevation

show

that the annual
a range of

mean temperatures vary within

about 12 degrees, between 42 degrees F., and 54
degrees F., or about 4 degrees per thousand feet
of elevation. Almost all are subject to temperatures above 100 degrees F. at times during the
summer, and all may suffer subzero temperatures in winter. Annual precipitation varies a
great deal more, owing in part, at least, to more
or less favorable conditions with respect to
mountain ranges and elevation. For example.
Monticello, located between the UaSal and
Abajo Mountains at a relatively high elevation,
receives about three times more precipitation
than Cisco located in the Grand River Valley.
The last-named station has an elevation of
about 4,300 feet and is farther removed from
liigh mountains. In general there is somewhat
correlation between precipitation

and altibetween temperature and
altitude. For example, Kanab, which has an
elevation about 600 feet higher than Bluff. reless

tude than there

is

in the Utah
Upper Colorado River Basin from Summary Reports of U.S. Weather Bureau. Temperature

Data from Selected Stations

Portion of the

in °F. Precipitation in Inches.
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ceives on the average over five inches more annual precipitation.
From the point of view of survival of desert
organisms, the Upper Basin climate is subject
to extreme variations with the season and the

At Bluff. Utah, for example, extreme
temperatures of 109 degrees F. and -20 degrees
F. may be felt witliin a year, a range of 129
degrees. In precipitation the area about Escalante had an annual variation over a thirtyyear period from a low of 6.9 inches in 1924
"to a high of 21.7 in 1927.
years.

VI.
BIOTIC COMMUNITIES
the case everywhere, the presence or
absence of a given kind of animal depends upon
a complex variety of physical and biotic forces
that impinge upon it. In the previous section
of this study we have shown that the desert
area under consideration is subject to a geneially dry climate, with only a narrow border along
the waterways and about the scattered springs
having available a fairly constant and dependable source of water. By far the greater part
of the land surface depends upon a few inches
of precipitation, variable in amount from year
to year, that falls mostly during late winter
and early spring. Deserts of the Upper Basin
are sometimes considered to be "cold" deserts
in contrast to the "hot" deserts of the Southern
Basin. Many of the animals are actually subjected to great extremes of temperatures both
hot and cold, and their responses to these factors in terms of their habits and distribution
are of great importance.
Soils of the area are generally of poor quality owing to the slow formation of organic matter, the tendency for it to be washed away by
sheet erosion, and the proclivity for salts to
accumulate in poorly drained areas. In texture,
too. the soils vary from heavy clays in lower
basins and valleys to almost pin-e sands in
other places. In topography the Upper Basin
desert lands range from extensive plains to the
most rugged kind of terrain.
It is the details of physical factors operating
in an area that are of greatest importance in a
localized study such as we are presenting here;

As

is

therefore, broad systems of community classifications such as geographical regions, provinces,
and life zones have only a very general application to our situation.
As we attempt to define and describe the
biotic communities of the Upper Basin, the
vegetation of the area probably affords the best
basis for comparison, since the nature of the
plant cover gives us a clue to those physical
forces that are also important to the animal life.
The role of plants, or more particularly vegetation as such, in the occurrence and habits of

animals is difficult to evaluate although we
sometimes see a close correlation between the
distribution of the two.

11
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Of the several environ-

mental factors that are of importance

to

the

general well being of the animals, cover is of
paramount importance, and vegetation is only
one factor, along with the physical nature of
the terrain and the condition of the soil, that
plays a part in the shelter of the animal inhabitants of the area.
Figs. 15, 16. 18, and 19 show the distribution

amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals
from selected localities in the Upper Basin.
The Life Zone Concept proposed by Merriam many years ago (1890. 1892. 1894, 1898)
was an attempt to define biotic communities
on the basis of both plants and animals as well
of

as to arrive at the factors of the climate, particularly temperature, that control the distribution of organisms. While this concept has a certain value in a broad sense when applied to
areas of great differences in altitude or latitude,
it is of little use in the present study because
almost all of the Upper Basin desert communities would fall within a single life zone; namely,
the Upper Sonoran. What is needed is a more
detailed analysis of the subdivision of the major communities and a pictme of the more precise ways in which the animals fit into them.
Several studies in the Upper Basin and adjacent areas have thrown some light upon this
matter.

V. M. Tanner (1940) published a report on
the Kaiparowits region, based principally upon
data collected by several expeditions made by
the Brigham Young University Department of
Zoology. He recognized a Desert-Prairie Coma Pinyon-Juniper Community as
desert types. While he presents a considerable
list of plants and animals which had been col
lected, there is some confusion in his use of
ecological terms, and the reader is left without
a clear concept of the details of community organization. Futhermore, his report covers only
a small part of the Upper Basin area

munity and

Fautin (1946)

made

a careful study of the

communities of a part of the Great Basin of western Utah in which he recognized
about four major coimmmities. lie placed these
communities in the Northern Desert Shrub Biome. However, the Upper Basin is so different
topographically from the Great Basin that it
is difficult to apply some of his terms to the
Upper Basin area even though many species of
plants and animals are conmion to both and
desert

climatic conditions are also similar.

Whereas the Great Basin consists mainly of
broad valleys of relatively even contour and
great expanses of uniform vegetation, the Upper
Basin is, for the most part, a land of many deep
canyons, sheer cliffs, badland formations, plateaus, mesas, and coimtry that is also broken
and warped by the upthrusting of great mountain masses. The vegetation, therefore, presents
a picture of great complexity, less uniform in
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and it is more difficult to define
and describe. Ecologically speaking, the desert
communities of the Upper Basin are less stabilized into extensive climaxes. While the (ireat
Basin has few large streams running for long
distances and none that connect it with outside
areas, the Colorado Basin has numerous sizeable waterways coming from all directions and
affording natural passages for egress and ingress from a vast area of country. This has resulted in a fauna and flora of unusual diversity
and interest. (Fig. 2)
Several floristic studies have been made that
continuity,

apply directly or indirectly to the Upper Basin.
Most of these, however, have been broad and
general or else have been limited to small areas.
Shantz (Tidestrom, 1925) has described the
general plant comnumities of Utah and Nevada.
His Pinyon-Juniper Woodland, Northern Desert Shrub, and to a limited extent his Salt
Desert Shurb formations occur in the Upper
but some of his subdivisions of these
(associations and associes) are less
easily distinguished in the Colorado Biver Basin than they are in the Great Basin. Hunt
(1953) has followed the system of Shantz in a
brief description of the vegetation of the Henry
Mountains area and has published a rather extensive list of the plants of that area based on
the collections of the late W. D. Stanton of Brigham Young University.
Basin,

foiTiiations

Graham

(1937) defined the plant conmiuniand recognized a Juniper-Pinyon zone and a Mixed Desert Shrub
Zone. The latter zone was divided by him into
a number of subcommunities, some of which
were called associations. These included the
Cottonwood Biver Floodplain, marshlands
(Scirpus-Typha Swamp), Salt Grass Meadow,
Badlands, Desert Gulch, (ireasewood (Sarcobatus) Association. Mat Shadscale (Atriplex) As(Gray
Kochia-Hilaria Association
sociation,
Molly and Galleta Grass), Babbitbrush Association
(Chrysothamnus), Atriplex-Telradymia
Association (Shadscale and Saltbrush). Low Altitude Artemisia Asociation (Sagebrush), Euro(Winter Fat) and the Midtia Association
Altitude Artemisia Association (Sagebrush).
ties

of

in the Uinta Basin

Costello (1944) in describing the semideserts of western Colorado and part of Wyoming lying in the Upper Basin describes saltbrush, sagebrush, and greasewood types. His
sagebrush type includes a number of important

Agropyron

dasystachyum,

Sitanion hystrix, and
Agropyron smithi. His saltbrush type (in which
he recognizes southwestern and northwestern
subtypes) is characterized by several species of
Atriplex and other salt tolerant plants and the
grasses Hilaria jamesii and Oryzopsis hynienoides. Costello's greasewood type is distinctive
through the predominance of Sarcobatus vermi-

Oryzopis

h'ymenoides.

Kochia americana. and several species
few grasses.
Kelson (1951) and Durrant (1952) in dealing with the mammals of the Upper Basin of
Utah and other areas have utilized a system of
faunal areas which they have subdivided into
provinces and subcenters. They recognize about

culatus.

of Atriplex as well as a

nine such units within the Utah portion of the
Upper Basin alone. Their divisions are based
solely upon the coincidence of the distribution
of mammals and the major physiographic regions, and they do not pretend to take into account other groups of animals and the types of

plant communities. Both of these authors recognize the shortcomings of such broad concepts as
Merriam's Life Zones and the Biotic Provinces
of Dice (1943) in attempting to describe the
ecology and distribution of animals in local and
complex situations such as prevail in the LTpper
Basin. The works of Kelson and Durrant (lac.
cit.) are of special importance in dealing with
problems of the origin of the mammal faima of
the Upper Basin.

The examples given above are enough to indicate the diversity of criteria and terminology
that have been employed in an attempt to describe the biota of the LTpper Basin. In general,
however, we feel that it is feasible to base a
comnumity classification on the types of predominant vegetation with due consideration for
the principal variations within each major type
that T-esult from the impact of differences in
topography, soil, and climate. It is proposed
that four principal vegetation types in the Upper Basin deserts be considered as follows for
the Green Biver Basin, Uinta Mountain and
the Colorado Plateau Provinces:
1

Cottonwood-Willow-Tamerisk
plain,

Dixon (1935) has described the vegetation
the high plateaus of Central Utah. She calls

attention to the Southern Desert element in the
canyon floras and also recognizes a Pinyon
Zone, an Alkali Association, a Northern Desert
Climax (sagebrush), and a Northern Semidesert (juniper-mountain mahogany climax),
all of which would be included in the Upper
Basin deserts as herein considered.

namely,

grasses:

characteristically

waterways. (Figs.
2.

3, 4, 5,

the

6)

Northern Desert Shrub occupying the
broad valleys, slopes, and low hills are
typified by such plants as several species
sagebrush, shadscale,
of
yucca, cacti, blackbrush,

rabbitbrush,

greasewood,

and 8)
Pinyon-Juniper Woodland varying from
extensive and continuous forests to scat-

joint
3.

Flood-

bordering

fir,

and

others. (Figs. 7

tered growths interspaced with desert
shrubs occupying low mesas or ravines
where the soil is rocky or sandy. (Figs.
9

and 10)
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Hanging Gardens, a fourth, though
somewhat locahzed vegetation type,
which is of some significance and is
characteristic of the canyon country.
Seep seams along the steep canyon

walls allow the accumulation of travertine which supports a rich variety and
luxuriant growth of plants adapted to
hydric conditions. (Fig. 17)
In general, the floodplain conmumity occupies the lowest elevations, pinyon-juniper the
highest, and the desert shrub the intermediate.
However, there are frequent instances of inversion, and evidences that such things as edapiiic
conditions, overgrazing or historical factors may
be more important than mere elevation under
certain localized conditions.
Of the four types the floodplain is the most
uniform throughout the Upper Basin as to the
general ecological conditions of cover and the
availability of water. However, there are considerable differences in climate from one end of
the Upper Colorado drainage to the other which
are reflected in the species of predominant
plants and animals that live in the floodplain

water, and secondarily upon the infrequent and

temporary supply from ram or snow. Larger
predatory and imgulate animals are less confined to peculiar and limited habitats and may
far out into the deserts, but they must
be able to visit more or less frequently a dependable and constant source of water from
a stream or spring.

wander

Where constant and extensive waterways
pass through desert country as they do in the
Upper Basin, most of the bird species concentrate along these waterways partly because
of a more favorable cover and food supply
afforded by the more luxuriant vegetation, and
partly because of the close and dependable
supply of water. It is doubtful if there is any
kind of bird living in the Upper Basin that is
truly desert as are some of the reptiles and
small mammals, but a limited number of
species are no doubt better adapted to longer
periods without drinking water than others
and are consistently foimd many miles from
the nearest permanent water source. Woodbury
1954: p. 99) states that Say's phoebe is able
(

without drinking water. Wing (1956:
92) states that while most birds require
drinking water almost every day, certain desert
birds "have no opportunity to drink."
to

live

habitat.

p.

The desert and semi-desert shrub type receives the greatest impact from the variations
in topographic features and from the differences
in the physical and. to a lesser degree, the
chemical conditions of the soil. Climatic differences within the Upper Basin desert shrub
community are also evident as a result of altitudinal and latitudinal variations.

Zoologists are prone to make their field camps
near streams or springs and thus fail to gain
a true picture of desert life, and a distorted
concept of populations of birds in particular

The Pinyon-Juniper Woodland is more uniform than the desert shrub type although it too
shows much variation, particularly with respect
area cover (density) within its range.
this connnunity is not well developed in the Green River Basin Province.
to basal

Furthermore,

While the botanist, and particularly the
plant sociologist, would find it necessary to subdivide the ITpper Basin deserts into many vegetation units in ordei- to adequately deal with
the complex ecology of the area, the zoologist
finds it impractical to employ such a system in
describing the distribution and ecology of the
animals that live there. The vertebrate land
animals in particular are often less dependent
upon the vegetation per sc than upon the ]:)hysical factors of climate, soil, and topography, and
rarely do thev respect the boundaries or conditions prescribed by the botanist for his plant
communities.

Among the land vertebrates certain general
conditions of distribution and habitat requirements prevail in desert areas. Some reptiles
and small mammals tend to be closely confined to peculiar habitats. Most of them are true
desert animals depending for their water supply primarily upon that which they can obtain
from their food either directly or as metabolic

a- practice. To gain a
true deseret conditions it is
necessary for the student to carry his water
with him and subject himself as much as possible to the ecological circumstances under
which tiue desert animals live.

would

result

realistic

idea

from such
of

Since the overall picture of the Upper
Basin desert habitats is so variable from place
to place it is thought most desirable at this
time to review the patterns of distribution, and
insofar as possible, the ecology of the land
vertebrates as we have observed them in certain
t^pical localities throughout the three major
physiographic provinces of the Upper Basin
in which we have done field work.

For convenience in presentation each (jf
provinces
(Green River Basin. Uinta
Mountains, and Colorado River Provinces is
divided into a number of "areas." These areas
do not necessarilv represent distinct biotic units
and no attempt is made to show their boundaries on a map. They are designated for the
purpose of giving the reader a clearer picture
of the more specific topographical and geologthe

)

the areas as a basis for underand distribution of
the more common plants and vertebrate animals. Certain ones of these areas are described
in general, while in other areas specific stations, tvpical of different parts of the area, are
ical features of

standing

the

occurrence
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Fig.

3.

La Sal Mountains

in

Grand and San Juan counties. Utah, are a typrange in the Upper Basin. Some of these

ical intrusive laccolithic

peaks have an elevation above 13.000 feet. This range is surrounded by desert country having an average elevation of about 5,000
feet, isolating it from other mountain ranges. In the foreground
is a typical broad and shallow desert wash subject to seasonal floods,
but normally carrying very little if any water.

Fig.

4.

Desert country in the Uinta Basin, Uintah County, Utah. The Green
River with typical willow-cottonwood floodplain is shown in the
middle distance. The principal vegetation in the river valley is
three-toothed sage. The distant benchlands are vegetated principally with shadscale, while the higher elevations shown in the right
foreground of the picture support a tjpical pinyon-juniper woodland.
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Fig.

5.

floodplain at Fruita, Wayne County, Utah. At the
right is a typical, precipitous reef formation with rocky talus at
the base. Tamarisk and cottonwoods are the predominant plants
on the floodplain of the Fremont River at this point. In the distance is Miner's Mountain which is the northern e.xtension of the
Water Pocket Fold. It is vegetated with a sparse growth of pinyon-

Narrow canyon

juniper woodland.

Fig.

6.

Kanab Canyon about

7 miles north of Kanab. Kane County, Utah.
an open type canyon in which the stream is bordered by
a narrow marshland. The canyon slopes are clothed with a mixture of pinyon-juniper woodland, three-toothed sage, and other

This

is

shrubs.
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Fig.

7.

Fig.

8.

Plains area southwest of Green River, Emery County, Utah. The
vegetation is predominantly shadscale, rabbitbiiish and matchbrush. In the distance are the upturned rock foniiations foiTning
the eastern edge of the San Rafael Swell.

Broad plain near Navajo Wells east of Kanab, Kane County, Utah.
vegetation is an almost pure stand of three-toothed sage. The
Vermillion Cliffs are in the background with tlie slopes at their
bases vegetated with a pinyon-iunipcr woodland. The road in the
foreground connects Kanab with the Glen Canyon damsite at the
Utah-Arizona border.
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Fig.

Fig.

9.

10.

Pink Dunes area near Kanab, Kane County, Utah, at the southwest coiner of the Upper Basin. The vegetation on the sand dunes
principally Yucca, scurf-pea and Wyethia. The vegetation on
is
the highlands in the background represents the upper limits of the
pinyon-juniper woodland predominated by western yellow pine.

Typical pinyon-juniper woodland looking west from Elk Ridge
toward the Bridges National Monument, San Juan County, Utah.
The long mesas, slopes and valleys are all covered with pinyons
and junipers. In the distance are the Henry Mountains across the
Colorado River in eastern Garfield County, Utah.
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Pinyon-juniper woodland near Flaming Gorge, Daggett County,
Utah. Scattered western yellow pines are also present. This is also
typical of much of the highland desert country along the north
and west borders of the Uinta Basin. The open areas are clothed
with a variety of grasses.

Fig. 12.

Pinyon-juniper-blackbrush community in Arches National Monument. Here the pinyon-juniper occupies the more rocky draws and
ridges. The open sandy flats are vegetated predominantly with
blackbrush and joint-fir. (See also Fig. 16).
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Fig.

13.

Castle Valley northeast of Moab, Grand County, Utah. This is a
broad river valley dominated by pinyon-juniper on the hillsides,
and a mixture of three-toothed sage, greasewood, shadscale and
rabbitbrush in the valley. The tall light colored plant in the foreground is Princess Pkmie. In the distance is one of the high peaks
of the La Sal Mountains.

Fig.

14.

Clark's

Bench, Paria Plateau, Kane County, Utah. In the foreground is a grassland vegetated principally with Indian rice grass
and galleta grass. There are also a few hummocks of joint-fir and
Yucca. The hills in the distance are the southern extension of the
Kaiparowits Plateau.
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considered in more or less detail. Although this
of presentation results in some repetition, the writers feel that it will serve to give
the reader a more detailed account of the Upper Basin than would otherwise be possible.

means

The Colorado Plateau Province
The general physiographic features
have

of the

been

described elsewhere in this report. In area it occupies about
two-thirds of the Upper Basin and affords a
complex of topographic, edaphic and climatic
conditions that are reflected in the ecology and
distribution of its fauna. In describing this
province the areas east of the Colorado and
(ireen Rivers and those west of these rivers
will be considered in turn.

Colorado

Plateau

The Navajo Mountain Area
Navajo Mountain is a conspicuous rounded laccolith that rises in the desert south and
east of the junction of the San Juan and Colo-

A

biological reconnaissance of the
the results published by
Benson and others (1935), and the birds were
reported upon by Woodbury and Russell
(1945). The area may be reached by traveling northward from Tonolea, Arizona, over a
rather poor desert road to the Navajo Trading
Post which is situated near the east side of the

rado Rivers.

area was

made and

mountain. In the approach from Tonolea one
passes over many miles of rolling country
where the soil is very sandy. There are alternating low sand hills, showing some signs of
drifting, and shallow valleys where the soil
is more stabilized. The sand hills are vegetated with Ephedra, Yucca. Indian rice grass
(Oryzopsis hymenoides) and a few scattered
junipers, while the flats and valleys are clothed principally with three-toothed sagebrush
(Artemisia tridentata)
As one approaches
nearer to the mountain the elevation increases,
gradually forming extensive mesas with elevations of from 5,000 to 6,000 feet. These mesas
are vegetated with a well developed pinyonjuniper forest, but their even continuity is interrupted by many deep, rugged and tortuous
gorges that drain into the San Juan and Colorado Rivers. Navajo Canyon and Piute Canyon
with their many tributaries are typical of such
gorges lying south and east of Navajo Moun.

tain

itself.

The

biotic communities of this area are
complex and varied and have not been sufficiently studied. However, certain generalizations may be drawn from our studies and from
the literature. The area adjacent to the Navajo
Mountain Trading Post near the east base of
the movmtain possesses most of the habitats

typical of the country in general. They are
as follows: (1) Broad canyon bottoms or valleys surrounding low mesas where the soil
is composed of deep, often unstable sand and
where the principle vegetation is joint fir

{Ephedra
rabbitbrush Chrysothamnus) .yucand a few scattered junipers, and threetoothed sagebrush {Artemisia tridentata) where
)

.

(

ca,

the

soil

is

more

stabilized;

(2)

walls of can-

yons and mesas formed of sandstone ledges
and tumbled masses of boulders; (3) flat-topped
mesas supporting either pinyon-juniper forests
or open patches of sagebrush where the soil
is sandy, or blackbrush {Coleogyme ramosissi-

ma) where

the soil

is

gravelly or rocky.

community the deer
mouse (Peromyscus maniculatus) and Ord's
kangaroo rat [Dipodomys ordii) are most
In

the

first-named

abundant. Signs of the latter species are everywhere and the evidence of their burrows about
the basis of the clumps of vegetation are commonplace. Foimd in lesser numbers in this
sandy habitat are the western harvest mouse
(Reithrodontomys megalotis), the northern
grasshopper mouse (Onychomys leucogaster)
and the white-throated woodrat (Neotoma alhigula). Benson (1935) found this woodrat inhabiting rocky habitats, but we took it four
teen miles north of Tonolea in a typical sandy
area and in a similar situation at Navajo Trading Post.
The sandstone ledges and loose piles of
boulders support a distinctly different mammalian fauna than does the sandy habitat
described above. The pihon mouse {Peromyscus truei) is very common and Stephens' woodrat {Neotoma stephensi ), Colorado chipmunk
(Eutamias quadrivittatus) and rock pocket
mouse {Perognathus intermedius) are very
characteristic although less abundant. Benson
(1935) found the canyon mouse (Peromyscus
crinitus) to be very abundant in the deeper
canyons near Rainbow Bridge, but we found it
to be rare at Navajo Momitain Trading Post.
Both the white-tailed antelope squirrel (Citellus leucurus) and the rock squirrel {Citellus
rariegatus) were seen in the rocky ledges, but
they were very uncommon, owing in part, no
doubt, to the fact that they are constantly
hunted by Indians and their dogs. A few desert
cottontails {Syh'ilagus aububonii) inhabit the
rocky areas, but they, too, are scarce and wild.
In our work we did not sample the dense
stands of Pinyon-Juniper Woodland of the
Iiigher mesas, but we did study the open stands
of sagebrush and blackbrush. In both we found
the populations of small mammals to be very
low. The silky pocket mouse {Perognathus
flavus) was found in the blackbrush community on gravelly soil. In addition, Benson (1935)
also found the Apache pocket mouse {Perognathus apache
on the plain, south of Navajo
)

Moimtain
Botta's
fairly

where

sagebrush

pocket gopher

common on

is

predominant.

{Thomomys

these

plains,

bottae) is
also
habitat.

and we

took the deer mouse in this same
saw a few black-tailed jack rabbits {Lepus

We

^al-

\
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pinyon-juniper

woodlands

parently no deer or other large game animals
(Benson, loc. cit.) Either these have been exterminated by the Indians or else they have
never existed tliere. Jack rabbits, cottontails and
larger squirrels
extensively

utilized

have undoubtedly been
by the Indians as food

which may accoimt in part for their scarcity
and wildness. The area is heavily grazed by
sheep and goat herds as well as the horses of
the Indians. The Indians' dogs also roam widely over the area.

Many

of these are semi-wild.

Of the native carnivors the grey fox (Urocyon
cinereoargenteus) is apparently the most widespread and common.
Most of our information concerning the
birds of the Navajo Moimtain area comes from
the observations of Benson {loc. cit.) and Woodbury and Bussell (loc. cit.) In our own field
work in the area we were able to make only
casual observations. Benson found that the
bird populations were relatively low in desert
communities. In the open blackbrush. sagebrush or sandy Ephedra-Yucca type of community the black-throated sparrow (Arnphispiza bilineata) and Brewer's sparrow (Spizella
breweri) are probably the most abundant and
characteristic species. In the pinyon-juniper
woodland the pinon jay {Gymnorhinus cycmocephala). plain titmouse (Pariis iuornatus)
and blue-gray gnatcatcher (Polioptila caculea)

common.
Our limited information concerning the
amphibians and reptiles of the Navajo Mounare

primarily on the survey
I layward,
D Elden
Beck, and La "Veil King in April 1955. In the
temporary ponds and along the few intermittent
streams of the broad valleys the Great Basin
spadefoot (Scaphiopus h. intermontanus) and
the Rocky Mountain toad (Bufo woodhousei)
were found. The brushy flats and low mesas
are inhabited by the leopard lizard (Crotaphytus w. u'isUzeni). northern side-blotched lizard
{Uta s. stansburiana) and the Great Basin sagebrush lizard {Sceloporus g. graciosus). Along
the rocky slopes and among the tumbled masses of rock we found three species of lizaid to
be rather common: Utah spiny lizard (Sceloporus magister cephaloflavus) northern plateau lizard (Sceloporus u. elongatus) and northem cliff uta (Uta ornata wrighti).
based

tain

area

trip

made by

is

C.

Lvnn

,

The distribution of the snakes in this area
not well known. Two of the more common
species, the Great Basin gopher snake (Pituophis catenifer deserticola) and the 1 Topi ratis

tlesnake (Crotalus v. nuntius), seemingly occur
in the several biotic conmnmities listed above.

observations would agree with those

of Benson {loc. cit.) that there is a general
scarcity of mammal life throughout the Navajo Mountain area. It differs from all other
parts of the Upper Basin in that there are ap-

the
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Blujf-Four Corners-Monument Valley Area
The Bluff-Four Corners-Monument Valley
area in the Utah portion of the Upper Basin
extends eastward from the Colorado River to
the western edge of Coloi'ado. southward to
Arizona, and northward to the higher country
in the vicinity of Elk Ridge and the Abajo
Mountains. A similar type of country is to
be found in northeastern Arizona, southwestern
Colorado, and northwestern New Mexico as
far as the continental divide. Two principal
deep canyons formed by the San Juan River
and White Canyon flow westward across the
area and are joined by the many lesser, more
shallow washes, characterized by Cottonwood

Wash, Comb Wash, and Montezuma Creek
which flow southward into the San Juan River.
In general, this area is topographically
characterized by broad valleys exemplified by
Monument Valley lying south of the San Juan
River and the extensive flats south and east of
Blanding. J'he soil in these areas is mostljsandy and is vegetated with mixtures of the
various low shrubs and grasses characteristic
of the Northern Desert Shrub community.
These include three-toothed sagebrush, blackbrush, rabbitbrush, several kinds of shadscale
(Atriplex). joint-fir and Indian rice grass. Low
mesas, rocky ridges and spire-like rock formations rise above the more even contour of the
country. The rocky ridges are often domelike
structures composed of "slick-rock" that are
barren of vegetation except in small intervening valleys where mixtures of desert shrubs
and a few scattered junipers occiu.
The San Juan River, after reaching the
Utah border, runs for the most part through
narrow and precipitous walled canyons where
the floodplain is very narrow and its vegetation
is limited to a few small patches of tamarisk

(Tamarix gallica) and willows (Salix) The
more permanent washes that are tributary to
the San Juan usually run in shallow canyons
with wide floodplains and more gently sloping
.

walls.

South and west of the town of Blanding
along the route followed by state highway 95
one crosses over a series of extensive flats,
washes, and rocky ridges. The predominant
vegetation here is pinyon-juniper woodland
which in places forms a vast and vmbroken
forest.

The

ical of

such a

area

known

as

Grand

Flat

is

typ-

forest.

Three typical stations within the BluffFour Corners area will now be considered in
more detail.
Montezuma Creek Station (Fig 15). This
area is reached by traveling about sixteen miles
south of Blanding along state highway 47
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eastward about fifteen miles to MonteCreek. Enroute to this locality one crosses several shallow but rocky canyons and an
extensive flat of red sand covered with a rich
growth of the three-toothed sagebrush. Montetlience

zuma

its many tributaries occupy
wide and shallow floodplain valleys which
have eroded fifteen or more feet below the general level of the country. The lower portions
of the washes are sandy and clothed with a
scanty growth of tamarisk, tall rabbitbrush.
and willows. Groves of young Fremont cottonwoods (Populus fremonti) occur in places, and
small clumps of old trees may be fovmd on
higher ground where more stable conditions
prevail. A little sagebrush grows on higher
ground next to the perpendicular clay banks
that rise fifteen or more feel above the bottom
of the wash.

zuma Creek and

On higher ground above the washes is the
relatively flat floor of the original valley level.
varying in width, are covered with
nearly pure stands of greasewood (Sarcohatus
verrniciilatus). some of which grow higher than
a man's head. Above the level of this grease-

These

flats,

wood are

a series of low hills or flat-topped

supporting a sparse growth of shadscale, rabbitbrush, and other shrubs and a very
few junipers The soil on these ridges and
mesas is rocky or gravelly. There are many
low ledges of exposed rock and loose boulders.
This entire area presents an aspect of barrenness with none of the colorful formations that
are so characteristic of other parts of the Colorado Plateau Province.

mesas

With respect to the small mannnals of this
area, there are two strikingly different biotic
The

tamarisk-greasewood type
or sandy-clay
soils of the floodsplain and valley supports a
relatively low animal population. Ord's kangaroo rat is confined almost entirely to this

communities.

of

community growing on sandy

habitat as is also Botta's pocket gopher. Of the
larger mammals, the black-tailed jack rabbit
seems to live almost exclusively in the tall
greasewood where it can secure ample cover.

In spite of their barrenness the low rocky
and ledges support the greatest variety
and population of manmials. The most uncommon species is the silky pocket-mouse. These
little animals are active both night and day.
The white-tailed antelope ground squirrel is
also very abundant in rocky areas, and a few
are found in the greasewood community. The
pinon mouse and the canyon mouse are found
abundantly in the rocky ledges, and there are
a few rock squirrels in this same habitat. The
white-throated woodrat also lives in considerhills

able

numbers
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in the ledges.

Desert cottontails are very common in both
the floodplain and on the rocky hills, and the

deer mouse is also fairly
of connnunities.

A

characteristic

common

mammal

both types

in

of the |)lams ex-

tending northward from the San Juan River to
the boundary of Grand Coimty is (Junnison's
prairie dog {Cyiiomys gunnisoni). This species
does not range west of the Colorado River.
The bird populations of the Montezuma
Creek Station are concentrated along and immediately adjacent to the washes, especially
in the Cottonwood and tamarisk communities.
The moiu-ning dove {7,enaidiira macroura) is
probably the most conspicuous if not the most
resident. Other common species in
conununity are Cassin's kingbird {Tyran-

common
this

nus vociferans). ash-throated flycafcher {Mywestern wood pewee
iarchus cinerascens)
{('ontopus sordidulus ), house wren (Troglodytes aedori), mocking bird (Mimiis polyglottos), yellow warbler (I)cndroica petechia), yellow-breasted chat (Icteria rircns), and Bullock's
oriole (Icterus bullockii)
The blue grosbeak
(Guiraca caerulea), and lark sparrow {Chondestes grammacus) live at the edge of the floodjjlain conununity adjacent to the desert shrubs
The black-throated sparrow, horned lark
(Eremophila alpestris). poorwill (Phalaenoptiliis
nuttalUi
and
common nighthawk
(Chordeiles minor) inhabit the open desert
shrub communities, while the rock wren {SaT
pinctes obsoletus) is a common species about the
.

.

)

.

rocky ledges.
in

Along the small streams and particularly
ponds made by irrigation water near

the

Indian villages are heard nightly choruses of
three species of toads. In the ponds the more
common is the Great Basin spadefoot, whereas the red spotted toad (Bufo pwictatus) and
the Rocky Mountain toad are widely distributed along the streams as well as in the ponds.
We did not observe frogs in this area.
In the greasewood bottom lands we found
several species of lizards, the most common of
which are the leopard lizard, northern sideblotched Uta, and
the
northern whiptail

{Cneniidophorus

t.

septentrioncdis)

.

The

leop-

ard lizard is confined almost entirely to this
habitat, with the side-blotched uta and the
northern whiptail ranging into the edges of the
low rocky hills.

By far the greatest population of reptiles
foimd in the low rocky ledges. On the large
boulders strewn along the base of rocky hill
is the yellow-headed collard lizard (Crotaphyis

c.
auriceps). From these boulders to the
rocky areas and ledges of the steeper slopes
are the northern plateau lizard, the northern
cliff uta, plateau whiptail, and in the brushy
area, the spiny lizard (Sceloporus rnagister)
The later was also found in the scattered groves
of cottonwoods along the creek.

tus

Only

a

few snakes were

seen,

and these were
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rufous-sided towhee
Pipilo eiythrophthalmus). and mockingbird are the most conspicuous species associated with the floodplain
vegetation. In the several types of desert shrubs

in the rocks and brush along the edge of the
rocky hill habitat. The Great Basin gopher
snake and the desert striped whipsnake (Masticop/iis t. taeniatus) are perhaps the most com-

oriole,

mon

horned lark, Say's phoebe
vesper sparrow {Pooecetes
gramineus). and black-throated sparrow are
commonly found. Associated with the cliff habitats are the common raven (Corvus corax).
canon wren (Catherpcs mexicanus)^ turkey
vulture (Cathartes aura), white-throated swift
.lerouautes saxatalis) and fei-ruginous hawk
( Buteo regalis
On the valley floor near the river and in the
irrigation ditches and run-off ponds are found
the Great Basin spadefoot, the red-spotted toad,
and the Rf)cky Alountain load. Near the river
and along the more permanent ditches the western leopard frog {Raua pipiens) is seen.
The desert shrub habitat of the valley floor
supports a moderate population of lizards, the
most common ones being the leopard lizard.
of the river valley the

at this station.

Bluff Station. The town of Bluff is located
on the San Juan River at a point where the
valley is relatively wide and considerable land
has been brought under cultivation. Approaching the San Juan River Valley from the north,
one crosses an extensive sandy plain before
dropping suddenly down into the river valley
itself. High cliffs of red sandstone rise on either
side of the valley with tumbled masses of
boulders lying at their bases. In the area of
Bluff the following types of communities are
found: (1) Floodplain community where Fremont Cottonwood, willow, and tamarisk are
predominant; (2) low desert shrub occupying
sand-clay soils where greasewood is characteristic; (3) higher rocky or gravelly ridges where
shadscale and three-toothed sagebrush predominate; (4) sandy benchlands next to the
high cliffs that border the valley where jointblackbrush are the most abundant
fir and
plants; (5) cliffs and tumbled boulders rising
above the river valley. Beyond the tops of the
cliffs the sandy plain extends northward as a
continuation of Number 4 above. North of
the town of Bluff the wide valley of Cottonwood
Wash joins the San Juan Valley.

On the floodplain communities and in the
desert shrubs of the river valley floor we found
the population of mammals to 'be very low.
Ord's kangaroo rat, deer mouse, and western
harvest mouse were most characteristic. A few
Botta's pocket gophers were found, especially
on the farmlands. The silky pocket mouse was
found on the more rocky or gravelly soils of
the low hills or ridges where shadscale was

predominant.
Close

to

the

bases

of

the cliffs

that

rise

above the valley, the canyon mouse is the
most abundant species. The pinon mouse, Colorado chipmunk, rock squirrel, and white-tailed
antelope ground squirrel, the Mexican wood
{Neotoma mexicana), and the whiterat
throated woodrat are also present. Desert cottontails are very common both in the floodplain and in rocky areas along the bases of
the

cliffs.

As

is typical in other areas described, the
bird life in the Bluff area is concentrated along
the floodplains where cottonwood groves and
willows afford ample cover and where water is
.Irdea heroavailable. The great blue heron
dias), snowy egret {Leucophoyx thula), and
killdeer {Charadrius vociferus) occur connnonly along the San Juan River itself. The redwinged blackbird (Agelaiiis phoeniceus). Brew(

er's

(

blackbird (Eiiphagus cycmocephalus) robin
finch. Bidlock's

{T Urdus migratorius), house

,

(Sayornis

saya),

(

.

)

Northern side-blotched

uta,

and the Northern

common on the
brushy slopes along the edge of the valley

whiptail.
floor.

The

latter

The spiny

also

is

lizard

is

also present along the

valley floor.

Near and

in the streams two species of garsnake occur; namely, the more widely distributed wandering garter snake
Tharrtnophis
e. vagrans) and the more aquatic black-necked
garter snake (Thamuophis c. cyrtopsis)
Close to the cliffs and on the more rocky
portions of the slope surrounding the valleys,
the northern plateau lizard and the northern
ter

(

cliff

uta are

commonly

seen.

At the base of the rocky hills and cliffs and
along slopes where there is a greater abundance
and variety of food, are found the desert striped
whipsnake and the Great Basin gopher snake.
Bridges Monument - White Canyon Station.
This station is in an area of extensive pinyonjuniper woodland broken by high cliffs, many
exposed low ledges, and the deep gulch of
White Canyon. In the more open areas among
the pinyons and junipers there are patches of
three-toothed sagebrush, shadscale, yucca and
rabbitbrush. The soils on the flats are usually
sandy, but in most areas tend to be hard-packed
and subjected to much surface washing during
sudden sunmier showers.
Our field work in this area has not been as
extensive as would be desired, especially with
respect to the birds and mammals, but the
reptiles and amphibians are well known. There
every indication that populations of small
low. Probably the most
the pinon mouse, which
lives particularly in the low, more broken
ledges where pinyons and junipers are close
by or about the bases of the higher cliffs.
Woodrats build their houses in the ledges and
is

mammals are very
common species is
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at the bases of iunipeis and pinyons. and there
are a few desert cottontails wherever there is
a loose rockpile foi- cover. In nuich of the area

the soil is too hard for the extensive burrowing
of kangaroo rats and pocket mice.
Among the birds the pinon jay and Brewer's
sparrow seem to be the most abundant. The
latter species is especially abundant in autumn
along the roadways and in more open desert

shrub areas.

The pothole ponds along White Canyon and
particidarly those visited at the Natural Bridge
Monument supported the three common toads
the Great Basin
of this general desert area
spadefoot, the red-spotted toad, and the Rocky
Mountain toad.
saw no Rana at the Natiu-al
Bridges. However, at the headwaters of White
River a few miles east at Elk Ridge both the

—

We

Utah tiger salamander (Ambystoma t. utahcriand the western leopard frog were collected.
In the pinyon-juniper woodlands the most

sis)

common

lizards are Great Basin sagebrush

liz-

Northern side-blotched uta. ancl the Northern whiptail. Rocky and ledge habitats along
the canyon rim and near the buttes of the area
support large numbers of the Northern plateau
lizard, the Northern cliff uta. a few spiny lizards, and the plateau whiptail (Cnemidophorus
velox). Among the yucca of the area the
Utah night lizard {Xantusia I'igilis utahensis)
ard.

seen occasionally.
In the Natural Bridges area we have seen
the desert striped vvhipsnake and the Great
Basin gopher snake. Rattlesnakes were not seen
by us, but are known to be present. Along
White River above the Natural Bridges and
near Elk Ridge were foimd the wandering garter snake and the western smooth green snake
{Opheodrys r. hJanchardi)
is

Moab-Arches Monume?it Area

The Moab-Arches Monument

area includes

a large part of the Colorado Plateau Province
lying west of the La Sal Moiuitains, east of
the canyon of the Green River, south of the

Grand River Valley and north

of the Abajo
Mountains and the highlands that extend eastward from them. This is, in general, an area
of

deep canyons, washes, spectacular rock form-

ation

and

sandy

soils.

intervening valleys and flats of
The physical forces of this area
that are most evident are the Colorado and
Green Rivers, which are confined for the most
part in deep gorges with narrow floodplains
and sheer walls of rock on either side. Tributary to these streams are innumerable smaller
canyons and washes that contribute to the general ruggedness of the country.

Arches National Monument Station (Fig.
This area, which is one of spectacular
natural beauty, has been studied by us as
thoroughly as any other part of this section
16).

Upper

Basin. It lies a few miles north
the town of Moab and west of
the Colorado River. Within the confines of the
monument, the following types of habitats may
low floodplains and open
1
be recognized:
valleys bordering the shallow washes;
(2)
sandy flats and gentle slopes where blackbrush, joint fir, and Indian rice grass predominate; (3) higher ridges and ravines where the
soil is rocky or gravelly and where pinyonjimiper and a variety of taller shrubs occur;
(4) solid rock formations and ledges with tumbled rock masses lying at their bases; and (5)
localized hydric situations, especailly where
there is seepage between the strata of the sandstone ledges.

of the

and west

of

(

The
as

Salt

)

floodplains of the wide washes, such
for example, are characterized

Wash

by clay soils where tamarisk and greasewood
are the predominant plants. Mammal populations are relatively low with comparatively few
species represented. The black-tailed jack rabbit reaches its
greatest abundance in this
connnunity, where there is ample tall cover,
and Ord's kangaroo rat, the western harvest
mouse, and the deer mouse are also present.
Within the monument area there are very
few springs, but one such spring and small

known as Freshwater is accompanied
by a thicket of willows. Gamble's oak (Quercus
gambeUii) and other tall shrubs, and there is
a variety of sedges and grasses in the boggy
areas. Seepage of water along higher rock
ledges permits the development of hanging
gardens characterized by ferns, horsetail, common reed (Phragmiies communis) and other
stream

aquatic or semi-aquatic plants.

In

the

above-mentioned

types

of

hydric

and semi-hydric communities we have not been
able to establish any pecidiar manunal fauna
such as Microtus or Sorex. but the floodplains
of the washes and stream or springside thickets
support the greatest variety and highest popidations of birds.

Along the washes the great

blue heron and killdeer are fairly common.
In the heavier thickets near springs or seeps,

(Vcrmivora virginiae),
Virginia's
warbler
green-tailed townee (Chlorura c/dorura), common bushtit (Psahriparus minimus), and rufous-sided towhee (Pipilo erythrophthalmus)
are characteristic and common. Along the wide
washes where tamarisk and greasewood are
predominant the house finch. Say's phoebe,
vesper sparrow. Brewer's blackbird. Brewer's
sparrow, and lark sparrow are the most com-

mon

species.

The open sandy

flats

and slopes that

rise

above the shallow canyons of the washes and
lie between many of the rocky formations afford a habitat suitable for many burrowing
mammals, and it is in such situations that we
find the highest populations of small rodents.
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In this habitat Ords kangaroo rat attains its
greatest numbers. The Apache pocket mouse
is also abundant as well as the grasshopper

mouse, deer mouse, western harvest mouse,
and Botta's pocket gopher. Bird life in these
sandy areas is very scarce, but the blackthroated sparrow seems to prefer the low shrub
type of habitat provided by blackbrush and
short shrubs that are characteiistic of
such areas. (Figs. 3, 12. and 16.)

other

Scattered pinvon-juniper woodlands that
occupy higher ridges and shallow ravines are
distinctive type of conmiunity. Soils are
usually rocky or gravelly but may be sandy
and rather unstable in places. In addition to
the junipers and pinyons taller shrubs such
as cliff rose (Cowania stansburiana), wavey
leaf oak (Quercus undulata) and single leaf
ash [Fraxinus ononiala) are conmion plants.
Mammal popidations in this community tend
to be low. The desert cottontail reaches its
greatest abundance here, and the white-tailed
antelope squirrel and deer mouse are also
a

very

common and

characteristic.

The

bird life

pinyon-juniper woodland is very distinctive. The bluegray gnatcatcher. plain titmouse, black-throated gray warbler Dendroica nigrescens). ash-thi'oated flycatcher, gray
flycatcher (Empidoiuix ivrightii). pinon jay,
and chipping sparrow (Spizclla passerina) are
all very common.

of

the

(

The

formations of the
are sculptured into
a great variety of forms. There are sheer
cliffs, low ledges, spires, arches and innumerable shapes that lend to the scenic interest of
the area. They also provide habitats for a
unique and interesting fauna. Crevices and
holes, as well as the tumbled masses of loose
rocks, offer nesting sites, roosting sites, and
cover for a number of species. The canyon
mouse is perhaps the most abundant and
characteristic species of such situations. Both
spectacular

Arches National

rock

Monument

bushy-tailed woodrat (Neotoma cinerea)
and the desert woodrat (Neotoma lepida) are
found, particularly in the low ledges. Ihe pinon
mouse and the brush mouse
Peromyscus
boylii) are confined to rocky situations but appear to be less common in the Arches area
than in many other parts of the Upper Basin.
The colorful Colorado chipmunk is the most
common mammal seen at the bases of the
rock formations and is able to climb their
sheer faces without difficulty.
the

(

Several kinds of birds utilize the rock formas nesting and perching sites. These
include the red-tailed hawk (Buteo jamaicensis). prairie falcon
(Falco mcxicanus), ferruginous hawk, sparrow hawk (Falco sparverius). and raven. The white-throated swift, rock
wren, canon wren (particularly in the deeper

ations
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canyons) and house finch are characteristic of
the small species utilizing this habitat.
The open sandy desert shrub flats and the
gentle slopes leading up from the w-ashes is
a habitat suited to the northern side-blotched
uta and the leopard lizard. Where the sandy
flats abut the abruptly elevated areas and along
the rocky canyon walls, we find the sagebrush
lizard and the northern whiptail. The northern
side-blotched uta is also found in this habitat.
In the rocky ledge areas one finds the northern
plateau lizard and the northern cliff uta.
Snake populations in the Arches area are
apparently low, appearing to be greatest in the
rocky and ledge areas where ther^ is some vegetation and a higher popidation of other vertebrates for food.
have seen the desert striped
whipsnake. Great Basin gopher snake and the
midget faded rattlesnake (Crotalus v. concolor)
in this type of habitat.
have found the gopher snake to be the most common of the three.
lack of water, particularly during the
greater part of the hot dry summer and fall,
provides little opportimity for amphibians or
garter snakes to inhabit this area.

We

We

A

Castle Valley Station. After the Colorado River receives the waters of the Dolores River in
the vicinity of Dewey Bi'idge, it passes southward for the most part through precipitous
walled canyons for the entire extent of its passage through the lower part of the Upper Basin.
Exceptions to this are to be found in the vicinity
of the town of Moab where there is a wide valley occupied by considerable farming land.
About fifteen miles north of Moab is another
similar area known as Castle Valley. The latter
area is typical of the river floodplain in this
section of the stream. The valley itself contains
some ranches but relatively little cultivated
land. The natiu'al beauty of its spectacular rock
formations is attested by its name and by the
fact that it is frequently used as a location for
the motion picture industry.

The floor of Castle Valley consists of a rolling country where the soils are mostly sandy or
gravelly. I'he entire area shows the effects of
heavy grazing by livestock. The present predominant vegetation consists of two principal
types growing in a complicated patchwork. In
the better sandy-loam soils, three-toothed sagebrush occurs in dense stands. On low hills where
the soil is rocky or gravelly there is a very
sparse growth of vegetation consisting of shadscale, small rabbit brush and other low-growing
shrubs. Arising from all sides of the valley and
in the midst of the valley itself are sheer walls
of rock terminating above in flat-topped mesas
or pinnacle-like formations. The spectacular
formations on the east side of the valley known
as Fisher Towers are typical examples. (Fig.
13)
Several studies that

we have made

in the
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Caslle Valley area have indicated that the mamis extremely low in contrast to
of rodents that occur in the
Arches area directly across on the west side of
the Colorado River. The white-throated woodrat was found by Durrant (1934, p. 65) to be
very common in the sagebrush-covered areas of
the valley where its houses were built at the
bases of the shrubs. The deer mouse also occurs sparingly in this habitat. In the more
sandy, gravelly or rocky soils where the vegetation is sparse conditions appear ideal for
pocket mice and kangaroo rats, but we have
found the populations of these as well as other
small rodents to be very sparse. A few Apache
pocket mice and a very limited number of deer
mice may be found here. In the sandy soil Ord's
kangaroo rat occurs in small numbers. The
desent cottontail and black-tailed jackrabbit are
both present but imcommon throughout nil the
shrubby types of communities.

mal population
the abundance

In the tumbled masses of rocks that lie at
the base of the precipitous walls of the valley
the more characteristic mammals are the rock
squirrel and white-tailed antelope squirrel.
The Castle Valley area is one of the most
favorable places in the Upper Basin for a
variety of land birds. The ample water supply,
floodplain groves and thickets and open surrounding country afford the most acceptable
kind of habitat, much more so than the precipitous and narrow canyons that are common to
much of the Colorado River and its tributaries
in this area.

Along the borders

of the river itself, the
blue heron, spotted sandpiper (Act It Is
macularia), and killdeer are commonly seen.
Cottonwood groves and thickets formed by
young trees, tamarisk and willows offer a suitable habitat for a variety of passerine birds.
The mourning dove, western kingbird (Tyrannus vertlcalls) ash-throated flycatcher, western
wood pewee (Cantopits sorduh/lits), black-billed
magpie (Pica pica), warbling vireo. yellowbreasted chat, and Bullock's oriole are the most
common and characteristic species. In the heavi-

great

,

er desert shrub growths of greasewood and sagebrush. Magillivray's warbler (Operornis tolmiei), blue grosbeak, lark sparrow, and mockingbird are characteristic species, while in the
areas of low and sparse shrubs the horned lark
and black-throated sparrow are found in small
numbers. The precipitous rock formations within the area are utilized as perching and nesting
sites by the golden eagle (Aqulla clirysaetos).
red-tailed hawk, sparrow hawk, turkey vulture.

rock

wren,

canon wren, and white-throated

swift.

From the Dewey Bridge and Castle Valley
southwestward along the Colorado River to
Moab and from Moab to the western base of
the La Sal Mountains is a terrain rich in num-

bers and kinds of amphibians and reptiles.
Along the river and in the meadows west of
Moab, the western leopard frog and the Rocky
Moutain toad are common. On May 10, 1957,

we heard

the calls of the western chorus frog
(Pseudacrls n. triserlata) in these same meadows.
In the brushy habitat between the river and
the canyon walls the northern side-blotched uta.
the sagebrush lizard, and the northern whiptail
are common. On the tumbled boulders along the
edge of the canyon walls the ornate yellowheaded collared lizard is seen, and the northern
plateau lizard occurs. In areas of rocky ledges
the northern cliff uta is present.
Besides the common snake species of this
general area, (the striped whipsnake, gopher
snake, and midget faded rattlesnake) there are
two garter snakes the black-necked and the
wandering garter snakes. A population of the
Great Plains rat snake ( Elaphc guttata emoryi)
is also present. Although we have taken onlv
a few specimens of the Colorado plateau night
snake (Hypslglena t. loreala), it should be common in the rocky, boulder-strewn areas.

—

The Grand Valley Area
The Grand Valley area is an extensive and
relatively flat valley lying inmiediately south
of the Tavaputs Plateau (Roan Cliffs) and extending from the Green River eastward to the
Colorado Rocky Mountains. Unlike the colorful
canyon country to the south of it, this is an area
of gray, comparatively heavy soils and barren
badland formations of monotonous appearance.

The vegetation is predominantly shadscale of
several species with some mixture of grasses in
certain areas, greasewood in low places, and
three-toothed sagebrush and juniper on higher
slopes and ridges.
Despite the fact that U. S. Highway 50
crosses this area, making it easily accessible for
study, we know comparatively little at this
writing about its fauna. Perhaps the most
characteristic and one of the most conmion
mammals is the white-tailed prairie dog (Cynomys leiicurus) Several colonies of this mammal
are known to live in this area, and the animals
are frequently seen along the roadside. The
black-tailed jack rabbit is another common
species in this wide, open country. Of the smaller mammals Ord's kangaroo i^at is connnon
wherever there is sandy soil. The Apache pocket
mouse as well as the deer mouse and the western harvest mouse are likewise conunon
throughout this area.
have no record of the
Apache mouse west of the Green River.
.

We

Birds of the floodplain woodlands that traverse these broad valleys seem to be similar in
kind and abundance to those described elsewhere for similar habitats. In the open desert
the horned lark is very common and the sage
thrasher and western mockingbird occur, par-
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ticularly in greasewood communities. In the
vicinity of prairie dog colonies the burrowing
owl is a characteristic species.
Throughout the greater part of this area the
amphibian and reptile populations are lowwhen contrasted to some of the peripheral habitats. The broad central area supports sparse reptile populations, with more of these occurring
along the edges of washes and near the streams.
few side-blotched uta. sagebrush lizards and
northern whiptail lizards are to be seen
throughout the entire area.
"

A

Amphibians are almost completely restricted to the permanent streams and the associated
irrigation areas along them. In these areas the
leopard frog. Rocky Mountain toad, and redspotted toad occur. The latter is found only in
the lower, more southern parts of this area. Although an occasional desert striped whipsnake.
Great Basin gopher snake and midget faded
rattlesnake are seeir throughout the area, these
are more abundant near the base of the Tavaputs Plateau.
are not well informed on the amphibians and reptiles in the eastern section of this
area. However, the reports given us by Andrew
Barnum, who spent several years at Grand
Junction, Colorado, suggest that the species occuring there are similar to those known to occur
in the Moab-LaSal area. Specimens of the plateau whiptail and of the Utah milk snake in
the collection of Ah-. Barnum add to the less
cominon species of the eastern area.
That portion of the Colorado Plateau Province lying west of the Colorado and Green
Rivers, south of the Book Cliffs and east of the
high plateaus of central Utah will be considered
next. The southwestern corner of this area is
located at Pink Dunes a few miles west of
Kanab, Kane County. The northwest corner is
in the vicinity of Castle Gate, Carbon County.

We

Drainage from the high plateau country tothe Colorado River has created a number
of canyons, basins, and locally differentiated

ward

geological features pecular to the various areas.
of the past have resulted
in a complexity of habitats which are partly
responsible for the present-day distribution of
the biota.

These erosional forces

Proceeding froin Pink Dunes

we

to Castle

Gate

describe the following areas:

—
—

2.

Dunes
Central Kane County
Area. (Fig. 9)
Paria Basin Paria Plateau Area. (Fig.

3.

Kaiparowits

1

Pink

14)

Area
4.

Plateau

6.

Basin

Canyon — Water Pocket Fold
Area.
2 and 17)
—Circle
Torrey— Capitol Reef Area.
5)
Henry Mountains — Green River Desert
Escalante

Cliffs

5.

—Escalante

(Fig. 17)

(Figs.

(Fig.

Area. (Fig. 7)

7.

San Rafael Swell— Castle Valley- -Price
River Valley Area. (Fig. 7)

Pink Dunes and Central Kane County Area
The eastern border of the Pink Dunes and
Central Kane County area is bounded by the
Coxcomb Ridge and the southern portion by
the Kaibab and Kanab Plateaus; the northern
limit is at the base of the Vermillion Cliffs as
far as Kanab Canyon. North and west of Kanab
Canyon the boundary is at the base of the
White Cliffs, extending to the edge of the
Sevier Fault on the west. The southern boundary of the area is the Pink Dimes located on
the Unikaret Plateau. (Fig. 9)
(h-egory (1948 and 1950) described the
geology and geography in great detail for both
of the above locations. The Pink Dunes are a
part of the Zion Park Region report ( 1950 ), and
Central Kane County is a separate report

(1948).

Pink Dunes Station. The Pink Dimes station is
approached from U. S. Highway 89. The turnoff is about five miles south of Carmel Junction
in Kane County, and the dimes are located
about eleven miles south of the highway. (For
details on geological formations see Gregory.
1950.

p. 5.)

The downthrow

side of the Sevier fault
drains to the west and eventually the waters
reach the Virgin River. The upthrow side drains
to Kanab Creek and thence to the Colorado
River. Prevailing winds from the west transport fine erosional material from the Unikaret
Plateau across Moccasin I'errace, and over the
eons of time have created the vast sandy area
which now covers the Wygaret Terrace. This
terrace lies between the base of the White Cliffs
on the north (Carmel Sandstone Formation)
and the top of the southern edge of the Vermillion Cliffs on the south.
Locally, the Pink Dunes station, with elevations ranging from 5.700 to 6.000 feet, has a
complex of vegetational types. Castle (1954)
made a study of the vegetation of the central
dune station. For the purposes of this study, the
following classification will suffice:
The region west of the dunes is bordered at
the dunes' edge by Gamble's oak and threetoothed sage which in turn merges with a pin-

yon-juniper woodland extending westward to
and over the Block Mesas Other less common
plants are antelope brush [Purs/iia tridentata)
groimdsel {Senecio spartioidcs) dogtown grass
(Aristida longiseta) and sand reedgrass iCalamovilfa gigantea).
A very unique plant type is found at the
northern end of the station. There is a small
aspen iPopuIus trernuloides) woodland which
is surrounded by a mixture of Gamble's oak,
willow (Salix lutea). three-toothed sage, and
.

scattered junipers.
Owing to a continuous

movement

of the
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central part of the dunes area, plant life is
greatly reduced and in places totally absent on
the dunes themselves. However, at the perimeters and in more stabilized habitats, the
composite, Wyethia scabra, grows in abundance. Also present are the scurfpea {Psoralea
stenostachys), Indian rice grass, yucca, rabbitbrush, and a variety of other grasses and forbes.
The faunal picture for the dunes station is
seasonally incomplete, but collections so far
show the following condition. In the sage, juniper, yellow pine, and aspen habitats, the blacktailed jack rabbit is cominon. Ord's kangaroo
rat, deer mouse, and the Great Basin pocket
mouse are representative of the smaller rodents.
Botta's pocket gopher and the northern grasshopper mouse are found in more open areas adjacent to the dunes, and the desert wood rat constructs its houses at the base of trees in the pinyon-juniper woodlands, where the rock squirrel
is also found.
Our knowledge of the birds of this area is
large colony of the western
very incomplete.
bluebird (Sialia mexicana) nests in the aspen
grove near the dunes, and the hairy woodpecker

A

(Dendrocopos villosus) and downy woodpecker
(Dendrocopos pubescens) also inhabit this community. The more characteristic birds of the
desert shrub types in the vicinity of the dunes
include vesper sparrow, chipping sparrow, horned lark, and rufous-sided towhee. In the pinyonjuniper community both the scrub jay and pinon jay are common.
The most common species of lizards include
Great Basin sagebrush lizard, northern sideblotched lizard
and in the ledge habitats the
northern cliff uta. northern whiptail, and the

—

—

great basin skink (Eumeces skiltonianus utahensis). Two species of snakes commonly seen
are the Great Basin gopher snake and the Great
Basin rattlesnake.

Three Lakes Station. This is a roadside station
head of a canyon on U.S. 89 approximately twelve miles north of Kanab and three miles
north of Kanab Creek junction. The canyon at
Three Lakes and the immediate environs which
include Kanab Creek Canyon show several topographic features. They range from narrow canyons with very little floor to fairly broad valleys and from steep-sided canyon walls to gently
inclined slopes or canyon slopes made up of
masses of fallen rocks and mounds of loose sand.
Along the canyons are cliff caves of various
sizes and kinds that have originated through
water erosion and have resulted in interesting
hydric conditions. Some of these are of an open
type in which the erosional products partly impound the seeping water to form pools of varying size and depth. The open types are represented by those at Three Lakes station itself.
Other cave lakes in the area are actual underground bodies of water, some of which are as
at the

much

and 12 to 15 feet deep.
plant cover in the canyon is a
pinyon-juniper woodland with the juniper being the more abundant. Antelope brush, squawbush, and service berry {Amelanchier pallida)
occur in scattered clumps along the canyon. In
the canyon bottoms and floodplains where side
canyons issue, are found rank stands of threetoothed sage and localized patches of rabbitas 100 feet long

The major

Along sheltered
sp.).
areas of the canyon where underground water
is more likely to occur, or is retained from seasonal precipitation. Gamble's oak groves are
found. These groves are abundant near rock
caves where seep water issues or where the cave
has been damned off and the accumulated water
forced underground. In open caves where seep
water is sufficient the maiden hair fern (Adiantiim pedatum aleuticum
false solomon seal
(Vagnera sp.), columbine {Aquilegia sp.). and
Penstemon sp. are found. Either from underground cave lakes, open lakes, or as direct runoff from seep seams along cliff faces there occur meadow-like habitats of varying size. In
these places, dependent on the amount of water
flow, there may occur large groves exemplified
by those at Three Lakes where Cottonwood
(Populus jremonti) and Gamble's oak occur.
Willow clumps (Salix sp.), Gamble's oak, and
squaw-bush grow rank in and around the
marshy habitats. Cattails (Typha sp.). rushes
(J uncus), and sedges (Carex) are predominant
in the more aquatic habitats. In the meadows
and floodplains along the stream side at the bottom of the canyon an occasional grove or single
tree of cottonwoods rnay be seen, but for the
most part the plant life is made up of various
species of rushes and sedges (Juncus and Carex)
as well as tamarisk and some grasses. (Fig. 6)
brush (Chysotharnnus

)

.

Mammals of the Three Lakes station are
similar in kind to those of the Pink Dunes.
Black-tailed jack rabbits and dessert cottontails
are common in the desert shrubs, and on the
more rocky slopes the cliff chipmunk (Eutamias
dorsalis) and rock squirrel are connnon. Houses
of the desert wood rat (Neotoma Icpida) are
frequently
encountered around the rocky
ledges. In the sandy meadows the mounds of
Botta's pocket gopher are very abundant.
The

availability

of

water and the ample

cover attract a high population of birds. The
more common of these include the jiifion jay.
robin, broad-tailed hummingbird (Selaphorus
platycercus) great blue heron, yellow-breasted
chat, yellow warbler, black-headed grosbeak
.

(Plieucticus melanocephalus)

,

y

e

1 1

o w-bellied

sapsucker (Sphyrapicus varius), red-shafted
flicker, white-throated swift, house finch, western kingbird, mourning dove, western meadow(Sturnella neglecta), sparrow hawk, and
Cooper's hawk {Accipiter cooperii).
lark

We

have found the Rocky Mountain toad
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and western leopard frog at this station. The
reptiles do not appear to differ from those found
at the preceding station e.vcept for the occurrence of the wandering garter snake near the
streams and the night snake on the rocky slopes.

Navajo Wells Station. That part of Central
Kane County included in this area extends from
Kanab eastward to and including the northern
part of House Rock Valley. The road eastward
from Kanab follows a route about two miles
south of the Vermillion Cliffs to Navajo Wells.

The highw^ay continues

in a northeasterly direction across an extensive plain on which the
vegetation is almost a pure stand of three-toothed sage. Northwestward near the base of the
Vermillion Cliffs the sage plain merges into a
pinyon-juniper woodland. This extensive sagebrush plain continues for many miles eastward
to the Coxcomb (Kaibab monocline). (Fig. 8)
Mannnals in the above-described region appear to be uniformly distributed, as would be
expected from the almost uniform type of habitat. Ord's kangaroo rat is very common in the
pinyon-juniper and in sandy habitats northeast
of Navajo Wells. The northern grasshopper
mouse has been collected in sandy habitats
north of Navajo Wells, and the white-tailed
antelope squirrel is found in the rocky ledges
of the same locality. Desert wood rats are found
in these same ledges, along with the pinon
mouse. The deer mouse is present throughout
the entire region regardless of habitat. The
black-tailed jack rabbit and the desert cottontail
are also widely distributed.
The open sagebrush plains support a rather
sparse population of birds. The black-throated
sparrow, sage thrasher, raven, horned lark, and
mockingbird are the most common species.
fn this area we have foimd a rich reptile
fauna but few amphibians. Perhaps the most
common of the latter is the Great Basin spadefoot. Only a few Rocky Mountain toads and
western leopard frogs have been seen.
The more common lizards of this area include the Great Basin sagebrush lizard, leopard
lizard,
side-blotched lizard, southern desert
horned lizard, and northern whiptail, seen
throughout the sage-covered valleys and along
the edge of the rocky slopes. On the rocky slopes
and nearby ledges the following lizards occur:
western collared lizard (Crotnphytus c. baileyi),

Utah spiny

lizard, northern
Basin sagebrush lizard.

cliff uta,

and Great

Snakes common to this area include the
desert striped whipsnake. Great Basin gopher
snake and the Great Basin rattlesnake. On the
rocky slopes the spotted night and the Utah
black-headed (tautllla utahensis) snakes occur
fommonl.y.
Paria Basin
Paria Plateau Area
Paria Basin is a vast, U-shaped geological
formation, flanked on the west by the Paunsaugunt Plateau. The colorful fonnations of Brvce

—
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Canyon National Park

are found along the east
rim of this plateau The north end of the basin
is bounded by the general region of the Escalante Mountains, of which the Table Cliff Plateau is the southernmost extension. The southern part of the basin merges into the White
and Vermillion Cliffs mentioned previously in
the Central Kane Comity discussions. The
eastern boundary is distinctively marked by the
upturned rocks of the Coxcomb, creating a landscape so rugged that east-west travel is almost
impossible, and any such traverse nuist follow
a north-south route between the upturned rocks.
The small villages of Tropic, Cannonville, and
llenriville are located in the upper part of the
basin. Drainage is from north to southeast, cutting across several thousand feet of varied geological formations from the rim at Bryce Canyon
to the place where the accunuilated drainage
cuts southeast across the Coxcomb. The combined waters draining into the basin form the Paria
River. Many of the streams have local names.
However, there is one principal channel known
as Cottonwood Creek which runs along the east
flank of the basin along the Kaibab Monocline,
ft unites with all the other drainage channels
in the basin at the point where the united
streams traverse the Coxcomb at the southeast
corner.

According

known

to

Gregory

(

1948). the land

now

was originally higher
than the Paunsaugunt Plateau. As a result of
as the Paria Basin

north-south faulting, the Escalante Mountains,
including the Table Cliff Plateau, became a
portion of the upthrow block, while the east
rim of the Paunsaugunt Plateau Bryce Canyon rim) became a remnant of the downthrow.
In some places the displacement amounts to at
least 1,500 feet.
(

the

The Paria Plateau is hounded on the west by
Coxcomb Bidge. The old abandoned townfound

at the northwest corthe northern boimdary
are the low cliffs of the Kaiparowits Plateau.
The Wahweap Creek runs at the base of this
plateau as it courses southeastward to the Colorado Biver. Shortly after Paria Biver breaches
the Coxcomb it runs for some distance in a
broad river valley, but soon after passing the
town of Adairville it progressively deepens into
a narrow, meandering gorge eventually uniting
with the Colorado River a few miles south of the
Glen Canyon damsite. East of the Paria River
near Adairville the landscape becomes an extensive flatland known as Clark's Bench. This
site of

Adairville

is

ner of the plateau.

On

benchland terminates about halfway between
.Vdairv'ille and the Glen Canyon. At this point
the bench drops gradually over the Echo Monocline and spreads out south and eastward as a
relatively flat tableland terminating at the Colorado River.
In the Paria Basin the three-tooth sage pre-
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dominates the valley flora with rabbitbrush being more abundant along stream courses. Foothills and bluffs have typical pinyon-juniper
woodlands varying from scattered clumps to a
continuous forest.
In the upland sage and pinyon-juniper habitats are found such mammals as Botta's pocket
gopher, deer mouse, pinon mouse, Great Basin
pocket mouse, desert wood rat. Ord's kangaroo
rat, desert cottontail,

and

black-tailed jack rab-

In the deeply incised canyons are the desert
wood rat, cliff chipmunk, white-tailed antelope
squirrel, deer mouse, and canyon mouse. The
Cottonwood Wash (Canyon), which is at the
eastern boundary of the basin, is a fantastically
formed geological structure, and in it are fovuid
complex, locally differentiated ecological environments due to varied edaphic, structural,
and hydrographic conditions. The several kinds
of biotic communities certainly would bear exbit.

tensive and careful study.
At the western portion of the Paria Plateau
in the vicinity of the Coxcomb the vegetation
picture is of two general types. In the more
rocky areas pinyon-juniper woodland predominates, with mixture of sei-vice berry, cliff rose,
silver buffalo berry (Lepargyrea argentea),
and holly oak ( Quercus wilcoxi ) In sandy
habitats are the narrow and broad-leaved yucca,
old man sage, Indian rice grass, desert beauty
(Dalea johnsoni) and occasional clumps of joint
.

fir.

Mammals

characteristic of the rugged Coxare the pinon mouse, desert wood
rat, and cliff chipnumk. The long-tailed pocket
mouse {Perognathus formosus) is also present

comb Ridge
but

uncommon.

Birds common to the area are the house
finch and the mourning dove. Characteristic
pinyon-juniper birds are also present and inmlude the ash-throated flycatcher, scrub jay.
pinon jay, and black-throated gray warbler.

Eastward beyond the Paria River is Clark's
Bench of the Paria Plateau. The western portion
is an extensive grassland, with Indian rice grass
and galleta grass {Hilaria jamesi) predominating. In the sandy habitats small hummocks of
joint fir and narrow-leaved yucca are the dominant plants. A few junipers grow on the higher
elevations of Clark's Bench all along the route
from Adairville to the Glen Canyon damsite.
Generally speaking, predominant vegetation of
Clark's Bench is grassland to the Echo Monocline and blackbrush {Coleogyne ramosissima)
from there to Glen Canyon damsite. (Fig. 14)

Mammal life is similar throughout the Paria
Plateau. The desert wood rat is restricted to
rocky situations or more heavily wooded areas,
and the canyon mouse, pinon mouse, and whitetailed antelope squirrel occur in similar habitats. On the extensive sandy flats, the most
common mammal is the little pocket mouse

(Perognathus longimembris) Ord's kangaroo
is also abundant and the northern grasshopper mouse occurs in small numbers. We have
found the deer mouse to be relatively uncommon throughout the Paria Plateau. The blacktailed jack rabbit and desert cottontail have
their greatest populations along the stream
.

rat

courses where there is cover, but limited numbers of these are also fovmd on higher ridges, especially where there are junipers and taller
shrubs.
In the Paria Basin and Paria Plateau area
we have found the richest fauna of amphibians
and reptiles in the Upper Basin. The low elevation near and at Glen Canyon and the influence
of the southern slopes presumably has provided
habitats suited to some of the species which
conmionly occur in the Lower Colorado River
Basin. Such species as the canyon tree frog
{Hyla arenicolor) along the Glen Canyon, the
chuckwalla {Sauromalus obesus ohesus) from
the Glen Canyon up the Wahweap Creek and as
far west as the Coxcomb Ridge, and the Mojave
patch-nosed snake (Salvadora hexalepis mojavensis) are examples of the southern element.
Because of the gradual decrease in elevation
as one moves from the Paria Basin to the Paria
Plateau and the Glen Canyon rim, one encounters an increasing number of species for the
area. In the basin near Tropic and Cannonville, the Utah tiger salamander. Rocky Mountain toad, leopard frog, Great Basin sagebrush
lizard, plateau lizard, northern side-blotched
lizard, mountain short-horned lizard, northern
whiptail, plateau whiptail. Great Basin skink,
wandering garter snake. Great Basin gopher
snake, night snake, and midget faded rattlesnake are apparently common.
In the lower part of the basin near the old
ghost town of Paria we find the same species
except for the skink and the occurrence of the
(ireat Basin rattlesnake instead of the midget
faded rattlesnake. At this locale, the Great
Basin spadefoot. red-spotted toad, Utah spiny
lizard, and western collared lizard were also
common. The presence of the Great Basin rattlesnake may indicate an ingress to this basin
from the valleys on the west.
From the Coxcomb eastward across Clark's
Bench to the Glen Canyon one encounters in
the appropriate habitats approximately the
same species as those found in the lower portion of the Paria Basin. As indicated above, the
species of the southern element also occur here.
have also taken the southern desert horned
lizard near Lone Rock and the LTtah blackheaded snake on the Coxcomb. The Great Basin
rattlesnake has not been taken east of the Cox-

We

comb.
Kaiparowits Plateau-Escalante Basin Area
The borders of the Kaiparowits Plateau as
referred to in this study are Glen Canyon of
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the Colorado River on the soutlieast. the rim of
the Straight Cliffs on the northeast, and the
Aquarius and Table Cliff Plateaus on the north
and northwest respectively, with the upturned
rocks of the East Kaibab Fold on the west Eastern Rim of Paria Basin). The southern boundary at its western half is marked by the escarpments which are at the northern edge of
the Paria Plateau, and the eastern half by Wah
(

weap Creek.
The region

constituting the Kaiparowits Plateau has not been surveyed by us to any appreciable extent. At only a few places along the
eastern rim is the summit accessible. The western approach is quite prohibitive due to the rugged canyon type of topography. The main access is by means of dirt roads leading southward from Escalante and keeping more or less
to the rim area of the Straight Cliffs. The plateau is a massive upturned block sloping westward and southward with the northeastward
facing escarpment standing high above the Escalante Basin.

The

Escalante

Basin,

for

the

purpose of

this study, includes Potato Valley, the foothills

Aquarius Plateau west of the Escalante
Monocline, and all of the region between the
Escalante River and the Straight Cliffs southward to the Colorado River. With the exception
of Harris' Wash, which originates on top of
the northeast comer of the Kaiparowits Plateai'.
and Collett Creek, which likewise originates on
the plateau, most of the streams running eastward to the Escalante River are basin borne.
This is especially true of the region below Collett Creek. The streambeds have their origin
at the base of the steep walled Straight Cliffs
and are shallow and dry at their heads except
following summer rains and the seasonal winter precipitation. As the streams flow eastward
they rapidly descend and soon are found at the
bottom of deep and meandering canyons (Fig.
of the

17).

The land nearest the Straight Cliffs is more
or less sandy, but the eastern half of the area
for the most part is bare sandstone. In certain
places this bare rock surface is abundantly provided with naturally eroded pockets of varying
dimensions. Some are completely bare inside
while others have a rank growth of plant life
including large Cottonwood trees. Some of the
pockets are inaccessible while others may be
easily entered. (Fig. 17)
In order to facilitate a general description
of the faunistic picture of Escalante Basin,
three stations have been selected which are
characteristic for the basin as a whole. The
selected stations are Escalante, Calf Creek Crossing,

and Willow Tank Springs.

Escalante Station. This station includes an area
in the vicinity of the town of Escalante. Pinyon-juniper woodland is the predominant vege-

accompanied by local plant variants such
greasewood in the more alkaline habitats
and the Fremont cottonwood, rabbitbrush,
three-tooth sage, tamarisk, willow, and meadowlands which are found on the fUxxlplains.

tation,

as

Mammals
bellied

at this station include the yellow-

marmot found

at the base of the

Aqua-

Botta's pocket gopher found in
the fields about the town of Elscalante and
along water courses. On the more rocky slopes
rius Plateau

at the

and

head of Escalante Canyon, near the town
Colorado chipmunk and the

of Escalante. the

white-tailed antelope squirrel are seen. The
desert wood rat is found in the rocky areas, but
its nests are also found in the pinyon-juniper
woodlands. In the more open habitats along
streams as well as in the desert and among the
pinyon and junipers the black-tailed jack rabbit

is

a

common

species.

The deer mouse

is

widely distributed throughout all habitats.
Birds found here are the rufous-sided towhee. Say's phoebe, blue-gray gnatcatcher, savarmah sparrow (Passercuhts sandwichensis),
western wood pewee. lark sparrow, mountain
bluebird, pinon jay and scrub jay. In the canyon the cliff swallow Petrochelidon pyrrhonota) nests in great abimdance, and the canon
(

wren and white-throated swift are typical inhabitants. In meadows near the river and ir(
the irrigated fields about town are found BulBrewer's blackbird, redwinged
(Agelaius phocniceus), and western
meadowlark. The western kingbird, robin, redshafted flicker, mockingbird, yellow warbler,
sparrow hawk, and house finch are frequently
seen along the streamsides.
lock's

oriole.

blackbird

This station does not support a large variety

of

amphibian and

reptile

species,

the

common

ones being the Rocky Mountain
toad, leopard frog. Great Basin sagebrush lizard, northern side-blotched uta, Cireat Basin
gopher snake, wandering garter snake and midget faded rattlesnake.

most

Calf Creek Crossing Station. (Fig. 18). This stais located about eight miles downstream
from the town of Escalante. At this point the

tion

canyon floor is relatively wide in contrast with
most of the Escalante Canyon which is steep
walled and very difficult of access. The Calf
Creek Crossing Station is an excellent example
of open canyon type of habitat in which the
canyon walls rise as a series of benchlands or
shelves.

The pinyon-juniper woodlands extend down
the canyons. They are found in dense

into

growths on canyon shelves, canyon benchlands,
and even on nearly bare sandstone and rocky
areas where protection affords some opportunity for growtli. On the benchlands and at other
places in the canyon varying amounts of sand
deposits occur that have been blown down from
the deserts above. Old man sage and joint fir
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Fig.

17.

Topographic and

biotic features of the

canyon country

in the re-

gion of the Escalante Basin.
A.

1.

formation with pinyon and juniper at the
Extending eastward is a sandy, relatively level country

Straight CHffs

base. 2.

main by Kramer ia and black brush. 3. East of
the sandy desert is a baiTen sandstone formation, dissected by
many canyons represented in this drawing by the Escalante
Canyon, 6. At the edge of the Escalante River, 7, are found
covered in the

rank growths of tamerisk and cottonwood. Dotted line enclosing 3 and 4 represents the block of land removed and as illustrated in
B.

B

below.

This is a diagrammatic section of 1 and 3. Number 1 area has
been sectioned to identify seep seams. Number 2 has been left
is seen in section profile to show a generalized view of
the steep canyon walls wliich is characteristic of most of the
canyon lands of the Upper Basin. Note the seep seams. Drainage from the country above, plus the water from the seep
seams, contributes to the formation of erosional features as potholes and deeply recessed alcoves as shown just below number
3, or at 5 which in this drawing is the Escalante Canyon. The
alcove and pot holes in 3 is in Coyote Gulch.

intact; 3

C.

This is an enlarged sketch of area 5 B. The amount of seep
water will determine the biotic feature of the alcoves, 8. With
sufficient water present the alcoves will support a luxurient,
hanging garden composed both of hydrophytic and of mesophytic

plants.
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are the predominant plants in such habitats. In
protected places such as at the base of cliffs,
the desert ash. cliff rose, silver buffalo berry.
Gamble's oak, and service berry are found
Where domestic stock cannot graze, these
shelves support rank growths of grasses of several species. At the canyon floor level the Fremont Cottonwood is the predominant plant
During certain seasons of the year, their seedlings provide a green carpet along the river's
edge only to be washed away by summer floods
Three-toothed sage, rabbit brush. Datura, and
tamarisk grow on slightly elevated river banks.
In more protected areas are clumps of willow,
squaw-bush.
Gamble's oak, and boxelder
Where side streams or seep seams issue, maple,
birch and willows are found as well as sedges
{Carei concolor, C. kelloggii, C. rostrata) bullrush {Scirpus olneyi). columbine (Aquilegia
micrantha), penstemons, scouring rush, Indian
paint brush (Castilleja) and Smilicina. At the
river level may be found seasonal blanket
growths of Russian thistle {Salsola pestijer)
and bee flower {Cleome lutea).
Some of the mammals at Calf Creek Crossing station are not appreciably different from
those inhabiting the desert flat lands that extend outward from the canyon rim. Typical of
these are Ord's kangaroo rat and the noi-thern
grasshopper mouse, which have an extensive
and more or less continuous horizontal distribution on the sandy flatlands above, while in
the canyons their ranges are restricted to places
of smaller dimension where sand deposits afford suitable places to live. These places are
usually found on the canyon shelves. Mammals
which are more or less restricted to the canyon
are the Colorado chipmunk, cliff chipmunk
rock squirrel, brush mouse and pinon mouse
The desert wood rat and deer mouse are also
common inhabitants of the canyon. The coyote
{Canis latrans) was at least formerly a com
mon inhabitant of the canyon. Occasionally the
black-tailed jack rabbit wanders from the desert
land above into the more open canyon region^.
,

.

Several kinds of ducks and the great blue
heron are found along the water courses. In
those areas of the canyon where there is ample
cover, the Gamble's quail (Lophortyx gambelli)
rufous-sided towhee. Say's phoebe and
mourning dove are foimd. Bullocks oriole, the
house finch, yellow warbler, ash-throated flvcatcher. black-headed grosbeak, broadtailed and
black-chinned hummingbirds and western wood
pewee are some of the birds frequenting thr'
canyon bottoms. Scattered more or less in the
canyon benchlands and especially where pinyons and junipers are located will be found the
scrub jay. ash-throated flycatcher, and common bush tit. The white-throated swift, canon
WTen and rock wren are also common inhabitants of the canyon.
.

Three toads are common at this station and
are found in abundance along the river at evenings. On the evening of July 3, 1938, a count
was made of the toads found along the river
from the junction of Calf Creek for approximately one third of a mile downstream. All
toads found were placed in cloth bags and after
secured 110 inone hour were counted.
dividuals of which 93 were Rocky Mountain
toads, 14 were red-spotted toads, and 3 were

We

Great Basin spadefoots. Most were found in
or along the stream and were rather evenly
distributed. This represents a feeding population rather than a breeding one. for we found
the newly metamorphosed toads of both biifos
near a pond at the junction of the stream.
The most connnon lizards in the narrow
river valley are the northern plateau, northern
side-blotched uta. northern cliff uta, and northern whiptail. We did not find snakes to be
common, perhaps because of the difficulty of
finding them among the nimierous rocks in

Our records indicate that the western striped racer. Great Basin gopher snake,
and midget faded rattlesnake are present.
Willow Tank Spring Station. Typical of the
desert flatlands in the Escalante Basin is the
station at Willow Tank Springs. This is a government-developed watering place for range
stock located at the head of Coyote Gulch.
It
is
approximately forty-five miles southeast of Escalante and about three miles northeast of the base of the Straight Cliffs. At
this point the Straight Cliffs rise about 2,000
this habitat.

feet

above

Springs

is

the

desert

at the

Hurricane (iulch,

floor.

Willow

Tank

head of an arroyo known as
a tributary of the

yon of Coyote fiulch. The
from the desert floor level

main

latter drops
at

can-

dowai

Willow Tank

Springs at 5.000 feet to 4,200 feet at the Escalante Biver, a descent of about 800 feet in ten
miles. Black brush and Kramaria dominate the
vegetational landscape on the desert flatlands
with l(Kal patches of joint fir and old man sage
in more sandy situations. .Junipers are restricted more or less to the base of the Straight Cliffs
and to the washes which drain into the main
canyon. At Willow Tank Springs there is a
mixture of desert floor vegetation and the canyon type with squaw-bush and desert ash predominating.

The northern grasshopper mouse. Ord's kangaroo rat. deer mouse, little pocket mouse and
Botta's pocket gopher are the most characteristic mammals of the desert flats
Grasshopper
mice and kangaroo rats are especially abundant
around hummocks of joint fir. The little pocket
mouse ranges over a variety of habitats from
l)ure sand to gravel]\ soil and even bare rocks.

The

white-tailed antelope squirrel occurs principally in the washes and over the gravelly or

rocky

hillsides.

Desert wood rats are confined
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to rocky areas and biaish situations which afford
suitable habitats for their nest construction.
The black-tailed jack rabbit ranges throughout
the entire area. The western pipistrelle bat

(Pipistrellus hesperus) is common in the evening over the water pockets and seep springs.
Birds most common to the area and widely
distributed are the loggerhead shrike {Lanius
ludovicianus) black-throated sparrow, horned
lark, and common nighthawk. In the areas near
water where squaw-bush thickets are found.
Say's phoebe, the ash-throated flycatcher, mocking bird, mourning dove and house finch occur.
Our records suggest that there is little
difference in the kinds of reptiles here and
those taken at Calf Creek Crossing. However,
as one descends into the deep gorges such as
Coyote Gulch, the canyon tree frog is common
in the pot holes. Along the lower Escalante
River the western leopard frog is common and
the chuckwalla occurs in the ledges of the
.

canyon wall.
Approximately 15 miles northwest of the
Willow Tank Springs we took a specimen of the
California king snake. It was on the road in the
desert shrub habitat.

Escalante Canyon-Water Pocket Fold-Circle
Cliffs

Area

The Water Pocket Fold and

the Circle Cliffs
are considered together as one geological unit,
but they are actually two separate formations.

The Water Pocket Fold

is

a

monoclinal struc-

ture extending from Thousand Lake Mountain
in Wayne County on the north to a point just
south of the Colorado River, a distance of more
than eighty miles. In and around the Circle
Cliffs area the upturned limbs of the fold are
remarkably exposed while in the southern portion the flexure is more or less continuous.
For the purpose of this report the boundaries
of the area under immediate discussion are the
Escalante River (Canyon) on the southwest,
the Colorado River on the southeast. Hall's
Creek on the east and the rim of the Circle
Cliffs on the north.
Aside from the Circle Cliffs region and the
outlying town of Boulder at the base of the
Aquarius Plateau, very little natural history
observation has been done by us in this area.
The lower part of the Water Pocket Fold offers an unusual condition in natural history
study with respect to the water pockets which
occur in great numbers and variety of sizes.
The western side of the flexure has a number of

major canyons and

many minor

canyons which

From the stand
point of canyon structure and the overall biofic
nature, all of these canyons are similar to those
described for Calf Creek Crossing or Coyote
drain to the Escalante River.

Gulch.
In the summer of 1939 an expedition was
conducted along the entire length of the Esca-

lante Canyon, returning via Hole-in-the-Rock
Crossing on the Colorado River and Escalante
Basin to the town of Escalante. As a part of this
survey the major canyons leading to the Water
Pocket Fold were checked at their lower extremities. Since the 1939 survey several special
surveys have been conducted to the canyons
which drain the Escalante Basin and empty into the Escalante River. All of these canyons were
found to have a similar geology and ecology.
It therefore can be concluded that the lower part
of the canyons draining the Water Pocket Fold
are not dissimilar to the western drainage from
the Escalante Basin. The upper reaches of these
tributaries are, however, topographically and
ecologically much different on each side of the
Escalante River. The Escalante Basin previously
described is relatively sandy, whereas the Water Pocket Fold is to a great extent barren sandstone.

The flora at the base of the Circle Cliffs is
niainly a pinyon-juniper woodland with extensive intei-yening regions of three-toothed sage.
Also present in restricted localities are Gamble's
oak groves and patches of rabbitbrush. The
pinyon-juniper woodlands seem to be relegated
to the mesas and the benchlands. The sage occupies the floor of the Circle Cliff basin itself.
In the washes and canyons are found joint fir,
yucca, service berry, oak. Palmer's penstemon,
and silver buffalo ben-y plus a host of other
species of plants, mostly flowering annuals.
Mammals common to the Circle Cliffs are
the black-tailed jack rabbit, desert cottontail.
Colorado chipmunk, rock squirrel, white-tailed
antelope squirrel, desert wood rat, Ord's kangaroo rat. deer mouse, and coyote.
Typical birds of the Circle Cliffs basin include the mourning dove, scrub jay. Say's
phoebe, vesper sparrow, blue-gray gnatcatcher,
ash-throated flycatcher, rock wren, house finch,
green-tailed towhee, piiion jay, rufous-sided
towhee. raven, black-throated gray warbler,
plain titmouse, and connnon bush tit.
In the springs of Indian Gulch and at the
Moki tanks we found the tadpoles of the RockyMountain toad and on the night of June 29.
1938, after a heavy rain, the Great Basin spadefoot was calling along the stream bed of Indian
Gulch.

Such lizards as the northern plateau. Great
Basin sagebrush, northern cliff uta. and northem whiptail were conmion at the Circle Cliffs.
do not have snake records from this immediate area; however, we do have records for
the wandering garter snake and the Great Basin gopher snake at Boulder. A midget faded
rattlesnake was taken on a sand dune along the
Escalante River about 30 miles froin the Colorado River.

We

Torrey-Capitol Reef Area
part, this area is included in

For the most
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Monument. The

Wa

ter Pocket Fold extends in a northern direction
beyond the Circle Cliffs region. At the town

Fremont where the Fremont River cuts
through the fold, the monoclinal structure turns
westward, disappearing under Thousand Lakes
Plateau. Erosion of the tilted beds on the westward side has produced the reef-like fomiation
from which the area gets it name. The eastward
limb more or less gently folds downward and
disappears under the Cretaceous formations of
the Painted Desert surrounding the Henry
Mountains. Actually the upturned beds produ( e
several major structures on the westward side
rather than a single wall.
Fremont River (also known as the Dirtv
Devil) drains from the Aquarius. Awapa and
Thousand Lakes Plateaus, apparently outdating
of

the present topographic features. Another principal stream of the area is Pleasant Creek which
originates on the east face of the Aquarius Plateau. These two streams have actually cut their
way through the monoclinal fold as it was slowly being raised. The folding, local faulting,
and consummate stream erosion have created
here as elsewhere in the canyon country a landscape which is commonly described as "terrifyingly beautiful." The kinds of erosional features, the water supply (or lack thereof), its
kind, and elevational differences for the area
also create a number of locally differentiated
ecological environments. The uppermost elevation limiting the area included in this study is

Torrey which

at
is

at

Notom

at the

is

7.000

mouth

feet.

The lowermost

of Capitol

Gorge with

an elevation of 5.250 feet.
At the northeast flank of the Aquarius Pla
teau is the towii of Torrey situated at the low^r
end of a long valley known as Rabbit Valley.

To

the south there is a gradual rise of the landscape leading to the Aquarius Plateau, and to
the north the landscape rises more abruptly to
the Thousand Lakes Plateau.
Torrey Station. In and around Torrey the drier
habitats are dominated by pinyon-iuniper forests plus localized patches of shadscale. Other
plants common to the drier situations are princess plume, red false mallow (Sphaeralcea coccinea) and several species of primrose {Anogra.) Three-tooth sage predominates in the
open valley, while cottonwoods and willows
are found along the streams. Marshlands and
meadows occur adjacent to the Fremont River
as it meanders through the full length of the
valley. Tules (Scirpus ralidus), Carex of several species
(Carex chalciolepis. C. lanuginosa
and C. nebraskensis). blue-eyed grass, and buttercups (Ranunculus cymbalaria and R. sceleratus) are characteristic here.
Black-tailed jack rabbits and desert cottonrange over most of the valley except the
marshlands. The white-tailed antelope squirrel
tails

seems to prefer the pinyon-junijjer woodland.
In and around the marshlands are long-tailed
voles and montane voles. Ord's kangaroo rat is
restricted more or less to sandy arid situations.

The deer mouse

is generally distributed througliout the entire area. In the first years of the
survey there was a white-tailed prairie dog
town south of Torrey, but it was later abandon-

ed.

Birds common to the area are the savannah
sparrow, mountain blue bird (Sialia currucoides). yellow-headed blackbird (Xanthocephablackbird.
redwinged
xanthocephalus),
lus
Brewer's blackbird, red-shafted flicker, robin,
rock wren, white-throated swift, sparrow hawk,
and raven.
Amphibians occurring in the vicinity of Torrey reflect the higher elevation. The high plateaus to the west provide streams which drain
from elevations where old glacial lakes are noAv
nestled in conifer forests and seemingly influence the distribution of certain species. For example, the boreal toad (Bufo boreas boreas).
has been taken along the Fremont river a fev.'
miles west of the Capitol Reef. The Rocky
Mountian toad and the leopard frog are common in the meadows and along the stream.
Reptiles common to this station are the Great
Basin sagebrush lizard, northern plateau lizard.
Great Basin side-blotched uta. northern whiptail, wandering garter snake. Great Basin gopher
snake, and midget faded rattlesnake. On the
rocky hills the Colorado plateau night snake oc-

curs in limited numbers.
Fruita Station. Immediately east of Torrey the
valley drops away to the Capitol Reef formation, and the landscape assumes a definite
desert-like character in aridity and sparseness
of vegetation. The high reef on the north and
the great swell of the Miners' Mountain cre-^t
on the south, the greatly eroded surface of the
landscape in general plus the variety in the
color of the rocks and the contrasting green of
the pinyon-juniper woodlands create an unusually beautiful landscape. The central station
selected for this area is Fruita, a town located
on the Fremont River at the point where the
river enters the gorge through the reef. Fruita
has an elevation of about 5,400 feet, which is
approximately 1,500 feet lower than Torrey.

The Fruita station is in most respects a
broad desert canyon type, similar in a way to
the situation described above for Calf Creek
Crossing. Several distinct community types are
found in this locality. The canyon floor, mainly
identified with some permanent and intermittant streams which are tributary to the Fremont
River, supports a growth of cottonwood. willow,
rabbit brush, bee flower, shadscale. and tamarisk. Terraces, mesas and surfaces of the uptinned folds constitute another connnunity type
vegetated predominantly with pinyon-juniper
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or in other places with Yucca herrimaniae, silver buffalo berry, joint fir. and princess plume

west, San Rafael Swell on the north, and the
Green and Colorado Rivers on the east and

another kind of environment is that found
in the side canyons and other recesses where
larger slu-ubs such as desert ash, service berry
and squaw-bush occur. Other common plants
are old man sage, Indian rice grass, squirreltail grass (Sitanion hystrix), needle and thread
grass (Stipa comata), galleta grass {Hilaria
jamesii) and alkali sacaton (Sporobolus airo-

south

Still

ides). Virgin's

bower (Clematis

ligusticifolia),

joint fir, shadscale (Atriplex canescens and A.
confertifolia) and daisies (Erigeron argentatus:.
E. caespitosus) are in lesser abundance.
The Colorado chipmunk is a most charac
teristic mammal of the canyons and is also commonly seen in the rocky areas where pinyonjuniper woodlands occur. The desert wood rat is
found most often along nauch broken cliff faces
and in talus. The white-tailed antelope squirrel
,

more abundant on the terraces and lowlands
but may be observed high on the reef. On the
other hand, the rock squirrel is distributed mainly along the talus slopes and the river floodplains. Desert cottontails are usually found
along the stream courses, but a few may be seen
in dry canyons, while the black-tailed jack rabbit roams over the landscape generally except
the high mesas and narrow terraces. The western harvest mouse is found especially in and
around the local ranches. The deer mouse is
the most generally distributed mammal, being

is

found from the top of the reef

to the river
bottom. (Fig. 5)
In and around the Fruita station there is
found a large variety of birds. In the canyons
and along the hillsides are the mourning dove.
Say's
phoebe.
white-throated
swift,
canon
wren, green-tailed towhee, and rufous-sided towhee. On the terraces and benchlands, especially
in the pinyon-juniper habitat, are the common

nighthawk, solitary vireo. common bush tit.
plain titmouse, black-headed grosbeak, blue
gray gnatchatcher, pinon jay, and lazuli bunt
ing (Passerina amoena). Characteristic birds
of the river floodplains include the house finch,
American goldfinch (Spinas tristis), yellow
warbler, robin, red-shafted flicker, song sparrow (Melospiza melodia). and Bullock's oriole
Amphibians such as the Rocky Movmtain
toad, red-spotted toad, and western leopard
frog are common along the streams.
Reptiles are similar to those taken at the Torrey Station but with some species such as the
northern cliff uta. northern plateau lizard, and
northern whiptail becoming more abundant.
The Utah spiny lizard is also conunonlv seen
in the canyons and to the east of the Capitol
Reef.

Henry Mountains Southern Green River
Desert Area

Water Pocket Fold and

Capitol Reef on the

mark

the general boundaries of this area

canyon lands under consideration. Perhaps the high Henry Mountains and the sand
deserts which surround them are the most prominant features of this vast area, unique in
two respects compared with other regions thus
far described. The two southern peaks, Mt.
lohnes and .Mt. Ellsworth, have only a sparse
vegetative cover and exhibit very clearly the
effects of the instrusive magmas on the overlying sedimentary layers. Althovigh most of this
of the

I

overburden has been eroded away exposing the
jagged granite peaks, the sides of the old sedi-

mentary dome are sharply defined against the
black igneous rocks which now form the peaks.
Between the Colorado River and Mt. lillers the
terrain is extremely rugged and crossed by deep
narrow canyons. If not the most rugged area,
this is one of the most rugged areas in the enI

Basin. From the eastern base of Mt.
one can see its peak at approximately
10,550 feet and the Colorado River at 3,40l)
feet, yet these two points are only about 15

tire
I

Upper

lillers

miles apart.

Most of the country to the northeast, south
and west of the Henry Mountains is the sand
desert and canyon type. Some of these areas
are broad and open while others also have deep
narrow canyons. Generally speaking, the latter are much like the desert canyons which
have been described previously.
Northeast and east of Mt. Ellen the country
is comparatively level and constitutes a sand
desert type of habitat. Burr Desert, southwest
of the Fremont River, and Green River Desert,
northeast of the Fremont, are typical examples.
Where washes and canyons occur, sand slopes
may fill one side of the depression from bottom
to rim.

These sand deserts support a typical variety
of plants. In the upper reaches
of sand deserts at the base of the momitains
the three-toothed sage is predominant. Lower
down, shadscale and gi-easewood are found
either in extensive, almost pure stands or mixed together depending on the kind of soil and
the drainage. In the more sandy and less saline
situations are found old man sage, joint fir.
yucca, matchbrush, blackbrush. various species
of shrubby eriogonums and "little" rabbitbrush.
Along stream courses are tamarisk, cotton
woods, greasewood, three-toothed sage, squawbush, willow (Salix sp.), box elder, and single
leaf ash (Fraxinus anornala)

and population

A

typical

canyon type

of habitat in the
(ireeu River Des
ert Area is exemplified by North Wash. Tins
canyon joins the Colorado River approximately
four nnles north of Hite. From here it extends
in a westerly direction through sandstone can-
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yon walls to the bench land east of the Henry
Mountains and then into a mountain canyon on
the southeast face of Mount Ellen. There is considerable sand from the base of the mountains
to the river, leaving few areas where stable
soils occur.

A
vides

series of springs

along North

Wash

pro-

for small intemiittent streams during
of the year. Approximately fourteen miles

most
from Hite is Hog Springs, which provides an
abundance of water for a few miles. In most
of the canyon floor there are scattered growths
of cottonw'ood, willow, and tamarisk. Along the
canyon walls is a series of low sandy benches
which support a growth of mixed desert shrubs
and yucca.
The canyon mouse, desert wood rat, whitetailed antelope squirrel, rock squirrel, and Colorado chipmunk are very characteristic mammals
of the canyons. On the open sandy desert the
most common mammal is the Great Basin
pocket mouse. Ord's kangaroo rat also occurs in
loose, sandy areas. Both the pocket mouse anrl
kangaroo rat range into the canyons where
there is loose sand and the canyon floor is relatively wide.

The deer mouse

frequents both

canyons and the open desert coimtry.
Our knowledge of the amphibians and reptiles of this area is based on the rather intensive field work done from the base of the mountains east to the Colorado River through North
Wash and south from North Wash at the base
of the mountains along the bench lands to Star
Spring. Both North Wash and Trachyte Creek
support large populations of the Great Basin
spadefoot, red-spotted and Rocky Mountain
toads. The meadows around Star Spring have
the spadefoot and Rocky Mountain toads, but
we have not seen the red-spotted toad. Perhaps
the largest population of toads observed was
in North Wash at and near the Hog Springs.
At the junction of North Wash and the Colorado River a few western leopard frogs were
seen..

Lizards generally distributed in this area
include the western collared, leopard. Utah
spiny, northern plateau, northern side-blotched,
northern cliff uta, and northern whiptail. In
the ledges of the canyons extending up from
the Colorado River the western chuckwalla occurs. On the sandy benchlands near the Henry
Mountains and extending east between the canyons is a habitat which supports a low-growing.
short-leafed yucca. In this plant we have taken
the Utah night lizard {Xantusia vigilis utahensis). On the base of the mountains above the
general bench lands the mountain short-horned
lizard

is

common.

We have found the desert striped whipsnake.
Great Basin gopher snake and midget faded
rattlesnake to be the most common. However,
none is seemingly abundant in this area. On

the bench lands and base of the mountains the
Utah black-headed snake is found.

San Rafael Swell

-

Castle Valley

-

Price

River Area

This area is bounded on the east by the
(jreen River, on the southeast by the Colorado
River, on the south by the Fremont River, and
on the southwest by the Thousand Lake Mountain. Westward the area is limited by the Wasatch Plateau and northward by tlie Roan and

Book

Cliffs.

The San

Rafael Swell is the most prominent
feature of the area. It is a massive anticlinal uplift about eighty nules long and twenty miles
wide, being somewhat ovoid in shape. Between
the Book Cliffs, which face southward, and the
northern rim of the swell is the Price River
Valley, while the large depression lying west
of the San Rafael Swell and extending to the
eastern base of the Wasatch Plateau is known
as Castle Valley. (Figs. 2 and 7.)
Inside the San Rafael Swell numerous locally originating streams have dissected the landscape and in some cases have breached the outer
rim forming deep canyons. The San Rafael
River originates on the Wasatch Plateau and
cuts across Castle Valley and the San Rafael
Swell eastward to the Green River. For the most
part it has formed naiTow, crooked canyons
but in some places the erosional channel is
broad, particularly in Castle Valley. The Muddy River also originates on the Wasatch Plateau and crosses the lower end of Castle Valley,
the southern tip of the swell, and the badlands
area north of the Henry Mountains, joining
the Fremont (Dirty Devil) River a few miles
north of Hanksville.
The vegetation picture is somewhat similar
to that which was discussed for the Henry
Mountains area, the main difference being the
comparative extent of the respective types of
vegetation. The San Rafael Swell itself is al-

most completely surrounded by badlands except forthe region immediately southeast of the
swell, which is a sand desert with active dunes.
Due to soil and rock composition of the Mancos
and Morrison geological fomiations which
make up the landscape, the predominant plant
life of

the badlands

is

shadscale.

Where

there

an underground water supply or surface
moisture available greasewood is found. Other
is

commonly
plume and several

encountered are princess
species of £nogo/2wm. Where
the badlands country merges into the Green
River Desert and sandy desert, there are joint
fir, old man sage, yucca, and several species of
Eriogonitm. Along stream courses are cottonwood, willow, tamarisk, rabbitbrush and greasewood. In the confines of the San Rafael Swell
plants

on mesas and tablelands pinyon-juniper
woodlands are dominant.
Mammal studies by our survey parties in the
itself
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San Rafael Swell area have been somewhat
and scatwood rat
and the canyon mouse occur along cliffs and in
rocky habitats. Great Basin pocket mice are
found both in the pinyon-juniper woodland and
limited. The deer mouse is abundant
tered throughout the area. The desert

in

tlie

The western harvest
most abundant where Rus-

desert shrub habitat.

mouse seems

to be

sian thistle clumps are piled along the fences
and wind-blown sand is accumulating. In disturbed woodland situations and where there is

Ord's kangaroo rat is found occasionalblack-tailed jack rabbit and the desert
cottontail are present throughout the area. Several white-tailed prairie dog towns have been
loose
ly.

soil,

The

noted throughout both Castle Valley and Price
River Valley. These animals, along with the
black-tailed jack rabbit, are the most characteristic mammals of the open valley country.
East of Castle Dale at the north end of the
swell is a transitional point between the bad-

lands and the swell itself. At Buckhorn Reserfew miles north of Buckhorn Wash, the
main plant cover is pinyon-juniper. Westward
from the reservoir the land merges into the
badlands type. At the Reservoir the black-tailed jack rabbit is generally distributed, and in
the rocky washes the rock scjuirrel is common.
Other mammals found are the desert wood rat.
Ord's kangaroo rat. western harvest mouse.
Great Basin pocket mouse and deer mouse.
Near the junction of the San Rafael and
Green Rivers is a rather wide valley with low
red sandstone ledges rising on either side. The
river floodplain at this point is vegetated with
an extensive growth of tamarisk and willow,
and there are a few cottonwoods. On higher
ground the soil is sandy and supports a growth
of rabbitbrush, Indian rice grass, several other
grasses and a variety of forbs. Ord's kangaroo
rat, western harvest mouse, and the deer mouse
are common small mammals. Along the sandstone ledges the desert wood rat and canyon
mouse are most characteristic, and in rocky
situations the white-tailed antelope squirrel is
found. Desert cottontails inhabit the floodplains
and higher areas where there is ample cover.
voir, a

Valley between Wellington and Helper we have
taken the Utah tiger salamander, (ireat Basin
spadefoot. Rocky Niountain toad, and western
leopard frog.

The

lizards

common

to

this

area include

river south of Green
River City, leopard, western collared, northern
plateau. Great Basin sagebrush, northern sideblotched, northern cliff uta, northern whiptail
and on the benches near the Wasatch Plateau
the mountain short horned. Snakes common to
the area include the wandering garter. Great
Basin gopher, western whip, Utah milk, plateau night, and midget faded rattlesnake.

the

Utah spiny along the

The Uinta Mountain Province
The Uinta Mountain Province includes

the

Uinta Mountains and the Uinta Basin. Except
for the pinyon-juniper woodlands of the foothills, the desert communities occur in the Uinta
Basin itself. This is a vast area of some 15.000
square miles that occupies northwestern Colorado and northeastern Utah. On the whole, the
topography is less rugged than that of the Colorado Plateau Province. Much of the lower
country of the Uinta Mountain Province is
characterized by broad valleys and low hills,
but there are also extensive badlands with some
of the most barren country in the Upper Colorado Basin. The principal streana of the area is
the Green River, which flows through it in a
generally southward direction. This stream is
joined by the Duchesne River and its tributaries from the west and by the Yampa and
White Rivers from the east. A better concept of
the nature of the Uinta Basin may be gained
from a more detailed description of several
specific areas within it. (Figs. 2 and 4)

Rainbow Bonanza Area
Rainbow Station. The Rainbow area lies south
of the White River in eastern Utah and contigu
-

dove is very abundant and by far the most
conspicuous species. Other characteristic kinds

ous Colorado. It is a rugged and inhospitable
area with many deep and narrow canyons that
are dry or else contain small salty streams,
great areas of badlands, shallow valleys, and
low hills practically devoid of all plants and
animals. Gilsonite mining is the principal industry of the area. There is no farming but
most of the area is heavily overgrazed, mostly
by sheep. The area about Rainbow is topographically characterized by shallow valleys and
low ridges \\dth some rather colorful and prominent outcroppings of soft light brown sand-

include the yellow-breasted

stone.

The floodplains of the San Rafael River and
other streams of the area furnish a habitat suitable for a large variety of birds. The mourning

chat,

black-billed

magpie, yellow warbler, western wood pewee.
blue grosbeak. Brewer's spaiTow, catbird {Dumetella carolinensis), ash-throated

and red-shafted

flycatcher.

flicker.

In this area there is a varied series of habiwhich provides for an abundance of amphibians. Along the Green River below Green
River City we have taken the Rocky Mountain
and red-spotted toads. In the upper Price River
tats

Two

principal types of communities occur
area. In the shallow valleys
is sandy or sand-clay and the predominant vegetation is sagebrush, greasewood. shadscale, and rabbitbrush. On the ridges and in
the higher ravines where the soil is more rocky
there is a scattered growth of pinyon and juniper. Many of the trees are very old and there
is much fallen timber.
in the
the soil

Rainbow
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Mammals in this area arc sparsely represented but there are a number of interesting
species. In the shallow valleys where desert
shrubs predominate the deer mouse. Apache
pocket mouse, and Ord's kangaroo rat, western
hai^vest

mouse, and

least

chipmunk {Eutamias

minimus)

are characteristic. In the pinyonjuniper woodlands, parlicidarly around tiie
bases of ledges, the pifion mouse, bushy-tailed
wood rat. and porcupine (Erethizon dorsatum
are found. There are also many signs of mule
deer (Odocoileus hemionus) in the pinyonjuniper. Presumably these animals move down
from the Tavaputs Plateau during the winter,
but an occasional deer is also seen during the
summer. Desert cottontails are fairly common
in the desert shrub and less so in the pinyonjuniper. There are a few white-tailed jack rabbits (Lepus townsendii) replacing the blacktailed jack rabbits of the Colorado Plateau Province, particularly in sagebrush and greasewood communities. Both the golden-mantled

ground squirrel {Citellus lateralis) and antelope ground squirrel occur in small nimabers
in the pinyon-juniper and desert shrub, usually in the vicinity of rocky outcroppings.
Bird populations in the Rainbow area are
high considering the scarcity of water.
In the pinyon-juniper comnnmity the plain
titmouse, solitary vireo (Vireo solilarius), bluegray gnatcatcher, gray flycatcher, black-throated gray warbler, pinon ja3^ scrub jay (Aphelocoma coerulescens) chijiping sparrow. Bewick's
fairly

.

wren (Thryomanes bewickii), and ash-throated
flycatcher are common. The most typical birds
in the desert shrub community are the loggerhead shrike. Say's phoebe, and horned lark.
Bonanza Station. The area immediately north
of White River and east of the Green River
possesses extensive areas of flat plains and rolling hills with a few ridges where low ledges

An

area some fifteen miles
The plains and
hills are clothed with desert shrubs among
which sagebrush, several types of shadscale, and
Tetradymia predominate. The higher hills and
ridges are vegetated with a rather scattered
pinyon-juniper woodland mixed with sagebrush
and other desert shrubs. For the most part the
soil is sandy, especially on the plains, and
there are places where the situation is rather
unstable and the sand is thrown up into low
of rock are exposed.
north of Bonanza is

typical.

ridges.

During our period of study populations of
mammals were considerably greater at
this station than in the more rugged and less
hospitable situation at Rainbow. In the desert
shrub community, particularly where the soil
is sandy. Ord's kangaroo rat is abundant and

small

the following additional species are characteristic, although less common: olive-backed pocket
mouse {Perognathus fasciatus), w-estern harvest
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mouse, deer mouse, least chipmunk, thirteen
lined ground squirrel {Citellus tridecemlinegtus), and northern grasshopper mouse. The
desert cottontail was very abundant in the
desert shrubs in 1954 and to a lesser degree extended into the pinyon-juniper woodland. The
latter

community

contains

its

typical

mammals,

with the bushy-tailed wood rat, pinon mouse,
and white-tailed antelope squirrel being most
characteristic.
Birds of the

Bonanza area are similar in
kind to those of the Rainbow area, although
they are less abundant. In the desert shrub
type of community the horned lark is probably
the most abimdant species, while in the pinyonjuniper the pinon jay is very common.

Amphibians in this area are sparsely represented, and only a few species are known to
occur. The Great Basin spadefoot is perhaps
the most common, with the Rocky Mountain
toad and the western leopard frog seen occasionally along the streams of the area.
Reptiles are more abundant both as to numbers and kinds. In the valleys among the sage
and other low-growing brush are the (ireat Basin sagebrush lizard and the northern sideblotched uta. On the rocky hillsides is found
the northern plateau lizard, and in suitable
areas of both habitats one encounters the northern whiptail. The mountain short-horned lizard
is found on the higher jilateaus of the area.
Our records indicate that the Great Basin
gopher snake ranges throughout this area and
is the commonest of the serpents. In the lower
valleys, particularly on the rocky brushy hillsides not far from the Green River, the desert
striped whipsnake is found.

Browns Park Clay Basin Area
While the Brown's Park-Clay Basin Area
-

is

not strictly a part of the Uinta Province geographically, it appears to be closely related to
it

faunistically.

It lies in the northeast corner of Utah and
contiguous areas of Wyoming and Colorado.
Brown's Park itself is a broad valley floodplain
of the Green River. The stream flows in an
easterly direction at this point, enters the state
of Colorado, and then tiu-ns southward acrcss
the east end of the Uinta Mountains. This section of the river runs at an elevation of about
5.400 feet. Two small streams. Red Creek and
Willow Creek, drain into it from the north. To
the northward the ground rises rather gently
to a low movmtain range of which Home Niountain and Bender Mountain are a part and then
descends again into a wide and irregularlyshaped valley known as Clay Basin, llie latter
basin is about 1.000 feet higher than the flood-

Iilain of the river.

Within the general area described above,
exclusive of the mountains, the following communities may be recognized: (1) stream-border
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community where

scattered

groves of cotton-

woods and willows predominate, (2) greasewood flats and knolls with heavier clay or sandclay

soils,

(3)

sagebrush-shadscale-rabbitbrush

communities occupying higher benchlands
where the soil is predominantly sand, (4) scattered juniper woodlands on higher ridges within
the valley. Most of the better lowlands adjacent to the river are occupied by farms and
ranches while the higher slopes and benchlands
have been heavily overgrazed.
Brown's Park Station (Fig. 19). The several
desert-shiiib types of plant communities here
seem to possess much the same kinds of mammal, although there is some distinction on the
basis of soil differences. On the more sandy and
especially the less stable soils Ord's kangaroo
rat is very abundant, and the northern grasshopper mouse is characteristic although far less
common. The olive-backed pocket mouse and
the western harvest mouse live mostly on the
more gravelly or rocky soils where sagebrush
and shadscale are predominant, but are occasionally taken on greasewood flats. The desert
cottontail is very abundant in wallow thickets
along the streams and more especially in greasewood, and a few white-tailed jack rabbits also
live in the latter community. The northern
pocket gopher (Thomomys talpoides) is common on the cultivated lands. In the scattered
juniper communities that occiu- on ridges where
the soil is more rocky the cliff chipmunk is
common and seems to replace the white-tailed
antelope ground squirrel that is characteristic of
similar habitats farther south. During our study
we have not found the latter species in the
Brown's Park area. The wood rat was collected
in the Bridgeport-Red Creek environs on several
occasions. Wood rats were found in abandoned
log houses.
As is true for the Upper Basin, in general
bird populations are concentrated mainly along
the waterways in the Brown's Park Area. Brewer's blackbird, mourning dove, red-shafted flick
er and black-billed magpie are most common
and characteristic in the floodplain gi-oves and
thickets. Most characteristic of the desert shrub
types are the sage thrasher. Brewer's sparrow
and the horned lark. The common nighthawk
nests on the juniper-covered ridges and feeds
over the entire area. The plain titmouse and the
black-throated gray warbler are the most common birds in the junipers themselves.
foiaid
the blue-gray gnatcatcher. so characteristic of
the pinyon-juniper in much of the Upper Basin,
to be very uncommon in the Brown's Park

We

Area.

Clay Basin Station. As was previously stated.
Clay Basin, lying to the north of Brown's Park,
is

about 1,000 feet higher in elevation than

Green River and has an average elevation
about 6,400

feet.

In this entire area there

of
is

canyons are shalwell stabilized. The bottom
of the basin, as well as the surrounding slopes,
with a uniform growth of desert
is covered
shrubs with three-toothed sagebrush as the predominant plant. In the bottoms of the shallow
canyons there are some small patches of greaserelatively little exposed rock,

low and

wood.

tlie soil is

On

higher slopes and

hills

surrounding

the basin there are a few junipers and pinyons,
especially toward tlie west and south, but many
of the surrounding mountains appear at a distance to be bald, owing to the absence of desert
shrubs and trees and to the presence in their
place of a nvtmber of grasses and low-growing
herbs. In several of the surrounding draws there
are small springs, and around these springs are
groves of aspens and other mesic plants.

In general it may be said that the Clay Basin station is representative of a high semidesert type, intermediate in many ways between the lower deserts characteristic of the
Uinta Basin and the higher plains of the extensive Green River Basin Province that occupy
much of the southwestern Wyoming area.
Around the springs aspens typical of montane
forest occur in small groves, whereas desert
shrubs are found at the same elevation on ridges
and in valleys where the habitat is drier. The
two principal types of comnumities, therefore,
are the aspen groves bordering springs and the
open desert shrubs.

Around the borders of the springs certain
typically montane mammals are found such
as the long-tailed vole {Microtus longicaudits),
the vagrant shrew (Sorex vagrans), and the
northern pocket gopher, although the latter
species also occurs at lower elevations in
Brown's Park and throughout the Uinta Basin.
The deer mouse is very common both in aspen
groves near water and in the open desert shrubs,
and the western harvest mouse is also present
Pocket mice, grasshopper mice and kangaroo
rats appear to be absent or at least uncommon.

Of the larger mammals the white-tailed jack
rabbit is common and perhaps most typical of
the open desert shrub comnumity. This animal
also utilizes the aspen groves for cover, especially in winter. The pronghorn (Antilocapra omcricana) is present in both Clay Basin and
Brown's Park and is apparently increasing in

numbers
in large

in these areas. The mule deer winters
in juniper woodlands.

number

Among

the birds the sage grouse (Centroceris
undoubtedly the most
characteristic species in the Clay Basin area.
These birds require a habitat where there is
ample water, particularly in the form of small
springs and streams and where sagebrush-covered ridges are available for roosting and feeding. Other typical birds in the sagebrush community are the horned lark (especially in more

cus urophasianus)
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open areas), green-tailed towhee, and chipping
sparrow.

The amphibians and
tions in the

reptiles of the two staBrown's Park-Clay Basin areas are

not well known. Our field records indicate that
on the sandy lowlands and floodplains the
Great Basin spadefoot is conunon and can bo
seen hopping among the deseit shrubs in the
late evening during the summer.
Some of the reptiles which are common in
the area east and south of Vernal, Uintah County, are not present in these higher valleys
However, the sagebrush lizard and the Great
Basin gopher snake are widely distributed

throughout the valleys and into the surrounding
mountains.

Westen Uinta Basin Area
This area is composed of that part of the
Uinta Basin which lies west of the Green River
and is bordered on the north, west and south
by the Uinta Mountains, Wasatch Mountains,
and West Tavaputs Plateau, respectively. It
contains tlie Strawberry, Duchesne, and Uinta
Rivers, as well as some lesser streams that arise
from the watershed of the Wasatch and Uinta
Mountains. Owing to the fairly abundant water supply and to some good alluvial soils, much
of the land in the western Uinta Basin is under
cultivation and is one of the most populous
areas within the entire Upper Colorado River
Basin.
Three stations are selected for review at
this time as representative of this portion of the
basin; namely, the Jensen-Ouray area along the
Green River floodplain, the Bluebell area on the
benchlands south of the Uinta Mountains, and
an area south of Myton.
Jensen-Ouray Station. In the vicinity of Ouray,
near a point where the White and Duchesne
Rivers join the Green, there are wide floodplains where Fremont cottonwoods are predominant. The soil in this area ranges from sand near
the river to fine clay and in places is thrown
up into low sandy ridges which aie vegetated
with greasewood and squaw-bush. In the depressions and flats saltgrass {Distichlis stricta)
is abundant where the saline soil is periodically
flooded by fresh water, and there are also extensive areas of tamarisk. (Fig. 4)
The town of Jensen is located on the west
bank of the Green River. In this area much of
the floodplain is occupied by farms. At a point
a few miles south of Jensen where Ashley Creek
joins the Green River there is a fairly large
marshland, and a lesser one occurs at the mouth
of Brush Creek. The montane vole [Microtiis
montanus) and the western harvest mouse live
in grassy areas around these marshes, and the
muskrat (Ondatra zibet hici/s) is reported to occur in this habitat, although there appear to be
no published records. The Ashlej- Creek marshes
in particular support one of the richest aquatic

bird faunas to be found in the Upper Basin.
These include many species of ducks and wading birds which have been reported by Iwomey
(1942). Bordering the river there are areas
of loose sand where the Ord's kangaroo rat is
common. On the wide grassy floodplains near

Ouray the deer mouse

is

very abundant, and

the northern pocket gopher is present on higher
ridges that are not subject to periodic flooding.

Benchlands and low mesas that rise above
the river floodplain are vegetated with a mixture of desert shrubs. This is the Mixed Desert
Shrub Zone including several associations described in detail by Graham (1937: 66-70).
Three-toothed sagebrush, rabbitbrush, greasewood (in lower areas), shadscale, gray molly
( Kochia I'estita). and Tctradyrnia are the more
common shrubs represented. In the main the
soil is rocky or gravelly, but there are also some
low sand hills and rock ledges. Typical mammals are Ord's kangaroo rat (on sandy soil).
white-tailed prairie dog, thirteen-lined ground
squirrel, and white-tailed antelope squirrel. Both
the white-tailed jack rabbit and the desert cottontail are present. Fhe deer mouse is abundant
in the desert shrub communities, and the golden
mantled ground squirrel occurs fairly commonly along the floodplains as well as in the desert
shrubs.
In the Jensen area birds are similar in kind
previously described for the Upper Basin. In Cottonwood groves and high shrub thickets along the river and its tributaries, the western kingbird, yellow warbler, Brewer's blackbird, mourning dove and red-shafted flicker are
probably the most common. In the wide floodplains south of Ouray where there are ample
nesting sites in dead but standing cottonwoods
we found Lewis' woodpecker (Asyndesmiis
lewis) very common. The red-headed woodpecker ( Melanerpes erythrocephahis) is a chato those

although uncommon resident of this
Other common birds inhabiting the

racteristic,

habitat.

floodplain comnnmity are the ash-throated flycatcher. Bullock's oriole, black-billed magpie,
white-breasted nuthatch (Sitta carolinensis),
yellow-breasted chat, warbling vireo, western
meadowlark. robin, western wood pewee and
lark sparrow. On one visit to this area we found
flocks of turkey vultures roosting in the cotton-

woods.
In the desert shrub community Say's phoebe,
the lark sparrow, horned lark, western meadowlark, and sage thrasher are most conunon.
Bluebell Station. An area about seven miles
northwest of the town of Roosevelt near the
road to Bluebell is typical of higher benchlands
that lie at the south base of the Uinta Mountains as well as the east base of the Wasatch. At
this point there is a series of low brown sandstone ledges with rather flat intervening areas
that rise one above another like steps. The soil
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predominantly sandy, and there
drifted into low

where the sand has

ridges. Two kinds of junipers (Juniperus scopulorurn and Juniperus utahensis) along with a
few pinyon pines, form the predominant vegetation, but the trees are somewhat scattered
and between them are desert shrubs consisting
of three-toothed sagebrush, rabbitbrush, joint
fir, shadscale and Tetradymia. This area has
been intensely grazed, and as a result, prickly
pear (Opuntia) has become established to the
extent that in places it forms a nearly solid
mat over the siuface of the ground. There are
a few grasses of which galleta grass and Indian
rice grass are the most common.
Since there is more or less a mixture of the
desert shrub and pinyon-jimiper woodland it is
impractical to separate communities on the
basis of vegetation types. The rocky ledges form
a somewhat distinct habitat where the pinon
mouse is abundant and characteristic, and there
are also a few yellow-bellied marmots {Marmota flaviventris) white-tailed antelope squirrels, and cliff chipnumks. The rock wren is the
most characteristic bird.
Sandy, pinyon-juniper-desert shrub com.

.

munities support a high popidation of small
rodents. The deer mouse is very abundant and
the Great Basin pocket mouse is not uncommon.
Other species present include Ord's kangaroo
rat, western harvest mouse, northern pocket
gopher, least chipmunk, and thirteen-lined

ground squirrel. There are also some whitetailed jack rabbits and desert cottontails.
Birds of this area are typical of the pinyonjuniper woodland elsewhere in the Upper Basin.
plain titmouse, black-throated gray warbler, blue-gray gnatcatcher and pinon jay are all

The

common.
Station. An area about five miles sovith
of the town of Myton is typical of extensive
flat or rolling country that occupies much of

Myton

the lower benchlands of the western Uinta Basin. In these areas the soil is gravelly or sometiiTies sandy and the vegetation is of the desert
shrub type wdth shadscale and Tetradymia

ipmescens being predominant

plants.

Graham

(1937) refers to this type of vegetation as the
Atriplex-Tetradymia Association. The most
common small rodent is the deer mouse, but the
Great Basin pocket mouse, western harvest
mouse, Ord's kangaroo rat, and thirteen-lined

ground squirrel are present. Perhaps the most
characteristic mammal of this type of connnunity is the white-tailed prairie dog. This animal
lives in colonies in the most colorless and barren
flats where it would seem that very little food
is

available to them.

Birds are very limited in kind as well as
these flat desertlands. The most
abvmdant and typical one, however, is the homed lark.

number on
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The stations considered in the western Uinta
Basin are similar enough that the amphibians
and repitles of the three stations are considered
as one unit.
Extensive irrigation of the broad valleys and
benchlands has created numerous marshes and
water habitats throughout nuich of this vast
area. As a result, the western chorus frog is
abundant. The Rocky Mountain toad and the
western leopard frog are also common inhabi
tants.

In the lower eastern part of this area on the
rock-strewn hillsides and ledges one encounters
the northern plateau lizard and the cliff uta.
On the higher benchlands which extend generally to the west and north these species disappear, while the sagebrush lizard, northern sideblotched lizard, northern whiptail, and mountain short-horned lizard become the common
lizards of this western portion of the Uinta Ba
sin.

By far the most common snake in this area
the Great Basin gopher snake. Other species
such as the desert striped whipsnake, wandering garter snake, Utah milk snake, and midget
faded rattlesnake are common, although more
abvmdant in local habitats. In and near the
thickets along the rivers and irrigation canals is
western blue racer (Coluber constrictor
tlie
mormon) Although this species is not commonly seen, owing perhaps to its habit of sta\Tng
close to cover, records indicate that it too is
widely distributed in the western Uinta Basin.
Along the foothills and in the canyons whicli
drain into the basin from the north and west,
we have taken both the Rocky Mountain rubber
boa (Charina bottea utahensis) and the western
smooth green snake.
is

.

Green River Basin Province
Topographical features of the Green River
Basin Province have been described elsewhere in
this report. We have not studied this province
as intensively as we have the other two provinces of the Upper Basin, and our descriptions
must be more general, especially with respect
to the birds. Three areas within the province
will be considered; namely, the Fort Bridger
Area, the Kemmerer-Cumberland Area, and the
Manila Area.
Fort Bridger Area
The town of Fort Bridger, Wyoming,

lies

in the vallej' of Black's Fork, which drains a
part of the north side of the Uinta Mountains

and eventually flows into the Green River. The
contains much rich agricidtural land
is the principal crop. In this area
the floodplain soils are well stabilized for the
most part and the border of the stream itself is
wooded with cottonwoods. willows, and a few
conifers. On either side of the stream valle}'
the land rises abruptly and then extends for
many miles as flat or rolling country where
valley

where hay
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Fig. 20.

Green River at the Flaming Gorge damsite, Daggett County, Utah.
Note the narrow floodplain in this area. A mixtiu-e of pinyonjuniper and yellow pine forms the predominant vegetation on the
slopes and ledges rising from the river.

Fig. 21.

Typical

Canyon Country in the
Grand County, looking southward

vicinity of Dead Horse Point,
into the Canyon country of the

Colorado River Province. In the foreground and middle distance
are the horizontal sandstone formations with their precipitous and
barren walls and flat, sparsely vegetated mesa tops. In the distance
are the intrusive Abajo Mountains and the Elk Ridge. Frequently
bordering the river is a narrow floodplain where tamarisk and
willows are the predominant plants. Occasional clumps of cotton-

wood

also are found.
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sagebrush, rabbitbrush, and shadscale fonn the

predominant vegetation.

its

Only a limited amount of collecting and
observations has been made by us in the Fort
Bridger Area. In the floodplain habitat adjacent
to the stream the muskrat is common and the
beaver (Castor canadensis) occurs. Of the
smaller rodents, the deer mouse is again the
most common but the montane vole is also
abundant, and there are a few western jumping
mice (Xapus princeps) in the grassy meadows.
The last-named species is indicative of the closer relationship of these more elevated communities of the Upper Basin to the montane forest,
and this relationship is still further indicated by
the presence of the red squirrel [Tamiasciurus
hudsonicus) and the northern pocket gopher.

The most characteristic manmial of the
plains adjacent to the river valley is Richardson's ground squirrel [Citellus richardsonii
This species naturally occurs also in the river
valley, but poisoning activities by ranchers have
)

tended to reduce their number in that habitat.
Colonies of the white-tailed prairie dog are scattered over the plain, and the white-tailed jack
rabbit is abundant.

Kenimerer-Cumberland Area

An area some

fifteen miles south of the town
Kennnerer in the vicinity of the old and
abandoned townsite of Cimiberland is typical
of much of the plains country of the Green Ri-

of

In the marshes along the Green River and
tributaries are large populations of the west-

ern chorus frog. In late May and June this
frog has been heard calling along the marshes
from Kemmerer to Green River City. Less common are the western leopard frog and the Rocky

Mountain

toad.

Reptiles in this area, and in fact throughout
this entire province, are sparse. Perhaps the
most common species are the sagebrush lizard,
eastern short-horned lizard (Phrynosoma d.
brevirostris). Great Basin gopher snake and,
along the streams and marshes, the wandering

garter snake.

Manila-Linwood Area

An

area south of Manila, Daggett County,
Utah, is typical of the southern part of the
Green River Basin. It lies at the north foothills
of the Uinta Mountains and is more or less
continuous with the desert shrub plains that extend northward into Wyoming. This continuity
in interrupted a few miles north of the base of
the mountains by a series of badland formations that are not exceeded in barrenness by
any such formations in any other area of the
Upper Basin, llie influence of the Uinta Mountain anticline is here indicated by beds of rock
that are tilted and have eroded in such a manner as to leave exposed a series of rocky ledges.

The higher benchlands that lie near the
mountains are wooded with a pinyon-juniper

ver Province. In this area there

forest while the plains extending to the north-

low

ward are vegetated with desert shrubs. On the
lower benclies and slopes three-toothed sage-

is a series of
or ridges running mainly in a northsouth direction with shallow intei-vening valleys that frequently contain deep erosional

hills

washes. The soil is predominantly gray clay or
sand and clay with a mixture of fine gravel in
places. There are also a few outcroppings of
sedimentary rocks which bear record of the rich
coal deposits of the general area.
The vegetation of the area is one of the
desert-shrub type. In the bottoms of the draws

brush forms the predominant vegetation while
in the lower valley there is a mixture of greasewood, sagebrush, and shadscale. (Fig. 11 and
20)

and valleys greasewood and three-toothed sagebrush constitute the predominant vegetation
while in more disturbed areas along roadways
and elsewhere rabbitbrush is 'abundant. On
higher ridges and hilltops two or three species
of shadscale and Tetradymia form a sparse vegetation cover. There are no junipers or other

Svihla (1931 and 1932) has published \\\n
papers dealing with the mammals in and adjacent to the Manila-Linwood Area. Our own
observations indicate that of the small rodents
the deer mouse is typically the most abundant
mammal in both the desert shrub and pinyonjuniper community. The Great Basin pocket
mouse is also very common in this connnunity.
and there are fairly large numbers of the least
chipmunk. Colonies of white-tailed prairie dogs
occur in this area and the white-tailed jack rab-

trees in this area.

bit is

Our present knowldege of this area is limited
to the small rodents. The deer mouse was found
by us to be more abundant here than in any
other place in the Upper Basin. The Great Basin pocket mouse is also very common as well
as the least chipmunk. Less common species include the sagebrush vole (Lagurus curtatus).

northern grasshopper mouse, and the northern
pocket gopher. Of the larger rodents Richard

ground squirrel, white-tailed prairie dog,
and white-tailed jack rabbit are also conmion.
son's

common.
work has

Oin- field

not included a study of
the pinyon-juniper woodland and its associated
rocky ledges, but Svihla (op. cit.) found the cliff

chipnumk,

canon

mouse,

bushy-tailed woodrat to be

Our

brusli mouse and
common.

bird records from the

Manila area are

very incomplete. The mourning dove occurs in
abundance throughout the summer both in tlie
pinyon-juniper and plains areas. The poorwill
is another fairly common species, and the com-

mon nighthawk

is

also present.
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THE LARGER MAMMALS OF THE
UPPER COLORADO RIVER RASIN

VII.

The previous discussions on the biotic communities of the desert lands of the Upper Colorado River Rasin have dealt in the main with
the smaller mammals, the ranges and ecological
adaptions of which are more limited. In addition there are the larger ungulate, predatory
and furbearing mammals that range widely
through the Upper Rasin and are often less
limited

by

local ecological factors.

Our knowledge

is,

in

many

cases, limited to

from local residents and trappers rather than from direct observations. The
Fish and Game Departments of the states of
Utah. Colorado, and Wyoming have been most
helpful in furnishing us with infonnation relative to the larger game animals.
It is difficult to compare the populations of
these larger mammals today with the conditions
that prevailed prior to the e.xploration and
settlements of the white man. The observations
of Powell (1875) during his first exploration
of the Green and Colorado Rivers in 1869-70
are of some value since he covered much of the
Upper Rasin and made a few notes, especially
on the large mammals, as he went along. However, his observations were limited to the close
proximity of the waterway. He and his men
climbed the walls of the canyon to gain a better view of the suiTounding country. Limitation
of game close to the streams is indicated bv
the fact that even though Powell's party lost
much of their food supply through accidents
and spoilage and often felt the pinch of hunger,
they were able to obtain fresh meat on only a
few occasions.
During Powell's second expedition of 187172 a number of his men kept extensive diaries.
These included the writings of Stephen V.
Jones. John F. Steward, W. C. Powell, and Frederick S. Dellenbaugh. (See Utah Historical
Quarterly, Vols. XVI-XVII, 1948, 1949, and
Dellenbaugh, 1902). Game was taken for food
at every opportunity, or at least efforts were
made to obtain it, and this was usually mentioned in the diaries. Very few observations
were recorded for smaller mammals. Peiiisal
of these records indicates a general pattern of
the distribution of the larger animals along the
course of the principal streams.
signs, or reports

Reaver
Castor canadensis
Prior to the coming of the white trapper
the beaver was widespread along the Green.

Grand, and Colorado rivers and their tributaries.
are aware of this from the activities of the
early trappers such as Ashley, Rridger, and
Provost (Provot) especially in the Green River
Valley of southwestern Wyoming and northeastern Utah around the year 1825. These trappers, along with many others, had a rendezvous

We
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on the Green River near the entrance
Flaming (Jorge and another at Rrown's Park.
The latter area especially was an important

at a point
to

trading post for beaver furs in those early days.
The canyon country of the Green and Colorado was apparently not visited to any extent
by the early trappers, but Powell and his men
record the beaver from several points along the
way, and early records from Monnon and other
explorers indicate their presence in that area as
well.
Activities of the early trappers greatly reduced the nuinbers of beaver and in places eli-

minated them entirely. However, protective
laws of the several states in the past several
decades, as well as restoration programs, have
permitted them to return, and the}' are now
again widespread throughout the entire Upper
Rasin. Along the main course of the Green and
Colorado Rivers we have noted the animals or
their signs at nearly every point we have visited.
They often fell large Cottonwood trees along the
floodplains, but they seem to feed principally
on willows.
Porcupine
Erethizon dorsatum
rhe porcupine is an iinportant large rodent
throughout the entire Upper Rasin. In recent
years its numbers seem to have increased considerably. In the desertlands it is probably most
abundant in the pinyon-juniper woodlands
where it feeds extensively on the pinyon pine.
1 lowever, the animal is by no means confined to
this habitat but also frequents the floodplains
along the waterways and is often found even in

more open desert types, especially in the canyon
lands. The pinyon-juniper forests in the Flaining Gorge area showed about an 85

'y'^

damage.

Coyote
Canis latrans
The coyote was fonnerly widespread and
common throughout the Upper Rasin. In our

we frequently sav/ or
we have rarely encoun-

earlier trips into the area

heard the animals, but
tered

them

determined

ment

the last few years. Presumably the
efforts of livestock

men and

modern means
mination have reduced their numbers
trappers and the

govern-

of extereffective-

ly.

Gray Wolf
Canis lupus
Young and Goldman (1944) indicate that
the wolf formerly ranged throughout the LTpper
Rasin. Powell (1875) records wolves among
herds of antelope near what is now Jensen in
the Uinta Rasin. In reference to "wolves" in the
writings of other members of Powell's
second party it seems doubtful whether the
animals actually seen were wolves or coyotes.
At any rate it is doubtful if any wolves occur
in the Upper Rasin today unless it is in the extreme northern part.

later
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Red Fox
Vulpes fulva
According to Durrant (1952) the red fox
is not a common animal in the Utah portion of
the Upper Basin at least. It appears to be more
common southward in the basin where he recorded it near Ilenrieville and Blanding. Indications are that it is continually being reduced
in nimibers. We have not encountered the animal directly in our studies.

Gray Fox
Urocyon cinereoar genteus
This fox inliabits the Upper Colorado River
Basin at least as far north as the Uinta Moun
tains. It seems to be more common than the
red fox. Considerable numbers are taken each
year by trappers. Two specimens from Garfield
County, taken near Boulder, are in the Brigham Young University collection. Fox tracks
have been noted at nearly all of our stations
in the Upper Basin in suitable habitats. This
fox commonly inhabits the more rugged foothill and canyon country rather than the open
plains.

Black Bear and (irizzly Bear
Ursus americanus and Ursus horribilis
Available infoiTnation indicates that both the
black and grizzly bears fonnerly inhabited the
mountains and high plateaus of the Upper Basin
in considerable nvmibers. It is doubtful if they
visited the desertlands and lower river vallevs
to any extent. The grizzly bear has now been
eliminated from most of the Upper Basin. The
black bear still remains in small numbers at

higher elevations.
Ringtail
Bassariscus astutus
The ringtail, or "ring-tailed cat" as it is
sometimes called, apparently inhabits the canyons and more rugged covmtry of the desertlands of the Upper Basin at least as far north
as the Uinta Basin.
have not had direct contact with the animal in our field work but trappers and local residents consider it to be fairly
common. Durrant (1952, 411-413) recognized
two subspecies from the area and includes several records from Kane, San Juan, Emery, Duchesne, and Uintah Counties.

common

along the tributaries of the Upper
river especially, but in the more southern
portion of its range it is apparently confined
mostly to the high plateaus and mountains.
Throughout the Upper Basin the badger (Taxi(lea taxus) is present in small numbers especial-

Green

ly in areas where there are squirrels and pocket
gophers. Powell's parties mention seeing the
animals on several occasions along the course
of the Green and Colorado Rivers. However,
very few actual collections have been recorded
from the Upper Basin.
The western spotted skunk (Spilogale gracilis) and striped skunk (Mephitis mephitis)
both inhabit the Upper Basin. The spotted
skunk has been recorded at scattered localities
of the area both in Utah and Colorado. It seems
to be less common farther north. A record is
available for Sheep Creek, Daggett County. Utah
(Svihla; 1931:259), but we have no other recard from the Green River Province. However,
it has been recorded from southwestern Montana (Jellison, Jour. Mammalogy, 12:314, 1931)
which would indicate that it might occur
throughout the Green River Province. The striped skunk is also found throughout the Upper
Basin. Our field experience with these animals
is not sufficient to indicate their ecological relations although at present they seem to be
more common near settlements or farming communities.
The river otter (Lutra catuidensis) occurred
formerly along the main streams of the Upper
Basin. This statement is based on a few scattered records that are available. Members of
Powell's second Colorado River expedition
(1871) reported otters south of Green River.
Wyoming; Durrant (1952) has published a
record from near Oviray, Uintah County, and
Gregory (1931) refers to a record from Glen
Canyon. San Juan County. Utah.

We

Mustelid

Mammals

Several species of mustelids occur irregularly but consistently throughout the Upper Colorado Basin. The long-tailed weasel (Mustela
frenata) is more common in the moimtains and
high plateaus but also occurs along the water-

ways

at lower elevations. The ermine (Mustela
erminea) was collected a few miles south of
Manila in Daggett County by one of our parties.
The black-footed ferret (Mustela nigripcs) is
recorded by Durrant (1952) from San .luan
County. He states that the animal preys upon
prairie dogs and is often associated with their
colonies. The mink (Mustela vison) is fairly

Mountain Lion
Felis concolor

This animal ranges throughout the entire
Upper Basin in suitable habitats. It seems to be
more abundant in wooded areas at higher elevations,

occurs

and ill the desertlands of tlie basin it
particularly in more rugged country

where pinyon-juniper woodlands predominate.

Lynx and Bobcat
canadensis and Lynx rufus
Both the lynx and bobcat inhabit the Upper
Basin area although the former seems to be
confined to the montane forests at higher elevations and is much less common than the bobcat
(Durrant, 1952:444). Since size is not a reliable criterion for separating the two, there
seems to be considerable confusion in the reports
of their occurrence. Insofar as the desertlands
are concerned the bodcat is far more important
than the lynx. Judging from the niunbers killed
by trappers bobcats are more abundant than is

Lynx
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rugged areas or along streams where pinyonjuniper forests or other taller vegetation pre
dominates.
Wapiti or "elk"
Cervus canadensis
The wapiti was indigenous to the Upper
Basin area but was probably confined mainly
to the higher mountain parks and upper parts
of the drainage systems. Members of Powell's
parties found it in the Uinta Mountains (Red

Canyon and Red Lake) and on

the Tavaputs
Plateau. Gregory (1950) states that it formerly occurred in the Paria Valley of Kane County. The name "Paria" is interpreted as meaning "elk" in the Paiute language. It was likewise common in the higher valleys of the Upper Green River in Wyoming and in the Upper
Colorado drainage of Colorado.
Although natural populations of elk were
greatly reduced following the settlement by the
white man. in recent years they have been reintroduced in many areas and have increased
considerably. The Wyoming Game and Fish
Commission estimates that there are about 3.300
head in the Upper (ireen River drainage. The

Game and

Fish Commission of Colorado reports large herds in the upper drainage of the

Yampa and White

Rivers.

The upper White

River drainage served as one of the last important refuges of the Colorado herds (Swift, 1945:
118), and a large herd exists there today. According to Swift the Yampa River drainage
"was famous as an elk country in the early
days, one estimate for 1880 being 20,000." Apparently some native elk were able to survive
in the Colorado, Gunnison. Dolores and San
Juan drainages (Swift, 1945:117) and have
since been supplemented by introductions from
other areas.
In Utah the State Department of Fish and
Game has published data on elk for 1957. In
the Ashley National Forest west and south of
the Green River in Daggett County there were
estimated to be about 300 animals. In the
Brown's Park Area there were about 140 animals. About 460 elk were estimated for the
Ashley National Forest in Uintah County. No
herds are reported for the southern part of the
Upper Basin in Utah.

The Mule Deer
Odocoileiis

hemionus

The mule deer was formerly

distributed in
suitable habitats throughout the Upper Basin.
Powell's parties record deer among the willows
and on the sagebrush plains at various points
along the Green River as far south as the junction of the Green and Duchesne. At the present

time deer

still

occur conmionly even in sumPark, the

mer on the floodplains at Brown's
Ouray area and other points along
and

its

the

Green

tributaries. Farther south in the

Upper

Basin the animals apparently were confined in
siunmer to the higher plateaus and mountains
but moved down in winter into the pinyon-juniper woodlands as they do today. No records of
deer were made by the Powell parties in the
canyon country. Since the men were low on
rations it seems likely that deer would have
been killed or at least mentioned if any had
been noted along the floodplains in this area.
lowever. deer may have extended down into
the canyons during the winter in the early
days as they do at the pre.sent time.
At present deer are widely distributed in
suitable habitats throughout the Upper Basin
except in the Navajo Mountain Area. Their
principal impact upon the desertlands of the
basin is in the pinyon-juniper woodlands or
foothill brushland. which they use as winter
range. Undoubtedly these animals are now far
more abundant over most of their range than
they were before the coming of the white man.
In fact they are so abundant that their winter
range in particular is being gradually depleted
and special hunts are being organized to conI

trol

their

numbers.

Pronghorn
Antilocapra americana
A ninnber of scattered reports indicate that
the pronghorn or "prong-horned antelope" was
present throughout the Upper Basin prior to the
advent of the white man. Indications are, however, that

it

was much more abundant

in the

northern part of the tasin (Uinta and Green
River Provinces) than it was sovithward. Powell's parties reported herds on the plains south
of Green River. Wyoming, and again in the
Uinta Basin (Wonsits). They were also reported early in the San Rafael and Escalante
Basin areas (Tanner. 1940: 104), Moab and LaSal Mountains area (Barnes, 1927:169), and
Bryce Canyon area (Presnall, 1938:20). Pioneer settlers in Rabbit Valley, Wayne County,
report their presence there in early days.
Aside from the excessive hunting of the animals by white men, competition with live stock,
especially sheep, for the winter range may have
been partly responsible for the near extermination of the pronghorn. Protection and restoration measures have resulted in their come-back
within the last decade. In places they are again
becoming abundant enough to pennit limited
hunting. This is particularly true in the northern part of the basin. The Wyoming Game
and Fish Commission (Letter from T. C. Baker,
.\pril 29, 1958) estimates that there are now
some 7,000 pronghorns in the Green River
drainage of that state. The Game and Fish
ConuTiission of Colorado (Letter from R. N.
Denney. June 10, 1958) estimate about 1.500
animals in the Yampa and White River drainages of that state.
In the Utah portion of the

Upper Basin
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small herds resulting from migration of plants
are found in Daggett County, Uintah County,
Grand County, and the San Rafael area. (Utah
Big Game Report, Utah State Department of
Fish and Game, 1957). The Daggett County
herd is the largest. In the Bonanza, Uintah
County, area the maximum herd estimate is
250 animals.
Eighteen head of antelope were seen in
Grand County near the Colorado line in 1951
but have not been reported since. The San Rafael herd is supposed to number about 500 head.
These animals have come from a nucleus of
native animals and some transplants from Dag-

County.

gett

Bison
Bison bison
Information relative to the occurrence of
the bison in the intermountain area recently
has been compiled and reviewed by Roe (1951:
257-282). There were many conflicting reports
by the early explorers and fur traders. It
seems evident, however, that the animals were
never as abundant west of the Colorado Rocky
Mountains as they were on the Great Plains,
In the Upper Colorado River Basin they were
probably most nimierous in the Green River
Valley. Fremont (1846) wiites that about 1824
".
the buffalo were spread in immense num."
bers over the Green and Bear River valleys.
He apparently obtained his infoiTtiation from
Mr. Fitzpatrick who was an early fur trader.
The Ashley and Smith party traveling along
the Yampa River and along the Green River in
southern Wyoming noted an abundance of
game, including buffalo, in 1825 (Dale, 1918).
Fremont also refers to buffalo along the
Yampa. White and Grand Rivers and notes
that they extended as far westward as the
mouth of the White River. Father Escalante
and his party recorded killing a bison September
13, 1776, at a point near where he crossed the
Green River. This is close to the present town
of Jensen. (Durrant, 1952:11).
The bison had mostly disappeared from the
Upper Basin before the Mormon pioneers arrived. Several later reports are available from
the writings of Allen (1876). He reported that
Stansbury found them on the Upper Yampa
in 1849. Allen also reported that a solitary bull
was seen near Fort Bridger in 1875 which was
the first animal seen in that area for thirty
.

.

.

years. One of the last specimens in the Green
River area was supposed to have been shot on

Henry's Fork in 1844.
We have not been able

to find any authenrecords of indigenous buffalo in the southern part of the Upper Basin.
tic

A

few small herds of introduced animals
are now living in the Upper Basin. There is a
small herd at Colorado National Monument
west of Grand Junction. T. C. Baker of the

Wyoming Game and

Fish Commission reports
no bison
present
time except privately owned animals. In Utah
there is at the present time a small herd in the
(Letter, April 29, 1958) that thei-e are
in the Green River drainage at the

Hanksville-Henry Mountains area. Twentythree animals were released in the Robber's
Roost area in 1941 and 1942. By 1957 these
had increased to about 43 animals which summer an the Henry Mountains and winter on the
BuiT Desert. Ten hunting permits were issued
in 1950 and 10 animals were killed.
According to Gregory (1950) bison were
introduced into the House Rock Valley in 1895
but we have no further information about the
herd.

Mountain Sheep
Ovis canadnsis
evident from munerous records that
mountain sheep were formerly common in the
rugged country all along the Green and Colorado Rivers and their large tributaries. Powell's
parties made several references to them and occasionally used them for food. The Wyoming
Game and Fish Commission estimates that there
are now about 300 sheep in the Green River
drainage. The Colorado Game and Fish Commission estimate that there are about 400 animals in the Yampa aiid White River areas. In
Utah there are scattered reports from the Uinta
Mountains, White Canyon and I lite. Unverified
records are available for eastern Grand and San
Juan Counties. Older records are available for
Dark Canyon southeast base of Kaiparowats Plateau and the Grand Gidch Plateau (Gregory
1931 and 1938). Hunt (1953) also reports sheep
from the llein-y Mountains (Mt. Holmes and
Mt. Ellsworth) and states that they were formerly common on Mt. Ellen and throughout
the canyons.
It

is

FAUNAE RELATIONS OF THE
UPPER COLORADO RIVER BASIN

VIII.

A number of systems have been used to
analyze the fauna of a given area in the light
of their geographic distribution and their relationships to the faunas of suiTOunding areas.
The tendency has been to set up faunal areas
which are defined in tenns of geographic or
topographic factors and the animals that are
known to be limited in distribution by these
factors. Such systems have been utilized locally by Hall (1946) for Nevada, Davis (1939)
for Idaho, Durrant (1952) for Utah, and more
particularly Kelson (1951) for the Colorado
River drainage. All of these systems are based
on mammals alone and are not supposed necessarily to apply to other animals. In the proposals mentioned above each state or region under
consideration is divided into faunal areas of
large dimension which are in turn subdivided
into provinces and subcenters. All of these
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areas are indicated on maps where it becomes
necessary to define their limits by definite lines.
Although these faunistic systems have considerable usefulness when dealing with one
group of animals, they tend to break down
when applied to animals as a whole, and one
must seek a more flexible system for dealing
with the problem. As has been previously pointed out in this report, the distribution of any
particular kind of animal depends upon a complex set of factors which are both geographic
and ecologic. It soon becomes apparent to the
field investigator that it is necessary to consider
each kind of animal in the light of its own distributional peculiarity and that variation rather
than identity is the rule when it comes to a
consideration of the geographical relations of a
group of animals. Unfortunately, neither space
nor knowledge are sufficent to evaluate here
the geological liistory of tlie animals of the Upper Basin. Our knowledge of their ecologic
limitation is also incomplete. Our analysis of
the general faunal relationships of the area must
be based, therefore, mainly upon our knowledge of their present-day occurrence as populations within the Upper Basin and surrounding
country. Furthermore, our knowledge at the
present writing is based entirely upon the land
vertebrates since our collections of the invertebrates are still far from complete or have not
been sufficiently studied to allow conclusive
results to be given.
With respect to the land vertebrates we now

have sufficient infonnation from our own observations and those of others to give us a fairly
clear picture

of

the faunal

relations

of

this

group within the desertlands of the Upper Basin.
However, even with this relatively limited
group of animals the innate and environmental
factors that control their distribution are so variable as to make the mapping of faunal areas or
provinces quite impractical. In consequence of
this we have chosen to utilize the system of
Dunn (1931) and of Mayr (1946) proposed
by them to deal wixh the faunal relations of
reptiles and birds respectively. Although their
proposals were applied on a continental and
intercontinental scale and were based in part
upon paleontological information, we find them
to be helpful tools when used on a much smaller
scale and when based purely upon recent zoo-

geographical knowledge.
In analyzing the fauna of a given region
used the term "element" in
refen-ing to the several components that make
up the fauna. When the vertebrate fauna of
the Upper Basin is considered, it becomes apparent that it also is composed of elements that
have their principal areas of distribution in surrounding territory. Tliis is particularly evident
with the mammals and reptiles but applies also
to the birds in a lesser degree.

Dumi and Mayr

Before the several groups of land vertebrates
are considered, it is desirable to review once
more certain topographical features of the Upper Basin that bear upon the elements of its
fauna. On the west the Wasatch Mountains and
high plateaus of Utah and the continuation of
the highland into Idaho appear to separate effectively several typically Great Basin elements,
particularly mammals and reptiles, from the
Colorado Basin and vice versa. On the east the
wide chain of the Colorado Rocky Mountains
perfonns a similar function in separating the
Colorado Basin from the Great Plains, yet there
is a certain amount of ingress, particularly of
the northern Great Plains fauna via the relatively low Continental Divide in Wyoming. The
northward extent of the Upper Basin Fauna is
limited in part by the loigh Windriver and
Wyoming Ranges and in part by the gradual
rise in altitude northward toward these ranges.
Southward the boimdary of the Upper Basin
is less well defined and merges gradually witli
the Lower Colorado Basin as the elevation becomes lower. This latter situation is well illustrated by the strong element of southern fauna
that enters die Upper Basin and penetrates
northward in varying degrees.

Within the confines of the Upper Basin ithighlands have their influence upon

self certain

the distribution of its desert fauna. Especially
notable among these are the Uinta Mountains.
the Tavaputs Plateau and the Abajo Mountains and Sage Plain highlands, all of which
more or less extend across the Upper Basin in
an east-west direction. The Green and Colorado
Rivers and their major tributaries are at the
same time barriers and lanes of ingress into the
Upper Colorado Basin. Certain mammals and
reptiles seem to be effectively stopped by their
wide channels and deep canyons wliile other
land vertebrates, particularly birds, are able to
penetrate farther into the Basin owing to the
relatively low base level of their streambeds and
the favorable water supply and concomitant
streamside vegetative cover made available

through an

othei^^vise desert land. Furthennore,
in the case of birds the principal river system
seems to furnish a convenient migratory passageway for both land and water birds through
an otherwise inhospitable land.

In the present report it wdll be necessary to
remarks on the faunal relations of the
land vertebrates of the Upper Basin to relatively typical examples, and, in the main, to confine our observation to the species level. It is
anticipated that in future pap»ers on the several
groups of animals it will be possible to deal
with the faunal relations of the subspecies. It
should be further pointed out once more that
our present writing is concerned \w\x\\ the desert
fauna only and does not account for the animals of the somewhat isolated mountain ranges
limit our
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and high plateaus

of the area,

which

in

and

of

The Transient Element.

4.

themselves present an interesting and complex
problem.

long

Upper Colorado Basin
bird fauna of the Upper Basin may be
analyzed from a nmnber of aspects. Such factors as winter vs. summer resident populations,
transient populations and their routes of transition, and penetration of species belonging primarily to surrounding areas into the Basin all
are interesting problems and add to the complexity of the analysis. It is not proposed at this
writing to consider all of the bird species known
to occur in the Upper Basin, but to use certain
examples which serve to illustrate the several
elements that enter into the total annual picture

The

main water

courses and the floodplain
vegetation associated with them. The list
includes almost all of the shorebirds
known to migrate through the intermountain region as well as several
species of waterbirds. Certain small birds
such as the pileolated warbler, northern
waterthrush, Townsend's warbler. Nashville warbler, orange-crowned warbler,
and western tanager are good examples
of these transients.

5.

avian fauna.
Summer Resident and Breeding Elements.
The Cosmopolitan Element. This is the
1.
largest element of the summer populations and includes species that are widespread in Northern Desert communities,
wherever these occur in the west. It includes two groups; namely, those species
that are tridy desert or prairie such as
of the

host of others.

The Southern Element. This includes an
interesting group of species that are more
typically southern in distribution but
penetrate northward in the Upper Basin,
apparently along the warmer waterways. Typical among these are the spotted owl, Gambel's quail, mocking bird,
Cassin's kingbird, Bendire's thrasher,

are included in the cosmopolitan
element, several important species of
birds inhabit the area only during the
winter. Belatively less is known about
this element. Of the smaller birds the
several kinds of juncos are perhaps the
most widespread and common winter
birds. The slate-colored, Oregon, and
gray-headed juncos have been recoi'ded.
Also included are Harris' sparrow,
white-crowned sparrow, tree sparrow,
Lapland longspur. common redpoll,
snow bunting and several kinds of horned larks.

Elements of the

oriole,

it

will be seen that there are several faunal ele1.

bution

is

eastern.

in general

more northern than

The Cosmopolitan Element. This
number of species that

cludes a large

in-

are

common to Northern Desert Shrub communities in general and occur throughout most of the Upper Basin. These include such common species as the deer
mouse, canyon mouse, pihon mouse, northern grasshopper mouse, western harvest mouse. Ord's kangaroo rat, spotted
skunk, desert cottontail and several
kinds of bats. Other common desert
species such as the black-tailed jack rabbit and the white-tailed antelope squirrel are also widespread although not recorded for the northern part of the basin.

and the blue grosbeak.

brown

Population

ments:

The Eastern or Great Plains Element. A
small number of species belonging to this
element enter the Upper Basin, especially in its northern part. Their breeding
status is at present uncertain although
their presence during the breeding season would indicate that they will eventually be found nesting. They include
the redheaded woodpecker,
thrasher, red-eyed vireo, and lark bunting. The northern redstart and Columbian sharp-tailed grouse may also be included in this group although their distri-

Mammal

Upper Colorado Basin
Considering the mannnal population of the
deserts of the Upper Basin on the species level
of the

Lucy's warbler, Grace's warbler, Scott's
3.

The Winter Element. Aside from the
pennanent residents of the Upper Basin
that

the burrowing owl, poor-will. Say's
phoebe, horned lark, piny on jay, sage
thrasher, loggerhead shrike, vesper sparrow, and black-throated sparrow, and
those that inhabit streamside groves and
thickets such as the mourning dove,
western kingbird, western wood pewee,

2.

This includes a
through the

of species that pass

Upper Basin diu'ing migration and breed
in more northerly areas or in the mountains within and adjacent to the basin.
These birds appear to follow along the

Elements of the Bird Fauna of the

house wren, catbird, warbling vireo, yellow warbler, yellow-breasted chat. Brewer's blackbird, song sparrow and a great

list

2.

The

The absence of
barriers along the southern
boundary of the Upper Basin has permitted the extension of a nimiber of
typically southern species into the area.
These include the spotted ground squirrel, rock squirrel, cliff chipmunk (south
Sout/iern Element.

effective
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Uinta Moimtains and extending down
on the eastern and western edges of the
basin is an area in which such species
as the Utah tiger salamander, western

Botta's pocket gopher, silky

pocket mouse
and east), rock pocket mouse,
brush mouse, rock mouse, white-throated
wood rat, Stephens' wood rat, Mexican
pocket
(south

3.

nioiise,

Apache

chorus frog, mountain short-horned lizard, western blue racer, and Utah milk
snake are more commonly found. An
examination of the famia of this area indicates that the northern cliff uta and
the Colorado plateau night snake occur
in both the southern and central areas.

wood rat, and ringtail.
The (ireat Basin Element. Although the
highlands of central Utah seem to bar
several typically Great Basin species of

manmials from the Upper Basin, three
species of pocket mice are found in that
part of the basin west of the Colorado

4.

5.

are typical of the Great Plains areas to
the east and north. These are Richardson's
ground squiiTel. thirteen-lined
ground scjuirrel. olive-backed pocket
mouse, and white-tailed jack rabbit.
The Endemic Element. There seem to be
no species of mammals that are endemic
in the Upper Basin. The white-tailed
prairie dog and its near relative Gunnison's prairie dog seem to be more near-

ly confined to the Upper Basin than
other species of mammals.

any

Elements of the Amphibian and Reptile
1.

2.

Populations of the Upper Basin
The Cosmopolitan Element. The species
of this element coinprise the larger number and also the ones found more commonly throughout the entire basin. Such
amphibians as the Great Basin spadefoot.
Rocky Moimtain toad and the western
leopard frog belong to this element. 1 he
following reptile species also belong
here: northern side-blotched lizard,
northern plateau lizard, sagebrush lizard, northern whiptail, desert striped
whipsnake. Great Basin gopher snake,
and midget faded rattlesnake.
Tlie Sout/iern Element. Species in this
group are those which have a typically
southern distribution and enter the Upper Basin primarily in the lower warmer
habitats near the channel of the Colorado
River. Species in this group are rather

numerous and include the following:
canyon treefrog. red-spotted toad, chuckwalla, Utah spiny lizard, soiUhern desert

3.

4.

and Green Rivers; namely, the Great
Basin pocket mouse, little pocket mouse
(mostly), and long-tailed pocket mouse.
The Northern and Eastern (ireat Plains
Elcnieut. A small though important element of the Upper Basin, particidarly in
the northern part, is a few species that

horned lizard, desert night lizard, blacknecked garter snake, Mojave patch-nosed
snake, California kingsnake, and Utah
black-headed snake.
The Central or Great Basin Element. Between the Tavaputs Plateau and the

The Northern and Western Great Plains
Element. North of the Uinta Mountains
and extending on to the head waters of
the Green River is a part of the Upper
Basin which has a small but distinct
herpetological faiuia. Although the western chorus frog is an important species
here also, other species such as the boreal
toad, eastern short-horned lizard.

Rocky

Mountain

rubber boa and western
smooth green snake are found along the
streams near the mountains and on the
highei- benchlands.
IX.

DISTRIBUTIONAU BARRIERS AND
LANES OF DISPERSAL

Considered on the level of the species, the
physical features that may serve on one hand
as barriers and on the other hand as lanes of
dispersal are most evident in the case of mammals and reptiles. The high plateaus and Wasatch Mountains of central Utah seem to bar
certain Great Basin mannnals and reptiles from
the Upper Basin deserts. Typical of the mammals are the chisel-toothed kangaroo rat, the
kit fox. and the pigmy rabbit. In the reptiles
the Great Basin fence lizard and ^vestern longnosed snake are seemingly barred. Ortain other
Great Basin species are able to surmount the
high elevations but have not, in the main, been
able to cross the Green and/or Colorado Rivers.
Such species as the Great Basin pocket mouse,
little
pocket mouse, and long-tailed pocket
mouse are good examples. Such reptiles as the
California kingsnake and the Mojave patchnosed snake are also good examples. (Conversely
these streams and their deep canyons appear to
prevent the dispersal of certain Colorado Basin
mammal species westward. These include the
Apache pocket mouse, silky pocket mouse,
Aberts' squirrel, and white-throated wood rat.

The

highlands, although efreptile forms, have at
which permit some, though
population interchange beBasin and the Upper Basin.
important of these is the low

central LTtah

fective barrier for
least

two portals

obviously small,
tween the Great
Perhaps the most

pass east of Kanab,

most

Kane County.

LItah.

which

extends between the Kaibab Plateau and the
Vermillion Cliffs. To the north the low pass in
Salina Canyon, Sevier County, Utah, has per-
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mitted the northern plateau hzard to enter the
Great Basin, where it has extended its range
along the western base of Wasatch Plateau.
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APPENDIX
Checklist of Land Vertebrates of the Upper Colorado
River Basin Deserts, Showing their Known Distribution by Provinces.
X record B.Y.U.
o record published
Colo.
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Uinta Mt.

Colo. Plat.

W

E

W

E

Western blue racer
Coluber constrictor
Desert Striped whipsnake
Masticophis taeniatus
Mojave patch-nosed snake
Salvadora hexalepis
Great Plains rat snake
Elaphe guttata
Great Basin gopher snake
Pituophis catenifer
California kingsnake
Lampropeltis getulus
Utah milk snake
Lainpropeltis doliata

Great Basin Ground Snake
Sonora semiannidata
Spotted night snake
Hypsiglena torquata
Plateau night snake
Hypsiglena torquata
Utah black-headed snake

o

.X

Ox

X

X

X

X

ox

ox

X

-x

Green Riv.

O X

O X

ox

ox
X

ox

ox

o
O X

ox

O

.K

O X

Tantilla utahensis

Great Basin rattlesnake
Crotalus viridis
Hopi rattlesnake
Crotalus viridis
Midget faded rattlesnake
Crotalus viridis

Ox

ox

X

BIRDS
Turkey vulture
Cathartes aura

XX

ox

Goshawk
Accipiter gentilis

Sharp-shinned

hawk

Accipiter striatus

Cooper's

hawk

Accipiter cooperii
Red-tailed hawk

Buteo jamaicensis
Swainson's hawk
Buteo swainsoni
Ferruginous hawk
Buteo regalis
Golden eagle
Aquila chrysaetos

Marsh hawk
Circus cyaneus

O

0X0

ox

ox
ox

o

ox

X

Falcon mexicanus
Pigeon hawk
Falco colnmbarius

Sparrow hawk
Falco sparverius
Peregrine Falcon
Falco peregrinus
Sharp-tailed grouse
Pedioecetes phasiianellus
Sage grouse
Centrocercus urophasianus

0X0
o

X

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

0x0

o

o

o

ox

.0

X

.X

o
,

ox

O

o

o

o

o

o

Lophortyx gambelii

o

o
o

Ring-necked pheasant
Phasianus colchicus
Band-tailed pigeon

o

o

o

o

X

X

X

X

Yellow-billed cuckoo

Coccyzus americanus
Barn owl
Tyto alba

o

o

X

California quail
Lophortyx calif ornicus
Gambel's quail

Columba fasciata
Mourning dove
Zenaidura macroura

ox

O

Osprey
Pandion haliaetus
Prairie falcon

Ox

X

O

X
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Colo. Plat.

W

E
Screech owl
Otus asio

o

Flammulated owl
Otus flammeolus

o

W

E

Green Riv.

o

Great horned owl

Bubo virginianus
Burrowing owl

o x

Speotyto cunicularia
Spotted owl

ox

Strix occidentalis

o

o

o
>

.

•

White-throated swift
Aeronautes saxatalis
Black-chinned hummingbird
Archilochus alexandri

;

.

o

PhalanoptUus nuttallii
Common nighthawk
Chovdeiles minor

Broad-tailed

••

-..

Long-eared owl
Asio otus
Short-eared owl
Asio flammeus
Poor-will

o

x

o x

o X

o

o

o

ox

x

x

o

ox

x

x

o x

o x

x

o x

x

x
o

o

o

x

hummingbird

Sehisplwrus platycercus

o

o

o x

o

o

o x

Rufous hummingbird
Selasphorus rufus
Belted kingfisher
Megaceryle alcyon
Red-shafted flicker
CoJaptes cafer

o

Asyndesmus

Tyrannus

verticalis

.

x

;

x

..

traillii

Gray flycatcher
Empidonax wrightii
Western flycatcher
Empidonax difficilis
Western wood pewee

o

o

o

.:0.

ox

'.

x

o

.

>*

i
...

;

x

>.
"'

x

x

x

o x

x

x

x

o
o x
o
x

x

ox

x

o

ox

x

o

o

o

o

o

o

Contopus sordidulus

o x

o x

o

o

Olive-sided flycatcher
Nutfallornis borealis

o

o

o

o

EremopJiila ajpestris

o x

o x

x

o

Violet-green swallow
Tachycineta thalassina

ox

x

x

o

ox

x

o

o

Horned lark

Tree swallow
Iridoprocne bicolor

.

x

r,

Traill's flycatcher

Hammond's flycatcher
Empidonax hammondii
Dusky flycatcher
Empidonax oberholseri

ox
ox

.

Myiarchus cinerascens
Black phoebe

Empidonax

x

•

•

x

'O

'

'"'',

,

..

o
:

:|:>i'r..

x

.

.

'...'''

.

iv

Cassin's kingbird
TyrcniHus vociferans
Ash-throated flycatcher

Sayornis nigricans
Say's phoebe
Sayoryiis saya

o

•

o

lewis
Yellow-bellied sapsucker
Sphyrapicus varius

o

x

x

o

Red-headed woodpecker
Melanerpes erythrocephaliis
Lewis' woodpecker

Eastern kingbird
Tyrannus tyrannus
Western kingbird

x

nv

l

.,,._

ox

Pileated woodpecker
Dryocopus pileatus

Hairy woodpecker
Dendrocopos luUosus
Downy woodpecker
Dendrocopos pubescens

o
"-©

o
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Bank swallow
Riparia riparia

Rough-winged swallow
Stelgidopteryx rujicollis

Barn swallow
Hirundo rustica
Cliff swallow
Petrochelidon pyrrhonota
Scrub jay
Aphelocoma coerulescens
Black-billed magpie
Pica pica

Common

raven
Corvus corax
Common crow
Corvus bruchyrhynchos
Pinon jay
Gymnorhinus cyanocephala
Black-capped chickadee
Parus atricapillus
Plain titmouse

Parus inornatus
Common bush tit
Psaltriparus jninimus
White-breasted nuthatch
Sitta canadensis
Pigmy nuthatch
Sitta

pygmaea

Dipper
Cinclus mexicanus

House wren
Troglodytes aedon
Bewick's wren

Thryomanes bewickii
Long-billed marsh wren
Tehnatodytes palustris

Canon wren
Gather pes mexicanus

Rock wren
Salpinctes obsoletus

Mockingbird

Mimus

polyglottos

Catbird

DumeteUa carolinensis
Brown thrasher
Toxostoma rufum
Bendire's thrasher
Toxostoma bendirei
Sage thrasher

Oreoscoptes montanus

Robin
Tiirdus migratoriiis

Hermit thrush
Hylocichla guttata
Swainson's thrush
Hylocichla ustulata

Western bluebird
Sialia mexicana
Mountain bluebird
Sialia currucoides

Townsend's solitaire
Myadestes townsendi
Blue-gray gnatcatcher
PoHoptila caerulea

Ruby-crowned kinglet
Regulus calendula

Water

pipit

Anthus spinoletta
Cedar waxwing
Bombycilla cedrorum
Loggerhead shrike
Lanius ludovicianus
Northern shrike
Lanius excubitor
Starling

Sturnus vulgaris
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Colo. Plat.

W

E
Solitary vireo
Vir'eo solitai'iiis

o

,

Red-eyed vireo
Vireo oliraceus

Warbling vireo
Vireo gilrus

o

Orange-crowned warbler
Vermirora celala
Nashville warbler
Vermivora ruficapilla
Virginia's warbler
Vermivora virginiae
Lucy's warbler

o

Vermivora. luciae

o

Yellow warbler
Dendroica petechia
Myrtle w.arbler
Dendroica coronata
Audubon's warbler
Dendroica auduboni
Black-throated gray warbler
Dendroica nigrescens
Townsend's warbler
Dendroioa townsendi
Hermit warbler
Dendroica occidentalis
Grace's warbler
Dendroica graciae
Northern waterthrush
Seiurus noveboracensis
MacGillivray's warbler
Operornis tolmiei
Yellowthroat

:

o

o
o

o
o
o
o
o

Geothlypis trichas
Yellow-breasted chat

o

Icteria virens

o

Wilson's warbler
Wilson-ia

pusilla

o

American redstart
Setophaga ruticiUa
House sparrow
Passer domesticus
Bobolink

DoUchonyx oryzivorus

o

Western meadowlark
SturneUa neglecta

o

Yellow-headed blackbird
X-anthocephalus xanthocephalus o

Redwinged blackbird
Agelains phoeniceus

o

Scott's oriole

Icterus parisorum
Bullock's oriole
Icterus buUockii

o

Brewer's blackbird

Euphagus cyanocephalus
Brown-headed cowbird

o

Molothrus ater

Western tanager
Piranga ludoviciana
Black-headed grosbeak
Pheucticus melanocephalus
Blue grosbeck
Guiraca caerulea
Lazuli bunting
Passerina amoena
Evening grosbeak
Hesperiphona vespertina

o
o

Cassin's finch

Carpodacus

cassinii

House linch
Carpodacus 7nexicanus

Common

redpoll

Acanthis flammea

:

o

Uinta Mt.

E

W

Green Riv.
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Pine siskin
Spinus pinus

American goldflinch
Spimis tristis
Lesser goldfinch
Spinus psaltra

Red

crossbill

Loxia curvirostra
Green-tailed towhee
Chlorura chlorura
Rufous-sided towhee
Pipilo erythrophthalmus
Lark bunting
Calamospiza melanocorys
Savannah sparrow
Passerculus sandwichensis
Vesper sparrow
Pooecetes gramineus
Lark sparrow
Chondestes grammacus
Black-throated sparrow
Amphispiza bilineata
Sage sparrow
Amphispiza belli
Slate-colored junco
Junco hyemalis
Oregon junco
Junco oreganus
Gray-headed junco
Junco caniceps
Tree sparrow
Spizella arborea
Chipping sparrow
Spizella passerina

Brewer's sparrow
Spizella breweri
Harris' sparrow
Zonotrichia quevula

White-crowned sparrow
Zonotrichia leucophrys
Lincoln's sparrow

Melospiza lincolnii

Song sparrow
Melospiza melodia
Lapland longspur
Calcarius lapponicus
Snow bunting
Plectrophenax nivalis

MAMMALS
Vagrant shrew
Sorex vagrans
Little brown myotis
Myotis lucifugus
Yuma myotis
Myotis yumanensis
Long-eared myotis
Myotis evotis
Fringed myotis
Myotis thysanodes
Long-legged myotis
Myotis I'o/cms
California myotis
Myotis californicus
Small-footed myotis
Myotis subulatus

Silver-haired bat
Lasionycteris noctivagans

Western

pipistrelle
Pipistrellus hesperus

Big brown bat
Eptesicus fuscus
Red bat
Lasiurus borealis
Hoary bat
Lasiurus cinereus

W

Uinta Mt.

E

W

Green Riv.
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Colo. Plat.

E
Spotted bat
Eudernut maculatiun
Big-eared bat

Corynorhinus

rafinesqiiii

Pallid bat

Antrozous paUidus
Free-tailed bat

Tadarida mexicana
Nuttall's cottontail

Sylvilagus n}(ttuIHi
Desert cottontail
Sylvilagus auditbonii
White-tailed jacii rabbit

Lepus townsendii
Blacit-tailed jacPc rabbit

Lepus californicus
Least chipmunk
Eutamias minimus

chipmunk
Eutamias dorsalis
Colorado chipmunk

Cliff

Eut-amias quadrivittatus
White-tailed antelope squirrel
Citellus leucurus
Richardson's ground squirrel
Citellus richardsonii
Uinta ground squirrel
Citellus armatus

Thirteen-lined ground squirrel
Citellus tridecemlineatus
Spotted ground squirrel
Citellus spilosoma
squirrel
Citellus variegatus

Rock

Golden-mantled ground squirrel
Citellus

lateralis

White-tailed prairie dog
Cynomys leucurus

Gunnison's prairie dog

Cynomys gunnisoni
Abert's squirrel
Sciurus aberti

Red

squirrel

Tamiasciurus h udsonicus
Botta's pocket gopher

Thomomys

bottae

Northern pocket gopher

Thomomys

talpoides

Olive-backed pocket mouse

Perognathus fasciatus
Silky pocket

mouse

Perognathus flavus
Little pocket

mouse

Perognathus longimembris

Apache pocket mouse
Perognathus apache
Great Basin pocket mouse
Perognathus jKtrvus
Long-tailed pocket

mouse

Perognathus formosus

Rock pocket mouse
Perognathus interviedius
Ord's kangaroo rat

Dipodomys
Beaver

ordii

Castor canado'sis

Western harvest mouse
Reith rodontomys megalotis
Canyon mouse
Peromyscus crinitus
Deer mouse
Peromyscus maniculatus
Brush mouse
Peromyscus boylii

W

Uinta Mt.

E

W

Green Riv.
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W

E

Uinta Mt.

W

E

Green Riv.

Pinon mouse
Peroniyscus truei

o x

o x

x

o

o

o x

x

o

ox

x

ox

Rock mouse
Peroniyscus nasutus
No. grasshopper mouse
Onychomys leucogaster
White-throated wood rat

o

Neotoma albigula
Deseret wood rat
Neotoma stephensi
Mexican wood rat
Neotoma mexioana
Bushy-tailed wood rat
Neotoma cinerea
Montane vole

o x

o x

x

ox

Microtus montanus

x

Sagebrush vole
Lagurus curtatus

Norway

x

o

x

o

o

x
o

rat

Rattus norvegicus

x

House mouse

Mus

x

m,usculus

o

Western jumping mouse
Zapus princeps
Porcupine
Erethieon dorsatum
Coyote
Canis latrans
Red fox
Vulpes fulva
Gray fox
Urocyon cinereoargenteus

x
o x

x

o

o x

o

o

o
o

x

x

x

o

o

o x

o

o

o

o

o

o

Ringtail

Bassariscus astutus

Ermine
Mustela erminea
Long-tailed weasel
Mustela frenata
Black-footed ferret
Mustela nigripes

ox

x
x

o

Badger
Taxidea taxus

o

x

Mink
Mustela vison

o

o

o

o

o

o

Western spotted skunk
Spilogale gracilis
Striped skunk
Mephitis mephitis

o

o

River otter
Lutra canadensis

Mountain

o

lion

Felis concolor

o x

Bobcat

Lynx rufus

o

Wapiti
Cervus canadensis

o

Pronghorn
Antilocapra americana
Bison
Bison bison
Mountain sheep
Ovis canadensis
Mule deer
Odocoileus hemionus

o

o

o

coo
ox

o x

x

x

x

x

o
o

ox

ox

o

ox

ox

ox

